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1. Development policy:Commission guidelines
1.1.1. The Commission sent two important
communications on development policy to
the Council on 24 and 29-Marchi the'first
proposes guidelines for the negotiations-
scheduled to open in Septemberlon a new
convention berween the EEC and 53 African,
Caribbean and Pacific counrries (ACp) olus
Angola and Mozambique (which have'de-
clared they are ready-to take part);l the
second establishes new guidelineJ for Com-
muniry food aid to facilitate its incorporationin an overall policy and^ adapt if to the
present economic situation.z
These communications are directly in line
with the guidelines adopted by the'Commis-
sion in its memorandum last Septembed and
represent their practical applicition in rwo
essential areas of Europiin development
policy.
As Mr Edgard Pisani pointed our, the main
idea behind this reshiping of cooperation
policy is to give peasani faimers the central
role in ensuring the nutritional balance of
each country and each region. Mr Pisani also
referred to the need for-Europe to adopt a
generous- approach under the new policy, in
spite of the present recession.
EEC-ACP cooperafion:
the lmportance of
the forthcomlng negotlailons
1.1.2. The second Lom6 Convention, which
came into force on 1 January 1981, is due to
expire on 28 February 1983. For fEC-nCp
cooperation to continue beyond that date,
negotiations for a new convention have to be
opened in the second half of 1983.
On 29 March the Commission sent a
communication to the Council containing
guidelines to enable the Community to worf
out its approach ro rhe negotiations in good
tlme.
1.1.3. Instead of a convention that would
have_to be negotiated afresh every five years,
the Commission is proposing 
" 
.onr.ntion of
indefinite duration, a genuine treaty between
the Community and the RCp Stites, as a
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means of underlining both the importance of
the political gesture and the fiith of all
concerned in the durabiliry of the existing
cooperation system. This basic ponvention,
which would lay down the ultimate aims,
objectives and principles of cooperation in
the fields of trade (iccess to t6e market),
finance and commodities, would have
implementation protocols which would be
renegotiable every five years.
The Commission's proposals
1.1.4; The idea behind the Commission's
proposals is to keep what has been attained in
the previous Yaound6 and Lom6 Conventions
while at the same time improving cooperation
instruments and practice where neceisary to
suit the presenr situation of the ACP couniries
and their international environment.
The Commission paper outlines the present
situation and suggests the objectives and
ultimate aims on which agreemenr should be
sought with the ACP Statei and which should
be included in the basic convenrion: to find
ways of improving people's living conditions
and making development more autonomous
and self-sustained; to give priority to agricul-
tural developmenr and food self-sufficiency;
to give mo.i support to regional cooperation
and regional integration efforts made by the
ACP countries; and to take more account of
the long-term consrraints and possibilities of
development (fight against desertification
and large-scale endemic diseases, scientific
research, etc.).
In line with the guidelines set out in the
memorandum, the document then proposes
the renewals, adjustments or improue-ents
which are needed in the main - areas and
instrume,nts of cooperation: trade regulations
and trade promotion; principles, procedures
I The ACP countries include 22 of rhe 3l leasr-
developed countries.z coM(83)14l final.r 
-Bull. EC_9-1982, points 1.1.1 to l.l.1l; Supplement5182 
- 
Bull. EC.
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and instruments of financial cooPeration;
commodity measures; and cooPeration
institutions.
A political approach
1.1.5. When presenting the policy set out in
the Commission document' Mr Pisani said
that the Commission would like to see
EEC-ACP cooperation given a new dimen-
sion, so that ii would be more than iust an
adaptation of the Present Lom6 Convention.
He urged that the first phase of negotiation
should endeavour to reach broad consensus
on the objectives, ultimate aims and means of
achieving cooperation.
The discussions already started in developing
countries (OAU's Lagos Plan) and in the
Community (based on the Commission mem-
orandum Ln development policy)1 indicate
that the elements of such an agreement do
exist.
1.1.6. The negotiations will oPen in
September in circumstances less encouraging
than those of five years ago' The facts of
international life have changed and East-West
confrontation has come to replace North-
South dialogue as the issue of central concern.
The Second Development Decade has shown
us, in retrospect, that aid has been inadeqlate
or'inappropiiate, and that many Third World
.o.,.rtriis hive been unable to derive any real
benefit from what they did get. The Poorest
countries' debts are eating their substance
aw^y and stand in the way of fresh
inveitment. Regarding the Lom6 Convention
itself, not all the schemes it has financed have
proved to be worthwhile instruments of
development.
As Mr Pisani points out, the success of the
enterprise is vital to the ACP countries,
because if they cannot count on the Commun-
ity they will have difficulty in finding a
n.* p^ttn.r willing to commit itself to a
negotiated, contraciually-based, 
-lasting 
and
politically neutral system of 4evelopment
iooperation. Success is equally vital to
Eur-ope, because a Part of its strength in
international affairs comes from its special
relations with the Third World.
8
1.1.7. The negotiations will not be €asy'
because it will te difficult, in the depths of
recession, to think ahead into the distant
future, to come to terms with the fact that for
the countries of the Third'World development
does not mean copying the industrialized
countries and that food aid is not primarily a
way of disposing of surpluses; to get it across
thal a million fuel-efficient stoves are worth
more than one monster dam; to explain to
certain governments that the fault lies in their
methodl or the priorities they have adopted;
it will be difficult to turn the welfare cases
into productive economies and foster their
growth step by step.
1.1.8. However, the CommunitY must
accept this challenge. In September 1981 it
oublished a plan to combat world hunger; a
,."r later ift. Commission presented itsiMemorandum on the Community's develop-
ment policy', and it has adopted a communi-
cation- to the Council on 'Food aid for
development'. These three papers outline or
amplify to some extent the ideas to be
enshrined in the convention.
Food aid for development
Chronological summary
October 1979:
The European Parliament holds its first maior
debate on world hunger.2
Nouember 1981:
The Commission launches a 'plan of action to
combat world hunger', with the emphasis on
support for structural measures 
- 
food
strategies and long-term oPerations to safe-
guard the rural environment.r
June 1982:
The Commission presents proPosals for a
special programme to combat world hunger,
cbvering both immediate additional relief for
t Bull. EC 9-1982, poinrs 1.1.1 to 1.1.11;Supplement
5182 
- 
Bull. EC.2 Bull. Ec 10-1979,point 2.3.13.3 Bull. EC 9-1981, points 1.2.1 to 1.2.8.
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refugees and structural measures (the Council
allowed only 115 million ECU of the
proposed 184 million ECU budget for the
programme).r
Parliament holds a second major debate.2
1982:
The policy of supporting food strategies is
tried out for the first time in four countries 
-Kenya, Mali, Rwanda and Zambia.
198lt 82:
The Commission orders a full-scale evaluation
of Community food aid programmes.
September 1982:
In a memorandum on Community develop-
ment policy the Commission reiterates the
need to reform food aid policy.3
March 1983:
The Commission proposes specific new
guidelines to the Council.
Need forfood aid and its aims
Need for food aid
1.1.9. Despite their own efforts and the aid
they have received, most developing countries
are unable to meet domestic demand for food
and have to resort to imports, which can
place a further strain on their balance
of payments and increase their external
indebtedness. The FAO estimares that by the
turn of the century the developing countries'
commercial cereal imports will have reached
200 million tonnes a year (compared to 42
million tonnes in 1,970171 and 100 million,
tonnes in 1980/81); Unicef predicts a risein the number of seriously malnourished
children from 400 million to 500 million in
the next 10 or 20 years. These figures clearly
show both the continuing need for food aid
and the crucial importance of encouraging
and helping the developing countries to pur in
hand veritable food and agriculture straregies.
Food aid until now
1.1.10. The evaluation undertaken in 1982
showed the Community food aid system to be
inflexible, based on a concept thought up 30
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years ago as a means of disposing of the
industrialized countries' grain surpluses. The
rules laid down a few years ago by the
FAO, which have scarcely changed in the
intervening years, state that food aid can only
be used to top up normal commercial
.llmports.'
The Community has subscribed both to those
rules and to the 1967 Food Aid Convention.
Since then, the Communiry, like other donors,
has of course 'bent' the food aid rules in the
interests of development proper, but the
process has not gone far enough.
Aims of food aid: priority for strucrural aid
Structural deuelopment aid
1.1.11. The Commission feels that Com-
munity food aid should cease ro be an end in
itself and be integrated into comprehensive
food and agriculture strategies, which offer
the only hope of ending the endemic
malnutrition in the developing countries. The
idea is that the new food aid policy should be
both wider, to take more account of the
diversiry of the developing countries' needs,
and more flexible as regards the way in which
the aid can be used.
The different forms of food aid
1.1.12. However, while regarding structural
aid for food and agricultural development as
a priority, the Commission is aware of
the importance of aid provided for other
purposes:(i) ernergency food aid to provide humani-
tarian relief in crises and disasters;(ii) nutritional aid for refugees;(iii) indirect balance-of-payffients
food aid can be used to reduce a
food import bill;
aid
country's
(iv) aid for the setting up of production
chains 
- 
an example is Operation Flood, in
India, where aid in the form of milk products
] Sutt. EC 6-1982, points 1.3.1 to 1.3.7.j Bull. EC 6-1982, point 1.3.6.r Bull. EC 9-1982, poinrs 1.1 .1 to l. l. I I ; Supplement
5182 
- 
Bull. EC.a The Committee on Surplus Disposal still monitors the
application of these rules.
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is given as start-uP assistance foran integrated
proiect aimed at setting up local production,
processing and distribution facilities.
Ways of using food aid
Satisfying immediate nutritional
requirements
1.1.13. Food aid can be used in various ways
to satisfy immediate nutritional requirements:
free disiribution or sale at reduced prices of
food products; specific nutritional ,Pro-
g.ammis (for children or nursing mothers,
for example); provision of food products in
exchange for work done.
Integrating food aid into the
development drive
1.1.14. Food aid has to be one among a
number of instruments serving food strategies
designed to harness the energies of peasant
farmers and increase local food production.
Accordingly, it should not have the effect of
depressing market prices or giving people
dietary hibits which can never be catered for
by local food production and it should be
integrated into a wider programme.
There are a number of ways of achieving
these ends:(a) Counterpart funds, i.e. money generated
by the sale on the local market of products
supplied as food aid, which can be used to:(i) finance the local costs of agricultural
development proiects;(ii) constitute working capital for an
intervention fund to stabilize domestic market
prices;(iii) set up an equalization fund so that the
impact on consumer prices of an increase in
producer prices can be spread over a period
of time;(iv) promote the processing and packaging
of local products;(v) contribute to the budget costs of
implementing a food strategy.
(b) Direct use of food aid Products(i) to constitute national or regional security
stocks;
10
(ii) to start up and support the development
of agricultural processing units.
(c) Triangular operations' in which food is
bought in one developing country' which- has
an &portable availability, to be sent as food
aid to a country with a shortfall.
Adapting the @mmunity fad aid system
1.1.15. Vhile for one-off aid operations
current practice can continue more or less
unchangid, the system will have to be
radically revised if it is to coPe with aid
intended as a back-up for the development of
agriculture and food development.
Programming
Muhiannual and contractual programming
1.1.16. Instead of the Present yearly
allocations, granted on the basis of essentially
quantitative criteria without any real attemPt
being made to coordinate the way in which
the iid will be used, the Commission is
proposing that while quantitative 
. 
criteria
(structuril food shortfall, extent of unmet
nutritional requirements, etc.) will continue
to be taken into account in allocating aid,
two equally important qualitative criteria
must also be considered:(i) whether the food aid will contribute to
efforts to develop a country's own food
production or marketing arrangements;(ii) whether the recipient country is able or
willing to undertake such efforts within a
coherent policy framework.
This means that before a decision is taken
there will have to be detailed discussions with
the recipient country aimed at integrating the
planned food aid operation with its general
development policy and reaching agreement
on how the aid should be used. The outcome
of the dialogue should be the conclusion of a
food aid contract setting out the rights and
obligations of the two sides over a period of
seveial years. As well as establishing the
seneral framework within which food aid
iuitt U. integrated, the contract will specify:(i) the quantity and type of products to
be supplied each year and the delivery
arrangements;
Bull. EC 3-1983
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(ii) how the aid is to be used and for what
purpose;(iii) how any counterpart funds are to be
used.
Such a planned, contractual approach could
and should make for better coordination
between Community and Member State aid
operations.
Suiting the products to the needs
1.1.17. In order to meet people's needs in
the most appropriate way and avoid creating
dietary habits which local production will
never be able to satisfy, food aid will need to
be less tied to the existence of disposable
surpluses.
The problem differs according to the product
concerned.
1.1.18. Food aid in the form of cereals will
continue to be essential, as wheat, maize, rice,
etc. account for over half of people's calory
and protein intake in the Third World. But it
is important to see that the aid supports local
growers' efforts rather than discouraging
them. Hence:(i) in the case of wheat, which is mainly
used to satisfy urban demand, it would be
best to sell the product on the local market in
order to generate counterpart funds which
can then be used either to procure local
produce, to stabilize the market or to finance
food production projects;(ii) maize (of which the Community itself
has a shortfall) should whenever possible be
procured locally, i.e. in neighbouring regions
or countries;(iii) rice, which is in an intermediate
situation between the two preceding ones,
should be dealt with on a case-by-case basis,
following the guidelines for wheat or maize.
1.1.19. In order to avoid the widely
criticized drawbacks of aid in the form of
milk products, these should be provided only
where conditions of hygiene and the economic
situation permit.
In countries which themselves have a dairy
sector, such aid can be used to support
fledgling production or processing systems or
to make up a temporary shortfall.
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Elsewhere, milk products should as far as
possible be supplied only as part of specific
nutritional programmes implemented by
specialist bodies.
1.1.20. In addition, as a way of providing
extra proteins and calories without creating
'imported' dietary habits, there should be an
increasing moye towards back-up schemes in
the form of local purchasing of food legumes,
use of fishery products (dried fish or meal)
and the use of locally produced oil or other
types of Community-produced oils to replace
butteroil.
Transport costs
1.1.21. The Community should make it a
rule to cover the transport costs of all food
aid operations (two thirds of aid is already
transported at the Community's expense).
Distribution
1.1.22. Hitherto, a large proportion of
food aid has been channelled via public
international organizations or non-
governmental organizations. These channels
should continue to be used where they offer
a guarantee of greater efficiency in the
distribution of food to rarget secrions of
the population or for one-off development
schemes. On the other hand, it is more
difficult to assign them a role in operations to
support food policies or strategies; but this
should not be rejected out of hand.
1.1.23. The Community's 1982 food aid
programme provided for the allocation of
1 100 000 tonnes of cereals (a little overl% o( the developing countries' import
requirements), 150 000 tonnes of skimmed-
milk powder and 45 000 tonnes of butteroil,
at a total cost of 700 million ECU (two
thirds of which was for the milk products
programme). The recipients are over 60
developing countries, the main ones being
Bangladesh, Egypt and India, and numerous
organizations (though aid to the ACP
countries accounted f.or 360/" of the 1982
programme).1
I Bull. EC 4-1982,point2.2.20.
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2. The currency realignment of 21 March
1.2.1. A general realignment of the central
rates within the EMS took place on 21
March. The seventh realignment since the
EMS was established in 1979, it came nine
months after the previous adiustment on 14
June 1982.1 The broad pattern of the changes
is fairly similar, but this time the rates of all
the currencies changed against each other,
and the widest divergence between two
currencies was somewhat less than on the
previous occasion, when it was over 1.07o.
The changes in the bilateral central rates are
As on previous occasions, the realignment
was decided upon by agreement' following a
common procedure in which the Commission
took part and after consultation of the
Monetiry Committee, by the Ministers for
Finance and the Central Bank Governors of
the Member States. This time the decision
was a truly Communiry effort: both the
direction and the size of the changes were the
subject of intense, even difficult, discussion
until unanimous agreement was reached on a
balanced readiustment of the parity grid.
1.2.2. The realignment was needed largely
because the European economies are out of
step, the most obvious signs being the
continuing wide differences between national
rates of lnflation and growing differences
in external trade balances. The cyclical
desvnchronization of the French and German
ecohomies also added to the internal strains
in the EMS. Against this general
background-also marked by the elections at
the beginning of the month in Germany and
France-a wave of speculation hit all the
EMS currencies, driving the German mark
and the Dutch guilder apart from the others.
A meeting of the Ministers for Finance and
the Central Bank Governors was therefore
called by Germany (holding the presidency of
t2
as follows:
German mark
Dutch guilder
Danish krone
Belgian franc
Luxembourg franc
French franc
Italian lira
Irish pound
+ 5.5"/"
+ 3.5%
+ 2.5Y.
+ 1..5%
+ l.5o/o
- 
2.5%
- 
2.5o/o
- 
3s%
the Council) on 19 March. The agreement
finally reached on the new parities established
currency relationships which more faithfully
reflect present economic realities.
1.2.3. The countries most affected by the 21
March realignment agreed to carry out
back-up policies to reinforce the positive
impact of the exchange rate changes and
counter unwelcome side-effects. The dry
before agreement was reached Germany and
the Netherlands eased their monetary policies
by making a large cut in their interest rates; a
few days afterwards France spelled out its
measures, announced at the discussions, to
reduce inflation steadily and wipe out the
trade deficit over two years; and Belgium and
Denmark announced their resolve to Pursue
an even tighter austeriry policy.
1.2.4. Repeated adjustments on such a scale
certainly give serious cause for concern in
that they threaten to undermine the credibility
of the EMS. But the whole realignment
process-both the way decisions were reached
ind the economic policy programmes to be
carried out by the Member States-shows
how determined the EMS members are that
the system should operate smoothly and
testifies to their shared concern that the
economies should follow more convergent
paths towards stability.
Mr Frangois-Xavier Ortoli expressed his
satisfaction at the outcome: 'Failure would
have been a severe blow to the EMS and
would have weakened the Community at a
time when a common will for action is more
than ever necessary to accentuate the role of
Europe and to bring about economic recovery
in the Community.
I am therefore relieved and highly satisfied by
the agreement reached. It is a practical
demonstration of the political will to strive
towards greater convergence through the use
of that irreplaceable instrument of integration,
the EMS. This search for convergence should
be strengthened so as to guarantee monetary
stability and to safeguard the Community's
achievements to date.'
I Bull. Ec 6-1982, points 2.1.3 and2.l.4.
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3. Integrated Mediterranean programmes
1.3.1. In its report pursuant to the mandate
of 30 M"y' the Commission highlighted
the specific problems of the Mediterranean
regions and stated that a number of Commun-
ity programmes would be implemented to
improve agriculture in these regions. It also
stated that, in making its contribution, 'the
Community must keep two principles in
mind: equivalence and equity. Equivalence
means that, in line with the basic principles of
the Treaties, the common agricultural policy
must apply without discrimination to
Mediterranean products. Equity means that
change cannot be allowed to lead to a drop in
living standards for those involved'.
1.3.2. The Mediterranean regions are
among the least developed in the Community.
Geographically remote from the heartlands of
industrial development, these regions still
depend heavily or predominantly on
agriculture+specially products peculiar to
that part of the world. Industrial structures
are weak, unemployment is high, the level of
activity is very low. They have benefited up
to now from the measures taken to assist the
Communiry's less developed regions. These
measures have been expanded in recent
years, especially since 1978; but despite the
resources already deployed, it must be
admitted that the development gap between
these regions and the others has not closed
and in certain cases has actually widened.
Over the period 1973 to 1982 the total aid
allocated to the Mediterranean regions from
the structural Funds represents only about
3l% of. the overall budget for these Funds
and 60/o of total Community expenditure.
Community action is often piecemeal, with
no clearly defined overall approach. Experi-
ence has shown, especially as regards the
EAGGF Guidance Section, the limitations of
an approach based on sectoral measures
which are not dovetailed with development
strategy.
Accordingly, on 24 March the Commission
sent to the Council, on the basis-of the policy
guidelines adopt-ed in Februaryz a proposal
for a Regulationr to impleme_nt the integrated
Mediterranean programmesa for regions in
Greece, Italy and France.
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Basic oblectives
1.3.3. The programmes have two basic
objectives: to increase incomes and to improve
the employment situarion. They subsume,
supplement and expand a number of measures
which the Commission is already carrying out
or has proposed but without any ovtrall
coordination so far. They supplement the
measures carried out at Community level by
the Social Fund and the Regional Fund
(quota and non-quota sections); they supple-
ment, adapt and expand the measures planned
under the common policy for the structures
of the fishing industry, which so far have not
taken sufficient account of the problems
specific to Mediterranean fisheries; and they
form a counterpart to the market proposals
presented by the Commission in its memor-
andum of October 1981.s
Geographical scope
1.3.4. The regions in which the integrated
programmes are to apply have been chosen
on the basis of the factors which suggested
such programmes were needed and the
programmes' objectives. They are all regions
that depend heavily on Mediterranean prod-
ucts and whose general economic situation is
well below the Community average.6
On the basis of these criteria the Commission
has selected the following areas:(i) France: Languedoc-Roussillon, Corsica,
Provence-C6te d'Azur, Aquitaine and Midi-
Py16nies;(ii) Greece: the whole country;(iii) Italy: the Mezzogiorno, Latium, Tus-
cany, Umbria, Marche and Liguria.
I Supplement 1/81 
- 
Bull. EC.j Bull. EC 2-1983, points 2.1.12, 2.l.lOZ and 2.2.2.r COM(83)24 final.a The main features of each programme are described
in Part Three (Documentation), points 3.4.1 to 3.4.3,r Bull. EC l0-1981, points 2.1.83 to2.1.92;Supplement
4l8l 
- 
Bull. EC.6 Point 1.3.2.
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lntegrated Mediterranean programm€s
The programmes will not apply either to the
majoi conurbations or, in the case of France
and central and northern Italy, to the built-up
coastal stretches in which tourism is 
^year-round activiry.
Content ol the programmes
Agriculture
1,3.5. Agricultural measures are at the heart
of the programmes because agriculture is
so important in the economies of the
Mediteiranean regions and must become
more competitive in the context of the
enlarged Community. The measures fall into
three categories:(i) measures to improve the general
conditions of farming (infrastructure);(ii) operations at farm level, involving
technical and socio-cultural measures;(iii) back-up measures (forestry, research,
vocational training).
As a general rule the agricultural measur€s
are differentiated for inland areas (uplands)
and lowland areas. This distinction divides
the regions into two relatively homogeneous
areas. The measures to improve the general
conditions of farming and back-up measures
will be applied throughout, but on a larger
scale in ihe inland areas, which have the
greatest handicaps (development of forestry,
promotion of cattle farming, expansion or
introduction of crops suited to the climatic
and soil conditions).
Non-agricultural sectors
1.3.6. The measures for non-agricultural
sectors are to create alternative iob opportuni-
ties for those leaving farming and provide
additional sources of income for those
remaining. More generally, they must improve
the socio-economic fabric of the regions by
making it more dynamic.
Fisheries
1.3.7. Measures in the fisheries sector are
aimed at enhancing the industry's environ-
ment and improving its general operating
t4
conditions (infrastructure, land-based port
facilities, the development of lagoons suitable
for aquaculture); improving the whole pro-
duction process, from fishing proper and
aquaculture to the processing and marketing
ofthe products; and providing back-up in the
form of biological, technical and economic
research and technical assistance to those
working in the industry.
Small business and artisanat
1.3.8. The measures proposed are to enable
small and medium-sized businesses to improve
their management and organization capacity
and obtain easier access to risk capital; to
increase their penetration of the markets of
non-member countries around the
Mediterranean; and to obtain advice about
aid schemes and assistance in utilizing them.
Tourism
1.3.9. To foster rural tourism it is planned
to provide aid for investment in increased
accommodation capacity; start-uP aid for
bodies responsible for promoting tourism;
and aid for establishing the facilities and
infrastructure needed for the development of
tourism.
Energy
1.3.10. The energy measures will be devoted
to the development of renewable energy
sources, thereby increasing employment in
Mediterranean firms active in this field. The
projects include small hydroelectric proiects,
wind, biomass, solar and geothermal energy
projects and water-heating by solar panels.
lmplementation
1.3.11, The draft programmes were sent to
the Council in the form of a proposal for a
Regulation giving as much detail of the
programmes as possible. Adoption of the
Regulation by the Council will mean that the
Member States concerned will have to
establish an operational plan of campaign.
This plan must be ready in a year. At
Community level, the Commission will be
responsible for implementation, in accordance
with the procedures set out in the Regulation.
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All the Member States will be associated
in the implementation of the programmes
through the existing Fund iommittees,
without any change to their operating rules.
1.3.12. The Regulation also provides for
machinery for cooperation and ioordination
with each Member State concerned, to
facilitate implementation of the programmes.
With the structure proposed, ii should
be possible to spot problems, gaps and
bottlenecks in good time and resolve them
promptly, so that the programmes can be
kept going at a steady paie, with changes
where needed. Such monitoring of itre
programmes,_-together with other supporting
measures, will facilitate the continuouiassess-
ment of the results.
1.3.13. Finally, the Commission proposes
that the amounrs allocated annually to
the programmes should be entered in the
Community budget in a single chapter entirled
'Mediterranean programmes'.
Community rules in Greece; the idea that
Greece might apply the rules of the Treaties
or the Act of Accession in its own way or
only in part was ruled out from the beginning.
The measures proposed by the Commission
are firmly within the framework of Commun-
ity rules, though some temporary derogations
are envisaged. The one really significant
derogation concerns taxation: the eommis-
sion will refrain from instituting proceedings
against Greek infringements of Article 95 of
the EEC Treaty (which prohibits Member
S-tates from imposing higher taxes on imports
than on similar national products), provided
Greece draws up a timerable for phising out
these infringemenrs and introducing VAT.
The Commission is thus establishine a
kind of special transitional period for-the
application of Article 95 and is placing this
problem in the overall context of Gree-k tax
reform, which will take some time.
To promote efforts to enhance the competi-
tiveness of Greek industry, the Commisiion
will also take a flexible approach inspired by
I nutt. EC 3-1982, point 2.4.1z Bull. EC 3-1982, point 1.3.5.r Bull. EC 6-1982, point 2.4.1.
4. Commission response to Greek
memorandum
1.4.1. One year after the Greek Government
presented its memorandum on relations
with the Community in March 19821 the
Commission has sent the Council and
Parliament its response on ways of helping
Greece to tackle the economic and social
problems outlined in the memorandum.
The European Council of. 29 and 30 March
1982 agreed that the Commission should
study the me-morandum and report to the
Council on it.z In an initial communication ro
the Council last June the Commission
indicated its general agreement with the
description of the economic situation given in
the memorandum and stated that determined
action was called for.3 The Council took nore
of the Commission's communication at its
meeting on 20 and 21, June 1,982 and
agreed that the Greek Governmenr and the
Commission would remain 'in contact in
order to clarify the various aspecs of this
question as far as possible'.J
Framework for the proposed measures
1.4.2. In accordance_ with the guidelines
adopted in June 1982,r the Commission does
not plan any permanent exemptions from
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Protocol No 7 to the Act of Accession when
scrutinizing State aids.
Commission officials were sent on mission to
Athens between September 1982 and Febru-
ary 1983, and most of the issues involved in
Greece's membership of the Community were
discussed; they provided the Commission
with a valuable opportunity to come to a
fuller understanding of the situation in Greece
as it is affected by the relatively recent
experience of membership.
The Commission's response looks at two
main categories of measure: Community
action already taken or proposed since
the memorandum was presented and new
proposals which the Commission will be
making.
Community action already taken
or proposed
sinie the memorandum was presented
Agricuhure and fisheries
1.4.3. In recent months various measures
have been taken to help Greece, especially in
the field of agriculture. On 19 July 1982
the Council adopted a Regulation on the
acceleration of agricultural development in
certain regions of Greece,r and on 22
November -it extended the more favourable
conditions and rates of reimbursement appli-
cable to certain Mediterranean areas to
similar areas in Greece.2 Greece should also
derive particular benefit from certain existing
Programmes.
Greece and integrated
M e di t err an ean P r o gr atnm e s
1.4.4. The Commission considers that its
proposal on- the integrated Mediterranean
programmes3 represents a direct and satisfac-
tory response to many of the structural
questions raised in the memorandum.
It is proposed that 2 542 million ECU be
invested in Greece under this Programme
between 1985 and 1,991t 1.235 million in
agriculture, '120 million in forestry, 1?9
million in fisheries and 1 048 million for
other general economic development meas-
ures (vocational training, transport
t6
infrastructure and energy projects, Commun-
ity contribution to reducing pollution in
Athens).
New proposals
Fiue-year plan 
- 
maior Proiects
1.4.5. The Greek authorities gave the Com-
mission officials on mission in Greece an
account of the maior proiects planned in
the five-year economic development plan
designed to reduce imbalances between the
various regions and support internal agricul-
tural revenue, which took effect on 19
January.
\flhen these projects have been presented and
examined the Commission will be ready, if
necessary, to Propose to the Council that
special measures be added to existing Com-
munity instruments.
Agricuhure
1.4.6. The Commission proposes the exten-
sion to all of rural Greece of measures
concerning irrigation, forestry, infrastructure
and the hiring and training of qualiry control
personnel.
Employment and social Policy
1.4.7. The Commission proposes financial
aid for the construction and equipment of
training centres in urban areas (similar action
is alreidy envisaged for other areas in the
Mediterranean integrated programme for
Greece). It also proposes financial assistance
towards improvement of the arrangements
for the social and occupational rehabilitation
of certain categories of handicapped people.
This will involve the building and equipment
of hospitals and the introduction of modern
techniques. These actions, which will have a
duration of four years, are intended to Put
, oJ L zt4, 22.7.1982; Bull. EC 7/8-1982, point
2.1.125.2 oJ t- 332, 27.11.1982; Bull. EC 11-1982, point
2.1.102.3 Points 1.3.1 to 1.3.13; points 3.4.1 to 3.4.3.
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Greece in a position to make greater use of
the resources of the Social Fund.
Transport
1.4.8. For 1984 and 1985 the Commission
proposes a substantial measure in favour of
transport infrastructure proiects of interest to
the Community as pari of the experimental
programme on transport infrastructure in the
Community.l
It is also considering a number of measures
for a limited period aimed at reducing the
effects of the cost of transport on produciivity
in Greek agriculture.
Enuironment
1.4.9. The Commission proposes aid to
develop a comprehensive depollution
programme for Athens; when the programme
has been established the Commission will
present proposals regardings its own involve-
ment.
Fisheries
1.4.10. The Commission plans to special
attention to Greece's requests concerning the
Community's interim measures for restructur-
ing coastal fishing and aquaculture. It will
also take particular account, in implementing
the integrated Mediterranean programmes,
of the structure of the Greek fleet.
Administratiue as sistance
1.4.11. The Commission will have a hand
in the Greek Government's plan to modernize
its administration and train qualified officials.
It will propose a specific contribution ro the
Greek project to set up a national civil service
college.
1.4.12. Mr Richard Burke, the Member of
the Commission with special responsibility
for this question, presenting the Commissiont
response to the press, said that the problems
of Greece posed a challenge to the Community
and in the first instance ro the Commission.
The first essential was to try to understand
Bull. EC 3-1983
the problems-and this the Commission had
done in a completely unique way by sending
over 200 of its officials on mission to
Greece over a six-month period. Mr Burke
concluded:'The Commission's role-indeed
the Communiry's role-is to help and to
cooperate with the Greek authorities in the
solution of the problems of Greece. That
implies, of course, an effort on both parts. I
am quite confident that a solid basis now
exists for success'.
1.4.13. Mr Burke then personally presented
the Commission's response to tlie Greek
Prime Minister, Mr Andreas Papandreou,
during a visit to Athens on 10 andl1 April.
He also had talks with the President of- the
Republic, Mr Konstantinos Karamanlis, and
with members of the government.
The Greek Government issued the following
statement at the end of Mr Burke's visit:
'In its response to the Greek memorandum the
Commission of the European Communities has
made it clear that it fully appreciates the problems
facing Greece and recognizes the need foi decisive
action to resolve them.
Vhile the Commission's reply is positive in many
respects, some of the proposals it contains are
somewhat vague. This can be put down partly to
the fact that they take the form of general
guidelines rather than specific proposals.
Further elucidation of certain points will therefore
be required to help the Greek Government in its
careful and in-depth study of the Commission's
reply...
The far-reaching structural changes required to
develop the Greek economy, and Greek industry in
particular, coupled with the need to tackle
intractable cyclical problems, cannor easily be
effected in the framework of the Community- Our
own efforts to resolve these problems must
therefore be actively bolstered by those of the
Community, in particular with regard to the
balance of payments, putting Greek businesses on
a sounder footing, modernizing industry and
supporting agriculture.
This will necessitate, on the one hand, increased
financial aid and, on the other, the piecemeal
1
2
Bull. EC 12-1982,point 2.1.156.
Points 1.3.1 to 1.3.13; points 3.4.1 to 3.4.3.
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5. European Council in Brussels
application of certain competition rules to adapt
them to the needs of the Greek economy.
Where financial support is concerned, the Commis-
sion's proposals are by and large encouraging,
but our definitive stance cannot of course be
formulated until these proposals take concrete
shape in draft regulations which spell out the-size
"nd- 
rr"trr.. of thi financial package, and until the
Council has expressed the political will to approve
them.
As regards the piecemeal application of the rules
of competition, we feel that the Commission's
1.5.1. The first European Council of the
year was held in Brussels on 2l and 22
March with Mr Helmut Kohl, Chancellor of
the Federal Republic of Germany, in the
chair. The Commission was rePresented by
Mr Gaston Thorn and Mr Frangois-Xavier
Ortoli. This was largely a transition meeting,
examination of matters of substance being
deferred to the next European Council, which
is to meet in Stuttgart in June. This time, the
European Council merely confirmed the
priority objectives it had defined in Copen-
-hrg.n' in December 1982 as regards the
strinethenins of the internal market and
enlariementJ On the Community's financial
.esouices, it noted the Commission's intention
to bring forward specific proposals as quickly
as possible. Lastly, it set out guidelines for the
preparation of the next 'Western Economic
Summit, to be held in Williamsburg in May.
Under the political cooPeration head, a
statement was made on the situation in the
Middle East, including Lebanon and the war
between Iran and lraq.
In preparation for the European Council,
the 
- Commission presented as usual, two
communications on the economic and social
18
recognition of the problems that exist is a positive
sign.
\We should like to think that, while the positions
adopted by the Commission make no provision for
the necessiry arrangements, they do open the way
for solutions that would facilitate the unimpeded
attainment of our development goals'
In the light of the above, it is to be hoped that the
forthcoriing consultations between the Greek
Governmeni and the Commission will make it
possible to settle the outstanding issues within a
short space of time.'
situation plus two others on the Community's
industrial-strategy and the internal market.
Community lesues:
Concluslons of the PresldencY
1.5.2. At the end of the meeting the
Presidency issued the text set out below,
covering the economic and social situation,
the tJUill-iamsburg Economic Summit, enlarge-
ment, and the Community's financial re-
sources.
The economic and social situation
1.5,3. The European Council discussed the
continued implementation of the Community's
comprehensive strategy for re-establishing econ-
omic stability, encouraging productive activity and
contributing to a climate of expansion of markets
without renewed inflation and thus to the creation
of durable iobs and the possible examination of
the question of working time.
In particular it agrees that all Member States and
the Community must now take effective action to
improve the employment situation of young
1 Bull. Ec 12-1982, points 1.2.1 ro 1.2.4.
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people. It notes the intention of the Commission ro
submit concrete proposals and invites the Council
to submit a report to the European Council in
Iune on progress made both nationally and at
Communiry level.
The European Council welcomes the report from
the General Affairs Council on the implementation
of the prioriry goals laid down by it at its meeting
in December 1982 in Copenhagen.
Concerning the internal market the European
Council notes the progress made. It stresses the
need for decisions before June in all the priority
areas as defined in Copenhagen. The European
Council notes with sarisfaction that the Council's
work programme includes also the areas of
insurance and other services.
It asks the Council to take a position, with the
same degree of priority, on the Commission
proposal on the strengthening of the instruments
of the common external trade policy.
The European Council notes that further concrere
decisions must also be taken between now and the
European Council meeting in June on enertypolicy, research and development policy.
It invites the Council (economic and financial
affairs) to pursue its work concerning the
development of investments.
The Council considers that the development of the
productive capaciry of European industry in the
conditions required by international competitivity
must constitute a maior necessiry for the Commun-
ity.
It notes that the Commission will in the near
future make proposals enabling better conditions
to be brought about for the development of new
information technologies, telecommunications and
biotechnology.
The European Council discussed a number of
specific areas where more effective common action
is urgently needed:
(i) It agrees that mutual recognition of diplomasis a-n important sre p in creating satisfactory
conditions for the exercise of a number of
professions. The European Council invires the
Ministers for Education to speed up their work in
order to create the necessary conditions for
tangible results in this field.
(ii) The European Council further invites the
Council to speed up rhe examination of a number
of p_roposals for directives concerning the right of
establishment and freedom to provide services in
order to bring this work to a successful conclusion
as soon as possible.
(iii) The European Council agrees rhat the
damage done to the forest environmenr by acid
rain makes effective ioint action urgently necessary.
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It therefore invites the Council to give rapid and
positive arrenrion to proposals announced by the
Commission both for action in the Community
and in the framework of the ECE. It requests the
Council to make an interim report on the situation
concerning this problem for its meeting in June.(iv) The European Council requests the Councilto expedite the development of a Community
transporr policy; special attention should be paid
to the improvement of frontier formalities in the
formulation of decisions on the internal market.
The European Council stresses the importance of
decisive progress towards the successfuI implemen-
tation of its employment srrategy. The Council
should contribute to a const;uctive dialogue
on 
-this subiect between it and the EuropianParliament.
The Economic Summit
in Williamsburg in May 1983
1,5.4. The European Council asks the Council ro
prepare Co_mmunity positions for the Williamsburg
Economic Summit which will permir the Communi-
ty to make a substantial contribution to efforts ro
ensure that the recovery of the international
economy, which is now appearing and which isparticularly important for developing counrries,
will bc supported through the concirted policies ofthe Summit participants. In this context the
European Council attaches great importance to the
maintenance and further srrengthening of world
trade including trade with the Third Vorld, as an
integral pam of a policy intended to bring about a
favourable climate of sales possibilitiei without
renewed inflation.
It considers in particular that a genuine dialogue
between Europe and the United Siates on trade-in
a.gricultural products can be maintained only on
the basis of mutual respect of the agreements
concluded following the Tokyo Round.
T.he European Council considers that the falling
oil prices constitute a positive contribution to
world economic recovery, provided that this
development and its consequences are kept under
control. lt is also important that steps are taken to
ensure rhat this development does nor ieopardizethe successful continuation of efforts to ensure
energy savings and development of energlf sources.
Enlargement
!,5.5. -The European Council noted the reportfrom the Council (general affairs) on progress of
work on the inventory presented by thi Commis-
sion, and in, negotiations with Spain and portugal.It requests the Council ro continue its work so ihat
balanced decisions can be made.
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The European Council is determined that negotia-
tions with Spain and Portugal should now make
substantial piogtess, and asks the Council to make
every effort to this end.
The European Council expects the Council,(general
affairs) to be able to rePort before June substantial
progress both on subiects dealt with in the
i.ru.-rrtory and in the negotiations with Spain and
Portugal.
The European Council intends to take stock of the
situation regarding the enlargement negotiations at
its next meeting and to give political orientation
for the completion of the negotiations.
The European Council took note of the discussions
that have take place on the adaptation of rules
applicable to ceitain Mediterranean agricultural
products.
After re-examining the dossier, it reaffirmed its
view that appropriate decisions should be taken in
order that ihe Co--,rnity can make further
progress in the negotiations for the accession of
Spain and Portugal.
The European Council therefore asks the Council
of Agriculture Ministers to adopt the necessary
decisi,ons as soon as possible, taking account of the
following factors:
In the olive oil sector a long transitional period
must be foreseen.
In the fruit and vegetables sector compromises
should be sought on the basis of the Commission
proposals supplemented by provisions ensuring
ihai traditional trade flows with third countries
are maintained and guaranteeing that the free
circulation of goods is respected.
The European Council expresses its conviction
that each got.rt tttent must be ready to makc a
step in the direction of the others in order to clear
the way for an overall comPromise'
The Community's financial resources
and related problems
1.5,6. The European Council notes the report on
work done on the Commission's communication
on the future financing of the Community. The
European Council further notes the Commission's
inteniion to submit specific proposals as soon as
possible. It expects these proposals to take account
Lf the development of the Community's policies,
the problems connected with enlargement, budge-
tary imbalances and the need to strengthen
buigetary discipline. It invites the Council (general
affairs) to discuss those proposals and to rePort its
conclusions to the June European Council.
The European Council agrees that this report will
contain c6nclusions also concerning the so-called
20
subsequent solution in accordance with the
underiaking made by the Foreign Ministers on 25
May and 26 October 1982 regarding co-mPensation
to the United Kingdom. Consequential figures for
1983 will be incorporated in the draft Community
budget for 1984.
Potltlcal cooPeratlon questlons
1.5,7. The European Council discussed the
situation in the Middle East, including Lebanon
and the war between Iran and lraq.
Middle East
1.5.8. The Ten are deeply disturbed by the
continued lack of progress towards peace between
Israel and its Arab neighbours. They are convinced
that all parties must seize the present opportunity
to achieve the two most urgent objectives: the
withdrawal of all foreign forces from Lebanon
and a resumption of negotiations aimed at a
comprehensive peace settlement.
The Ten reaffirm their support for the sovereign
and independent State of Lebanon and for its
government, which should urgently be-enabled to
ie-establish without restrictions its authority over
the whole of its territory. This requires the Prompt
withdrawal of Israeli, Syrian and PLO forces. The
Ten support the efforts of the United States to
achieve ihis obiective. They call on all concerned
to conclude negotiations without further delay.
They continue to support the peacekeeping role of
United Nations and multinational forces in
Lebanon.
The principles which underlie the Ten's approach
to wider peace negotiations, as set out in more
than one previous statement, remain valid. A
lasting peace can only be built on the right to a
secure existence for all States in the region
including Israet, and iustice for all the peoples,
including the right of the Palestinian people to
self-deteimination with all that this implies. These
rights must be mutually recognized by the parties
thimselves. Negotiations will have to embrace all
the parties concerned including the Palestinian
p.opi.; and the PLO will have to be associated
witfi them. The threat or use of force must be
renounced by all.
President Reagan's initiative of 1 September 1982
indicated a way to peace, and the Arab summit
meeting at Fez demonstrated a readiness for it.
The taik now is to move beyond statements o(
principle and find a means to reconcile and
implement the various Peace proposals. The
conclusions of the recent meeting of the Palestine
National Council can and should contribute to the
peace process. The Ten therefore welcome the
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discussions between Jordan and the PLO. The
Palestinian people and the PLO should seize the
present opportuniry by declaring themselves in
favour of peace negotiations. This would be a
maior step forward, to which the Ten would
expect all concerned to respond constructively.
Then Ten look to the Arab States to play their part
by supporting those who seek a solution to the
demands of the Palestinian people by political
means.
The efforts of the USA will continue to be
indispensable to create the conditions in which
negotiations can begin.
Above all the time has come for Israel to show
that it stands ready for genuine negotiations on rhe
basis of Security Council Resolutions 242 and
338, in the first place by refraining from enlarging
existing settlements or creating new ones. These
settlements are contrary to international law and a
maior and growing obstacle to peace efforts.
The Middle East is a region with which the Ten
have long been closely associated and in whose
future they have a deep interest. They intend to
maintain their contacts with all the parties and to
use their influence to encourage movement towards
compromise and negotiated solutions. They believe
that this is in the best interest of the countries and
the peoples of the region, of the Ten themselves
and of their mutual relations.
Iran and lraq
1.5,9. The Ten expressed once again their
growing concern at the continued conflict between
Iraq and lran, which constitutes an ever more
serious threat to the security and stability of the
entire region.
The Ten deeply regret that none of the peace
initiatives organized hitherto has succeeded in
bringing the fighting to an end. They call for a
cease-fire, the cessation of all military operations
and the withdrawal of forces to internationally
recognized frontiers; and for a iust and honourable
settlement negotiated in accordance with the
resolutions of the UN Security Council and
acceptable to both parties.
Statements and comments
1.5.10. Mr Thorn and Chancellor Kohl
gave a joint press conference after the
meeting, continued by Mr Thorn alone at the
Chancellor's request after his departure.
As regards the outcome of the proceedings,
Mr Thorn, while stressing the fact that the
meeting had confirmed his priorities and
given reason for hope that the Stuttgart
meeting would be thoroughly prepared, made
no attempt to conceal his regret that it
had been unable to reach a number of
'operational' decisions and above all had not
tackled the fundamental question of the
convergence of economic policies in the
Community.
As to the currency realignment and its
consequences, Mr Thorn voiced his satisfac-
tion at seeing the European Monetary System
safeguarded and confirmed, since it was an
irreplaceable instrument of monetary and
economic discipline and organization. He
said that the EMS could not be a means of
simply recording currency adjustments: the
disparities that had developed between the
economic situations of the Community coun-
tries had to be removed. The EMS needed to
fulfil another function-that of gradually
ensuring a closer convergence of economic
policies-better than it had in the past.
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1. Building the CommunitY
Economic and monetary PolicY
2,1.1. At its meeting in Brussels on 21 and
22 March the European Council examined
the economic situatioh in the Community and
agreed to the continued 
- 
implementation 
,of
ti'e Community's comprehensive strategy for
restoring economic stability and en-couraging
producti-ve aaivity without renewed inf lation.
fh. Presidends conclusions on the
proceedings of this Europear,' Council meeting
ire set out in full elsewhere.'
Economlc PollcY Commtttee
2,1,2, On 16 March the Economic PolicY
Committee held its 130th meeting in its
reduced 'budgets' composition to discuss the
restructuring of pubiic spending 3nd to
examine thi implementation of budgets in
7982 and the budgetary outlook for 1983.
European MonetarY SYstem
Redignment of 20 and 21 March
2.1.3. This month saw a further realigqment
of the central rates within the EMS.Z The
details were set out in the communiqu6 issued
after the meeting:
'On 21 March 1983 the Ministers and Central
Bank Governors of EEC membcr countries have
by mutual agreemcnt, in a common procedure
involving thc Commission and after consultation
of the Monctary Committee, decided on an
adiustmcnt of central rates within the European
Monetary System.
Changcs in ccntral rates are the following:
Gcrman mark + 5.5"/"
HFL
DKR
FF
LIT
IRL
UKL
The communiqu6 adds:
2.49587
8.04472
6.79271
1386.78
0.71705
0.629848.
Dutch guilder
Danish krone
Belgian franc
Luxembourg franc
French franc
Italian lira
Irish pound
The new
units of
follows:
BFR
LFR
DM
24
central rates against the ECU (in
national currency Per ECU) are as
44.3662
44.3662
2.215t5
'Notwithstanding other provisions, Member States
participating in ihe exchange rate mechanism of
the EMS for whom monetary compensatory
amounts are created or modified by these central
ratc adiustments will not request changes in the
compensatory amounts now introduced before the
end bf the current agricultural price fixing round,
and the Commission will not make any proposal
to that effect.
In view of the particular situation within the
Europcan steel industry the Member States affected
are rccommended to act in such a way as to ensure
that suppliers of steel in their countries will
immediitily bring steel prices into line with the
orientation price level.'
2.1.4. Following the meeting of the
Ministers, Mr Ortoli issued a statement
emphasizing that the agreement w-as a
practical demonstration of the political will
io push ahead with convergence through-
the use of the irreplaceable instrument of
integration that was the EMS; at the same
timj, he pointed out that this search for
convergenie should be strengthened so as to
guarantee monetary stability and to safeguard
ihe Community's achievements to date, which
were essential'conditions for reinforcing the
cohesiveness of the Community.
Monetary Commlttee
2.1.5. The Monetary Committee held its
288th meeting in Brussels on 2 March, with
Mr Camdessus in the chair. It discussed the
role of monetary policy within the European
Monetary System and also took an initial
look at the monetary and financial problems
which might arise in connection with the
sixth session of Unctad.
On 19 March the Monetary Committee held
a special meeting to prepare the readiustment
of parities within the EMS.
+ 3.5"/"
+ 2.5Vo
+ l-SYo
+ l.|Yo
- 
2.5o/o
- 
2.5Y"
- 
3.5Y".'
I
2
Point 1.5.3.
Points 1.2.1 ro 1.2.4.
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Table 1 
- 
Central rates of EMS cunencies
(parity grid applicable from 21 March 1983)
I Des not panicipatc in thc cxchangc-ratc mcchanism.
Amstcr-
dam
in HFL
Brusscls
in
BFR./LFR
Frankfun
in DM
Copcn-
hagcn
in DKR
lpndon
in UKL
Dubhn
in IRL
Pa ris
in FF
Romc
in LIT
+ Z.ZS%
HFL 100 ccntrrl ratc
- 
2.25%
100
l 81t.0
1n7.58
I 7JE.0
90.n0
88.7526
86.7t0
329.63
322.297
315.13
I
29.3832
28.7295
28.0904
27t.35
272.158
266.t0
5t 997.0
55 563.0
52 !29.0
+ 2.25%
BFR./LFR 100 ccntral ratc
- 
2.25%
5.7s35
5.62561
5.5005
100
5.106
4.992tE
4.ttz
18.5,r3
18.1312
t7.727
I
1.6530
l.6162l
r.5803
15.659
15.3 106
14.97
3 318.9
3 125.76
2 943.t
+ Z.ZS%
DM 100 ccntrrl ratc
_ 2.25%
r 15.235
112.673
I l0.l 675
2 048.35
2 002.85
r 958.50
100
37t.40
363.141
355.06
I
33.1015
32.3703
3l.6455
313.61
306.648
299.85
66 473.0
62 604.3
sE 960.0
+ Z.ZS%
DKR f00 ccntrel rrtc
- 
2.25%
31.7325
31.0273
30.3375
564.10
55 1.535
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lnternal market
and industrialatfairs
2.1,6. The European Council, meeting in
Brussels on 21 and 22March, stressed in its
conclusionsl concerning the internal market
the need to take decisions by June in all
the prioriry 
_areas that were identified in
Copenhagen.z
2.1.7. On 10 March Parliament adopted a
resolution on the progress that needed to be
made in attainment of the customs union, the
internal market and the free movement of
persons, pursuant 
_to the relevant Provisions
of the EEC Treaty.r
Bull. EC 3-1983
Council
2.1.8. On 1 March the Council signified its
agreement on the substance of the proposal
for a Directive laying down a procedure for
the provision of information in the field of
technical standards and regulations. The
Directive was formally adopted on 28 March;
it is aimed at preventing barriers to the free
movement of goods being set up by the
introduction of new technical standards (by
private bodies) and regulations (by public
authorities).
I Point 1.5.3.] nutt. EC 12-1982, point 1.2.3.r Point 2.4.14;OlC96, 11.4.1983.
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As f.ar as standards ate concerned, the
Directive is intended to reduce disparities
bbtween the Member States by introducing
arrangements for the submission of annual
work programmes and draft standards drawn
up by the standards institutes. Should a
specific problem arise, one of the European
standardization organizations (the European
Committee for Standardization or the Euro-pean Electrotechnical Standardization
Committee) could be assigned the task of
preparing a European standard. To facilitate
such a task, the national institutes would then
have to suspend their work in the area
concerned for a given period.
As regards technical regulations, the Directive
requires the Member States to submit to the
Commission draft technical rules relating to
all industrial products and not merely those
covered by the 1969-73 general programme,
which was nothing more than a gentlemen's
agreement. The Commission and the Member
States have a period of three months within
which to examine such drafts. If, during this
period, a Member State or the Commission
puts forward reasoned objections, it is
extended to six months. But if the Commis-
sion decides to prepare a proposal for a
directive, the standstill period is extended to
12 months.
2.1.9. The Council continued its discussions
on the formulation of a'non-member country
clause' for Community certification.l
2.1.10. The Council examined three
proposals on the simplification of trade
formalities within the Community. It
continued its consideration of the proposal
concerning the deferred payment of VAT
payable on importationz and took note of
progress with regard to the proposal on the
facilitation of formalities and inspections in
respect of the carriage of goods benneen
Member States.r Lastly, it resumed its
discussions on a proposal to replace the
administrative documents used for customs
and tax purposes by a single document.
2.1.11. The Council reached agreement on
two Directives relating to tax exemptions
for certain means of transport temporarily
26
imported and for permanent imports of the
personal property of individuals.a
2.1.12. Lastly, agreement was reached on
increasing to 200 litres the dury-free allow-
ance for fuel contained in the tanks of
commercial motor vehicles.S
Free movement of porsons
and froodom to provlde oervlcos
2.1.13. The mutual recognition of diplomas
was one of the areas touched upon by the
Presidency of the European Council in its
conclusions on the proceedings o{ its meeting
in Brussels on 21 and 22March.6
The European Council also invited the
Council to hasten its examination of a
number of proposals for directives concerning
the right of establishment and freedom to
provide services, so that this work might be
brought to a satisfactory conclusion as
quickly as possible.
Mutual recognition of dif,omas
and access to occuwtions
Doctors
2.1.14. The Advisory Committee on Medi-
cal Training met on 8 and 9 March and drew
up a work programme for the three years
ahead. To assist it in its task, the Committee
set up two working parties on basic medical
training and the training of specialists. It
adopted in principle a report and
recommendations on specialist training. It
discussed a technical report on training in
occupational medicine and agreed to continue
studying this topic. Views were also
exchanged on methods of examining and
assessing the results of training in Italy and
the response to the Committee's opinion on
the aims of basic medical training.T'
! nutt. Ec 2-1983, point 2.1.8.t Point 2.1.42.3 Point 2.1.144.a Points 2.7.44 and 2.1.45.5 Poinr 2.1.46.6 Point 1.5.3.7 BuU. EC6-l982,point 2.1.19.
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Free movement of goodg
Remov al of technical Mriryrc to trade
Industrial products
2.1.15. On 28 March the Council amend-
ed,l on a Commission proposal dating from
December 7980,2 its Directive of. 27 luly
1976 on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States on clinical mercury-in-glass
maximum-reading thermometers,r making
provision for EEC pattern approval.
2.1.16. On 28 March the Commission
adapted to technical progress for the first
time the Council Direitive ol25 luly 19784
on the approximation of the laws of the
Member States relating to the driver's seat of
wheeled agricultural or forestry tractors. The
purpose of this is to supplement cerrain
requirements and bring them more closely
into line with actual testing conditions.
2.1.17. A seminar on the biomechanics of
impacts in road accidents was held in Brussels
on 21 to 23 March.
This seminar, which was organized by the
Commission, was attended by representatives
of the departments concerned, the scientific
bodies that took part in the research, the
European motor-vehicle manufacturers and
government departments in the Member
States, Japan, Sweden and the United States.
International organizations such as the UN
Economic Commission for Europe and the
European Experimental Vehicle Committee
were also represented. Sessions focused on
four main topics: pedestrian behaviour in a
frontal impact; lateral impacts and injury
prediction models; frontal impacts; and the
development and testing of dummies for use
in side impacts.
In the course of the final discussion, guidelines
and recommendations were worked out for
future Community regulations on the safery
of motor vehicles.
lnduetry CEE$$$$EO8
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Forward programme for steel
2.1.18. On 16 March the Commission
approved at the first reading the forward
programme for steel for the second quarter of
1983, on which the ECSC Consultative
Committee gave its opinion on 25 March.s
The Commission notes that despite some
faint signs of recovery, no notewofthy
improvement is to be expected during the
months ahead, either on the Community steel
market or in the world at large. The forward
programme therefore paints a gloomy picture.
Actual steel consumption during the period
under consideration is estimated at 23 million
tonnes, compared with 28.27 million tonnes
during the second quarter of.1982.ln view of
a very slight increase in stocks, a slight drop
in imports and the persistently low level of
exports, Community crude-steel production
should total 26.50 million tonnes, as against
31.25 million tonnes for the same period last
yeat.
] oJ t- 91,9.4.1983.
' OJ C 356, 31.12.1980; Bull. EC 12-1980, point
2.1.11.
, oJ L 262,27.9.1926.
1 oJ L 25s,18.9.19785 Point 2.4.34.
Table 2 
- 
Steel supply and demand in the Community
(million toancs of mdc stccl)
tvn98t llt98z lln982 \v1982 lvn982 rvl983
Real consumption
Stock change
Imports
Exports
Production
27.72
- 
0.82
2.47
'7.42
31.85
28.16
+ 2.09
3.28
5.28
32.25
28.27
=0
3.16
6.74
31.25
22.04
- 
1.00
2.41
5.59
24.22
21.37
- 
1.50
2.2t
5.99
23.65
23.00
+ 0.20
2.20
5.50
26.50
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The policy of imposing drastic limits on
production was maintained during the first
quafter of 1983 by fixing severe abatement
rates for all the products covered by the crisis
measures. The Commission simultaneously
published a set of guide prices aimed at
restoring steel prices to a profitable level.
Vith a few exceptions, the producers have
reacted favourably to this initiative, and their
list prices are in line with the guide prices,
especially in the flat-products category. The
seasonal upturn in demand and the need to
replenish stocks will exert a slight pressure on
the market which could pave the way for
a further hardening of prices. In these
circumstances, it is essential that production
remain in strict balance with demand: the
initial rates of abatement for the second
quafter, which were published on 17 Febru-
ary,l accordingly allowed for only marginal
increases in the tonnages of steel placed on
the market.
It is estimated that imports from non-member
countries will be 2,20 million tonnes, a
figure which reflects the new arrangements
negotiated by the Commission. Quota
reductions and a number of anti-dumping
cases brought against a selection of unfairly
priced imports from certain countries should
make it possible to contain imports within
acceptable limits in terms of price and market
stability.
Exports continue to suffer from the worsened
world recession and from restrictions imposed
on exports to the United States. The recent
drop in oil prices-while reducing costs-is
liabie to eggravate the current world shortage
of liquid assets by reducing the flow of
recycled petrodollars. In these circumstances,
the target figure of 5.5 million tonnes has
been maintained for exports to non-member
countries.
Besides the initial rates of abatement for
products subject to mandatory quotas, which
the Commission had already published,r the
following rates were adopted for the products
covered by the voluntary agreement scheme:
, oJ l- 4s,17.2.1983.
Proponion that may bc
dclivcrcd within thc
common markct
Category II (reversing mill plate)
Category III (heavy sections)
Table 3 
- 
Comparatiue trmds in production and quotas
50
50
('OO0 tonn.s)
Rates of abatetfient for products couered by tbe uoluntary agreement scheme (%)
45
37
Production Quotas
lln982 IIu19a2 lvn98z un982 \v1982 tvn982 v1983 IU1983
I(a) Hot-rolled wide strip
I(b) Uncoated shcct
I(c) Galvanized sheet
I(d) Othcr coated sheet
IV Wire rod
V Reinforcing bars
VI Merchant bars
5 550
3 819
I 073
6t9
t 524
2 255
4 200
3 260
755
520
2 too
I 570
1 710
3 400
2 400
610
430
2 270
1 530
2 000
5 584
3 833| 174
713
1 929
2 626
4 420
3 212
900
634
2 244
t 534
2 176
3 880
3 028
869
629
2 244
I 567
2 192
3 465
2 770
780
600
2 310
7 640
2 225
3 535
2 895
790
505
2 260
I 620
2 125
II
III
Revcrsing mill plate
Heavy sections
1 535| 134 7 230890 1 130880 t 684I t56 I 3351 086 | 270997 1 120I 030 1 1857 120
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1974
1975,1976 and 7977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
In view of the strucrural nature of the crisis in
the steel industry, it is to be feared that even
an improvement in the economic climate
prevailing in the Community countries and
the entire Western hemisphere would not
suffice to bridge the gap between, on the one
hand, production capacities and manning
levels and, on the other hand, potential
outlets.
Manning levels in the Community were
reduced considerably between December
1973 and December 1982.
Manning-leuel reductions in the Community
(December 1973 to December 1982)
pcr month
at 20 million tonnes for crude steel in 1985
and 12 million tonnes for finished products.
Lastly, the final version of the General
Objectives includes a chapter on the emerg-
ence of small plants and a study on research
and development in the steel industry.
2.1.20. Following tf,l opirion delivered by
Parliament on 14 January,r the Commission
amended on 9 March its proposal for a
Regulationa on loans for piojects covered
by exploration programmes for non-energy
mineral raw materials in the territories of the
Member States.
I
lndustrial innovation
and the information market
Industrial innovation
2.1.21. On 11 March Parliament delivered
its opinions on the proposal for a Council
Decision on a plan for the transnational
development of the supporting infrastructure
for innovation and technology transfer.6
While noting that the Commission communic-
ation endeavours to meet the dual objective
of assisting both innovation (in goods and
services) and technology transfer within the
Community, Parliament regrets that the
Commission proposes action in a wide variety
of industries, whereas certain aspects of the
proposal deserve to be given greater priority
than others (for example, the stimulation of
financial assistance to high-risk projects and
the improvement of data collection and
circulation).
Euronet
2.1.22, On 4 March the Commission
published a call for proposals for the
+ 1.45
- 
z.tt
- 
2.85
- 
1.28
- 
6.03
- 
4.10
- 
2.93
- 
2.45
Although large numbers of workers have
been made redundant, it has not been possible
to ensure full-time employment: the number
of workers on short time thus increased from
14 916 in 1981 to 38 044 in 7982, while idle
time, which totalled 4759000 hours, has
now risen to some 16 547 000 hours.
General Obiectives for Steel (1985)
2.1.19. On 23 March the Commission
adopted at the second reading a revised
version of the General Objectives for Steel
(1985), having co-nsulted the ECSC Consulta-
tive Committee.r The General Objectives
have evolved somewhat since they were first
drafted.2
Surplus crude-steel production capacities in
the mid-1980s have been reduced from 58 to
56 million tonnes, while those for finished
products have been increased from 48 to 50
million tonnes. The Community's net trade
balance with the rest of the world remains as
stated in the initial document and works out
Bull. EC 3-1983
I o-l c 72,17.3.7982; Bull. EC 2-tg83,point 2.4.33.z Bull. EC 10-1982, point 2.1.15.j Ol C 42,74.2.1983;Bull. EC 1-1983, point2.1.17.
: OJ C 203,6.8.7982; Bull. EC 718-l982,point 2.1.1.
,_ oJ c 96,11.4.1983.u OJ C 187,22.7.1982; Bull. EC 6-l982,point 2.1.30.
('OOO uorkas)
+ 77.4
- 
2s.3
- 
34.2
- 
15.3
- 
72.4
- 
49.2
- 
35.2
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promotion of high-quality information
services- in the agriculture and environment
sectors. r
In the context of the third three-year plan of
action in the field of information and
documentation, covering the years 1981-83,2
the Commission wishes to speed uP the
development of high-quality information
servicei in Europe in order to meet a wide
variety of needi by stimulating both the
public and the private sector.
The Commission will give financial support
to a limited number of proiects selected from
among the proposals submitted; it will give
preferince to proposals relating to agriculture
ind the environment and to user-friendly and
factual (data or text) information systems
designed for access through Euronet-Diane.
Profosals should be original and of
Community-wide relevance and aim at satis-
fying an existing demand.
The Commission hopes that such proposals
will furnish a means of enhancing European
information supply, of helping to increase the
information flow by enlarging the market and
of contributing to the growth of Community
exports. Projects should also result in a
leslening of the disparities between Member
States in the level of information activity and
exPertise.
Exploitation of research results
Promoting the utilization of the
resubs of Community-sponsored R&D
2,1.23. In connection with the 1984-87
framework programme of Communiry scien-
tific and technical activitiesr and in response
to the request made by the Council at the
meeting of Research Ministers on 22 October
7979,1 the Commission transmitted to the
Council and to Parliament on 7 March a
communication on promoting the utilization
of the results of Community-sponsored
R6{D,- together with a draft Council resol-
ution.) This communication, which follows
on from that of December 1980,6 aims in
particular at strengthening the links berween
Community R6rD activities and the ultimate
users of their results by:
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(i) improving the protection and early
exploitation of promising results that can be
protected;(ii) improving the dissemination of results
that cannot be protected;(iii) taking full advantage of the links
established by the Community plan for the
transnational development of the suPPorting
infrastructure for innovation.'
These activities could be financed by making
available an amount corresponding to
approximately 7.5% of the Community's
research and development budget.
Multilingual proiects
Transfer between Europ ean languages
2.1.24. On 2 March, in the context of its
third plan of action for the improvement
of information transfer between European
languages,s the Commission published an
invitation to tenderv for the operation
and maintenance of the Systran machine
translation system over a period o{ one year
from I July 1983 to 30 June 1984.
The Systran system is regularly used by some
Commission departments, in particular for
the rapid translation of records of technical
meetings. It operates between six Community
language pairs, namely from English and
French into French, Italian, English and
German. Systran will probably continue to be
used until the Eurotra research programme,
which was adopted by the Council on 4
November lg82,t0 hai come to fruition at
about the end of the decade.
, oJ s 44,4.3.1983.
' 
oJ L 220,6.8.1981; Fifteenth Gencral Report, point
598.3 BuU. EC 12-1982, point 2.1.173.4 Bull. EC l0-l979,point 2.1.135.
I ol c 99,13.4.198,3;coM(83)18 final.6 Bull. EC 12-1980. ooint 2.1.133.7 oJ c 187,22.7.1t:82; Bull. EC 6-l982,point 2.1.30.8 Fourteenth General Report, point 532.e oJ c s2,2.3.7983.ro 6; L:tz, t3.tt.tg9z.
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Customs union
Customs union
2.1.25. On 10 March Parliament adopted a
resolution on needed progress in attiining
customs union, a common internal market
and freedom of movement for persons under
the relevant provisions of the EEC Treaty.l
Slmpllllcatlon of customs formalliles
Simplification of forrralities
in intra-Community trade
2.1.26. At its meeting on 1 March on the
internal market2 the Council resumed its
examination of a Commission proposal that
would replace the administrative documents
needed for customs and tax purposes in
intra-Communiry trade by a single docu-
ment.r The Council concluded its discussions
by requesting the Permanent Representatives
Committee ro review the situation with the
Commission and to establish, in the light of
the Council's discussions, how progress could
be made.
2.1.27. After taking note of the progress
achieved with regard to the proposil for a
Directive on the facilitation of formalities and
inspections in respect of the carriage of goods
berween Member States,4 the Council stiessed
that it attached great importance to the
Permanent Representatives Commiftee's
expediting its work with a view to submitting
a draft as soon as possible on which it could
act.
General leglslatlon
Community system of reliefs
from customs duty
2.1,28. On 28 March the Council adopteds
a Regulation seming up a Communiry sistem
of reliefs from customs dury.6 This-is a
consolidation of the various existing reliefs
from both import and export duties ihat can
be granted in the Community. The provisions
derive both from current intirnational
agreements in many fields and from
provisions already applied unilaterally in the
Member States with widely varying scope.
Bull. EC 3-1983
The adoption of this Regulation marks an
important stage in bringing about full customs
union. As well as contributing towards the
uniform application of the Conimon Customs
Tariff, the Regulation, which is to be
implemented alongside the tax directives
adopted by the Council on the same day,7
will ensure that Community firms are given
exactly the same treatment, irrespective oif the
Member State in which they are located.
Common Customs Tarlff
\omenclature
2.1.29. On 28 February and 3 March the
Commission adopted two Regulations for the
purpose of ensuring uniform application of
the Common Customs Tariff nomenclature,
9l-as^slfyrlg tamarind pasle in subheading21.07 Gd and self-propelled container and
pallet loaders in subheadingS4.2Z B IV.e
Economlc tarlff matters
Tariff quotas
2.1.30. In March the Council adopted a
number of 
- 
Regulations opening, allocating
and providing for the idministration oT
Communiry tariff quotas for the following
products:(i) carrots falling within CCT subheading ex
07.01 G II, originating in Cyprus (1983);lD
(ii). 
.certain grades- of ferro-chronium falling
within 
_ 
CCT subheading ex T3.OZ E i(1983);10
(iii)_ fresh table grapes falling within CCT
s^ubheading ex 08.04 A I, originating in
Cyprus (1983).
I Point 2.4.14; O! C96,11.4.1983.2 Point 2.1.10.
' 
oJ c zo3, 6.8.1982; Bull. EC zt}-1982, poinr
2.1.21; Bull. EC 2-1983, point2.l.27.
I OJ C 127,18.5.1982: Bull. EC 4-l982,point 2.1.13.I OJ L r05,23.4.1983.u OJ C 4,7.1.79801' Thineenth General Report, point
149; Sixtecnth General Reporr, point 210.
' Points 2.1.44 and2.1.45.I ol r s6,3.3.1983.e oI L 61. 8.3.1983.ro oJ I- s6, 31.3.1983.
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Competition
Community surveillance of imPors
2.1.31. In March the Representatives of the
Governments of the ECSC Member States
adopted a Decision establishing ceilings and
Community surveillance for imports of certain
goods originating in Yugoslavia (1983).
Competition
Restrlctlve practlces, mergors
and domlnant Posltlons:
spocltlc caseg
Industrial and commercid property:
copyright
KnoUHilfe-Form
2.1.32. An exclusive licence covering certain
industrial property rights relating to design
furniture was lerminated following Commis-
sion intervention.
2.1.33. The agreement was between Knoll
International Ini., USA, and S. Hille 6c Co.
Ltd and its subsidiary Form Furniture (1970)
Ltd, UK, both groups operating-mainly in the
*aik.t for high-quility design furniture lsed
to equip public buildings, hotels and.large
officei.-Kiroll granted Hille-Form exclusive
manufacturing ind distribution rights for the
UK and Ireland with respect to its various
furniture 'programmes', which were in part
covered by paients, registered designs,,trade
marks and, in particular, copyrights, since a
number of the items concerned had been
created by internationally known 
-design
artists. Under the agreement Knoll was
prohibited from granting anyfurther licences
in the allotted teiritory and from exploiting
its rights there. Hille-Form was not allowed
to sel-i in the rest of the common market. The
export ban imposed on Hille-Form covered
thi entire Kno[ programme' even where the
items concerned were not or were no longer
covered by any industrial property right.
In investigating the case the Commission had
serious doubts as to whether the agreement
met the conditions laid down by the Court of
32
Justice in ks Maize Seed iudgmentl-where
-an 
exclusive licence was not considered in
itself incompatible with Article 85(1) of
the EEC Tieary-or whether any similar
conditions were met. Neither the 'newness' of
the oroducts concerned nor the amount of
inveitment involved seemed to indicate that
the exclusivity granted was indispensable to
launching the -products on the relevant
market, it any rale not for the length of time
originally envisaged (eight years).
The Commission also took the view that
exemption could not be granted under A-rticle
85(3); since both grouPs held significant
market positions and there was in fact no
independent intra-Community trade as orders
weri placed only after individual offers with
regard to specific items.
Following the Commissions's preliminary
inquiriesihe two parties agreed to regard the
export ban as void and to allow direct sales
in 
- 
each other's territory. The Commission
therefore terminated its investigations.
Mcrgers
2.1.34. On 7 March the Commission
authorized, under Article 66 ot the ECSC
Treaty, the setting-up of a ioint ve-nture under
the name British Bright Bar Ltd by British
Steel Corporation, London, Guest Keen and
Nettlefolds plc, Smethwick, and Brymill Ltd,
Tipton.
The background to the ioint venture is- the
structural-overcapacity for bright steel bars
both in the United Kingdom and in the
Community as a whole. The obiect of the
new company, which will take over the
parties' existing business carried out by
subsidiaries in this sector, is to rationalize
production facilities and create a viable
interprise. The Parent companies will
withdraw from this business.
The examination of the merger under Article
65(2) centred on the. question whether the
parent companies will be able to Procure an
artificially privileged position as suppliers of
hot-rolled iteel birs (an ECSC produa) for
I Case 258178 Nungesser and Eisele u Commission:
[1982] ECR 201s.
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the production of bright bars (an EEC
product). This is not the case as the additional
outlets for hot-rolled bars resulting from the
transaction will be minimal.
Since bright bars fall within the ambit of
the EEC Treaty, the Commission checked
whether Article 86 was applicable, taking
into account that a concentration may
constitute an abuse of a dominant position if
it strengthens a pre-existing dominant posi-
tion for the relevant products in a substantial
part of the common market. It concluded that
the merger will not have this effect.
State alds
Gcneral aids
Italy
2.1.35. On 12 January the Commission
decided to drop its objections to the
implementation of industrial programmes in
Italy with assistance from the Fund for
Industrial Restructuring and Conversion,
provided the Italian Government observed
certain conditions. The Fund was set up by
Act No 675 of.12 August1977.
In general the aid to be provided by the Fund
may be granted only for projects of internal
restructuring or conversion to other activities
which do not increase capacity. The establish-
ment of new plants in the Mezzogiorno
counterbalancing the closedown of capacity
in the rest of Italy may in certain cases be
classed as restructuring in the form of
relocation.
The aid provided by the Fund will take the
form mainly of low-interest loans and interest
subsidies. Outside the Mezzogiorno public
credit may not exceed 50% of private credit.
Fund aid may not be combined with other aid
except in the case of the Mezzogiorno. The
Fund has resources of LIT 3 230 000 million,
40% of which is earmarked for the
Mezzogiorno.
The following guidelines have been laid down
for the various industries.
Textiles and clothing. The aid is not normally
to be granted to certain particularly sensitive
Bull. EC 3-1983
branches. In other sensitive branches thc
Commission is to be given prior notification
of all aid plans relating to firms with 150 or
more employees.
Footwear and leather goods. These industries
will not be eligible for aid; however, approval
has been granted for the proposed assistance
to the tanning industry.
Motor uehicles,In view of the motor vehicle
industry's situation in the Community and on
the world market, the Commission requires
prior notification of all cases of application of
aid schemes in this industry.
Chemicals. The man-made fibres branch will
not normally be eligible for aid from the
Fund. Prior notification will have to be given
of all significant cases of application in the
other branches of the chemicals industry.
Aircraft. Since the assisted operations may
help to reinforce the structure of the
Community industry, and provided there is
proper coordination with other initiatives in
the Community, the Commission does not
object to aid being granted to this industry.
Electronics. The Commission has no objection
to the aid planned for data processing
and microelectronics. Significant cases of
application in the other branches of the
electronics industry will have to be notified.
Instrument engineering. All significant cases
of application are to be notified.
Paper and prlp. No aid may be granted for
the production of paper in bulk. The
Commission is to receive prior notification of
all significant cases of application with regard
to other paper pulp industry products.
Agri-foodstuffs. Specific cases are ro be
notified to the Commission.
Enuironment and recycling. The Communiry
rules will have to be observed.
SteeL Assistance measures for this industry
are subject to the Community rules for aids
to the steel industry established by the
Commission on 7 August 1981.r
, oJ t 228, 13.8.1981; Bull. EC 7/8-1981, point
2.1.37.
Comp€tition
United Kingdom
2.1.36. On 9 March the Commission decid-
ed to raise no obiection to implementation of
the Youth Training Scheme notified by the
British Government under Article 93(3) of the
EEC Treaty.
The scheme is intended to provide all
unemployed 16-year-olds and some
unemployed l7-year-olds with a year's work
experienie and training. Any firm or group of
firms which has already recruited two
16-year-olds and takes on three more eligible
youngsters will receive a grant of UKL 1 850
ior iach of the five recruited. The
organizations arranging the training and
recluitment programmes, or the firms which
undertake this work themselves, will be paid
a grant of UKL 100 per young person to help
cover administrative costs.
In view of the mounting unemployment
among young people, particularly those
betwein 15 and 18 years of age, and of the
scheme's provisions relating to vocational
training and adlustment to working life, the
Commission decided to raise no obiection to
introduction of the Youth Training Scheme
for one year.
Industry aids
France
2.1.37. On 9 March the Commission decid-
ed to initiate the procedure of Article 93(21of
the Treaty in respect of two Decrees issued by
the Frenih Govirnment which extended for
the period from 1983 to 1985 two aid
schemes already operating in France-one for
textiles and the oiher for clothing-financed
by parafiscal charges.
The Commission first of all took note of the
delay in notifying these Decrees, which had
alreidy been brought into effect. Apart from
the irregularity in the notification procedure,
the Article 93i2) procedure had already been
initiated in respect of these schemes on 7
Ianuarv 1982 and the French Government
lrad nbt supplied any information which
might cause the Commission to change its
view as to their incompatibility with the
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common market. Moreover, the Decree
concerning the clothing industry includes in
the scheme knitwear and hosiery, which had
not previously been covered.
The aid financed by these parafiscal charges
is intended in the main to cover the grant of
investment subsidies for firms' modernization
and rationalization. On account of the
objeaives and the duration of these measures
the Commission considers them tantamount
to operating aid. Furthermore, they may be
combined with other general or specific
measures of assistance for which the French
textiles and clothing industries are eligible.
Like the previous scheme, the two Decrees
contain no provisions designed to Prevent
increases in production capacity in branches
already experiencing surpluses, nor do they
lay down conditions for reciprocal
commitments on the part of the recipient
firms operating in these branches which could
meet the requirements and interests of the
Community textiles and clothing industries.
These measures therefore help to provide the
recipient industries with financial support; in
view of the funds involved and the forms the
assistance takes, trade is bound to be
affected and conditions of intra-Community
competition distorted.
United Kingdom
2.1.38. On 9 March the Commission decid-
ed to initiate the Article 93(2) procedure in
respect of a scheme of assistance for
invistment intended to increase the produc-
tion capacity for polyester film of a firm in
the chemicals industry. The investment would
bring about a substantial improvement in
productivity and in the quality of the products
to be marketed. The Commission accordingly
takes the view that these circumstances
favourable to the investment, and the fact
that the firm already has a maior plant in the
area concerned, do not show that the firm in
question needs the aid. to conduct its
business in line with the Community interest.
Moreover, in view of the significant increase
in capacity envisaged, the assistance is likely
to affect trade between Member States to an
extent contrary to the common interest.
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Financial institutions and taxation
2.1.39. By letter dated 28 September 1982
the British Government requested the Com-
mission to approve extension of its
Microelectronics Industry Support Pro-
gramme; it also submitted a report on rhe
results achieved during the first period of
application approved in 1978.
At that time the Commission authorized
introduction of the Programme, which was
initially to run for five years, for a two-year
period in view of the importance of
microelectronics for general industrial
development. After two years the Commission
hoped to be able to compare the Programme's
objectives with the relevant Community
policy, which was being drawn up.
In scrutinizing the request for extension the
Commission noted that implementation of
the scheme announced in 7978 had been
delayed and the initial allocation of UKL 70
million had been reduced to approximately
UKL 55 million.
In the light of the situation of the relevanr
product market, the Programme's objectives
and the fact that they fitted in with the
objectives of Community provisions on
microelectronics, the Commission informed
the British Government that it had decided to
raise no objection to extension of the
Programme until March 1985, approving the
allocation of UKL 55 million ind also the
maximum 33rftYo rate of aid, which may be
applied until 31 May 1983 for investments in
R6(D, buildings and plant instead of the
normal 25Yo rate.
State monopolles
of a commerclal charac,tor
France: alcohol monopoly
2.1.40. On 2 March the Commission decid-
ed to open infringement proceedings under
Article 169 of. the EEC Treaty against Francefor failure to fulfil its obligitions under
Article 37.
The French alcohol monopoly buys specified
quantities of alcohol of agricultural origin at
guaranteed prices. These prices are calculated
Bull. EC 3-1983
in such a way that the sellers' fixed costs are
covered by their sales to the monopoly alone.
Any additional outpur, which they export, is
therefore produced at low cost, thereby
distorting competition on the markets oi
other Member States.
The Federal Republic of Germany, the
United Kingdom and the Netherlands have
complained on a number of occasions about
these_ exports, which are rising and upsetting
the balance of their markeis. They have
threatened to take unilateral measures under
Article 46 of. the Treaty. In view of the
urgency of the matter the French Government
was allowed two weeks to submit its
observations. Since these were unsatisfactory,
on 23 March the Commission decided io
deliver a reasoned opinion.
Financial institutions and taxation
Flnanclal lnstltutlons
lnsurance
2.1.41. On 2 March the Commission sent
the Council a proposal for a Decision on the
conclusion of the Agreement between the
Swiss Confederation and the Community
concerning direct insurance other than life
assurance,r and a proposal for a Council
Directive on the implementation of the
Agreement in the Member States.
The Agreement is in keeping with the
insurance coordination work done at OECD
and is based on the Council Directive of 24
July 7973 relating to the taking-up and
pursuit of the business of direct insurance
other than life assurance.2
I Bull. EC 6-l982,point 2.1.54; Tcnth General Rcpon,
point 177; COM(83)106 final.
, oJ L 228,16.8.1973.
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Financial institutions and ta,ration
Taxatlon
lndirecttaxes
Turnover taxes
2.1.42. The Council continued examining
the Commission proposal for a Directive on
the deferred payment of the value-added tax
payable on imports.r The Commission was
asked to contact certain of the delegations
and clear up their remaining obiections. The
Permanent Representatives Committee and
afterwards the Council would then be able to
take the matter up again.
Tax-free dlowances
2.1.43, On 28 March the Council adopted
three important Directives in the 
-field of
tax-free 'allowances on imports.2 Their
purpose, in line with that of the Commission's
proposals, is to help bring about a genuine
inteinal market and benefit the man in the
street, even if this still has to be within certain
limits and subject to certain conditions.
A fourth Directive, concerning dury-free
admission of fuel contained in the tanks of
commercial vehicles, was also adopted.
2.1.44. Two of these Directives, which
were the subjea of Commission proposals
oresented to the Council on 10 October
\gzs3 and are to be implemented by the
Member States by 1 January 1984 at the
latest, apply, in respect of trade within the
Community only, to all indirect taxes, i.e.
turnover taxes, excise duties and other
consumption taxes. For these first two
directives the Council adopted a definition of
normal residence. The harmonization of this
concept is important: it should obviate
situations giving rise to double taxation
where a person is claimed as a resident by
more than one Member State; such situations
have caused many complaints in recent years.
The first relates to the permanent impoftation
of personal propefty belonging to individuals
and introduces exemptions when private
persons transfer their normal residence,
furnish or leave a secondary residence or
import property acquired by inheritance or
uPon marnage.
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The second concerns temporary imports of
certain means of transport. The Directive is
confined to means of transport which have
been taxed and sets period of exemption at
six months in any twelve for means of
transport for private use and private cars for
business use. The period of exemption is
increased to seven months for commercial
intermediaries. Persons qualifying for exemp-
tion may make use of the exemption period
in one or several stretches in any one year.
Exemption is also granted to students
studying abroad, who will be able to use a
car 
'registered in their country of normal
residence for the effective duration of their
studies, and to workers in frontier regions
who use their cars to go to work in another
Member State. The six-month exemption
period does not apply to these two cases.
2.1.45. The third Directive adopted by the
Council, on a proposal presented by the
Commission on 13 June 1980,1is confined to
VAT. It determines q.he scope of Article 14 of
the Sixth Directives as rlgards exemption
from VAT on the final importation of certain
goods. This Directive is the counterpart of the
iustoms Regulation concerning non-tariff
exemptions5 and contains an exhaustive list
of imports coming either from another
Member State or from non-member countries
which may be exempted from VAT. The list
of exemptions is a long one and includes
goods imported for the benefit of charitable
or philanthropic organizations, trousseaux,
pupils' outfits and study requisites, and
samples o( little value. Conversely, imports
not covered by this new text or by- any
Community text relating to exemptions/ will
have to bear VAT in all the Member States.
Member States are to take steps to comply
with this Directive with effect from 1 July
1984.
1 Bull. Ec 2-1983, point 2.1.8.2 oJ L 105,23.4.1983.
, oJ c 267, 27.11.1975; Bull. EC 10-1975, points2lll ro 2114.
. oJ c 171, 11.7.1980; Bull. EC 6-1980, point 2.1.37;
9J C 291,12.11.1981; Bull. EC 6-1981, point 2.1.41.r oJ L 745,13.6.1977.5 Point 2.1.28.7 Poim 2.l.44.
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2.1.46. The fourth Directive adopted by the
Council amends the Directive of 19 Iulv i968
on the standardization of provisionsiegarding
the duty-free admission of fuel contained in
the fuel tanks of commercial vehicles.l This
Directive means that from I July 1984 at the
latest Member Srates will admit dutv-free 200
Iitres of fuel carried in a fuel tank.
Excise duties
2.1.47. On 11 March Parliamint adopted
its opinion2 on the Commission proporrifo,
a Decision authorizing the French Republic to
apply in its overseas departmenrs- and in
metropolitan 
,France, in derogation fromArticle 95 of the Treary, a reducid rate of the
revenue dury imposed on the consumption of
'traditional' 
-rum produced in the ove.seasdepartments.r With certain reservations and
on certain conditions Parliament approved
the prolongation of the reduced rate until 31
December 1985.
Employment, education
and socia! policy
European Council
2.1.48. At its meeting on 21 and 22 Marcha
the European Council discussed a number of
matters relating to the social situation in the
Community, notably the employment of
young people and the implementation of a
firm employment strategy.
Employment
Employment and thc labour market
2.1.49. On 24 March rhere was a further
meeting of the Directors-General for Employ-
ment and the Directors of Employment
Services of the Member States which was
devoted to discussion of young people,s
employment siruation, working timi, vocitio-
nal training and long-term unempJoyment.
It should be noted, in particular, that all the
statements made regarding policies to combat
youth unemployment underlined the need to
implement these measures as part of the
gglicy to combat unemploymeni in general.
This concern also emerged clearly-in the
discussion on long-term unemployment.
Agreement was also reached in principle on
the formal creation of the Mutuallnformation
System- on Employment Policies (Misep),
which has aroused great interest.
Manpouter surusy
2.1.50. The Council adopted a Regulation
on the organization of a iample manpower
surveyr to be conducted in spring 198j. This
survey, which is a follow-up to similar
surveys conducted every rwo years in the
past, s€tsout to discover what jobs people are
actually doing and what jobs they aie sieking
and to throw light on the vocational training
and experience of unemployed persons.
Freedom of movement for workers
2.1.51. On 17 and 18 March the Directors
of Employment Services of the Member Stares
held a meeting ro round off the 10 exchanges
of placemenr staff for l98Z and put ihe
finishing touches to the 15 exchange piogram-
mes for 1983. The meeting also mirked the
10th anniversary of the first exchange of
placement staff, the aim of which wis to
strengthen cooperation between the services
both at human and at planning level.
oJ L 175, 23.7.1968.
oJ c 96, 71.4.1983.
OJ C 107, 28.4.1982; Bull. EC 4-t9BZ,poinr2.t.2t.
Point 1.5.3.
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oJ L72,18.3.1983.
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Employment, education and social policy
Flnanclal lnstruments
European Social Fund
2.1.52, The Economic and Social
Committee delivered its opinionl on 23
March on the proposals for the review of the
European Sociil Fund.2
Measures for ECSC workers
Steel 
- 
social asPects
2,1.53. On 23 March the Commission
adopted, for transmittal to the Council, a
communication setting out a social suPport
scheme for restructuring in the steel-
producing areas of the Community from
iggf to- 1986.3 The communication had
been presented in January to 
-the ECSCConsuitative Committee,a which- had
approved it unanimously in February.r
Housing
2.1.54. Under the ninth housing loan
scheme (first instalment) for workers in the
ECSC industries, the Commission approved
Ioans for a total of.343 416 ECU to finance
the building of 75 housing units in Belgium,
Denmark, -Greece, Luxembourg and the
United Kingdom.
Educatlon and Yocatlona! tralnlng
Cooperation in education
2.1.55. The Commission took part in the
European seminar on adult education held in
Hamburg from 28 February to 4 March
on the initiative of the German National
Commission for Unesco and the Unesco
International Institute for Educational Plan-
ning.
The aims of the seminar were to encourage the
exchange of ideas and experience regarding
recent developments and future trends in
adult education, to pinpoint the central
questions and themes for later in-depth
discussion, and to foster cooperation in adult
education.
The participants recognized the important
part played by motivation and participation
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in the implementation of an active policy of
adult education. A list of nearly 40 themes
was drawn up for the relevant Unesco bodies
to use in preparing the fourth International
Conference.
2.1.56. The Commission organized a confer-
ence held in Luxembourg from 23 to 25
March on relations between school and
family, the aim of which was to discuss
measures and exchange experience. After the
conference, the representatives of parents'
and family associaiions spent a further day
discussing possible ways of cooperating in
this field. A coordinating committee was set
up to implement practical measures.
European Centre (or the Development
of Vocational Training
2.1.57. The Governing Board of the Euro-
pean Centre for the Development of Vocation-
il Training met in Berlin on 17 and 18
March. The Board adopted the annual report
f.or 7982, and considered the results of the
conference held in November 1982 in
collaboration with the Commission on the
impact of new information technologies on
voiational training and qualifications.6
2.1.58. Commission l.or.r.nr"r,ves met on
11 March with the newly designated chairman
of the European Bureau for Lesser Used
Languages, io exchanges views, about the
mosi eifective ways of using the financial
resources made available in the Community
budget on Parliament's initiative' to Promote
the -development of minority languages and
cultures.
Transition from school to working life
2.1.59. On 10 and 11 March the Union of
Industries of the European Community
(Unice) organized a seminar on transition
from school to adult and working life, with
I Point 2.4.30.2 Bull. EC 10-1982, poiat7.2.l etseq.3 coM(83)158.a Bull. EC 1-1983, point 2.1.35.5 Bull. Ec 2-1983, point 2.4.33.6 Bull. EC 1l-1982, point2.l.47.
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the aim of facilitating the exchange of
information, experience and ideas between
employers' representatives from the various
Member States and from different industries,
and the Commission. Topics discussed includ-
9d youth policy ar Community level, the
Community's two programmes of pilot pro-jects on transition and the linked work ind
training programme.
Vocational training
2.1.60. From 23 to 25 March a seminar
was held in Rome on training in predominant-
ly rural Mediterranean regions -at which the
following themes were discussed: vocational
training requirements in rural areas and ways
of using training as a means of developing
and encouraging new activities in these aieas.
For the first time, experts from the rwo
applicant countries (Portugal and Spain) took
part in a seminar of this kind.
2.1.61. On 23 March the Economic and
Social Committee unanimously approvedl the
draft Council Resolution aciompanying the
communication on vocational trainingplliciq in the European Communiry in thi
1980s.2
Soclal securlty 
-Llvlng and worklng condlilons
Social security for migrant workers
2.1,62. On 29 March the Commission
amended the annexes to Regulation No 574l
72 on the application of social security
schemes to employed persons and theii
families moving within the Communiry.
Equd treament for men and women
2.1.63. The Advisory Committee on Equal
Opporrunities for Women and Men3 held its
fourth meeting in Brussels on 9 and 10
March. Among the subjects discussed were
parental leave, the application of the principle
of equal treatment to self-employed men and
women in agriculture, taxation and the
employment of women, and protective legisla-
tion and positive action within the Commis-
sion itself.
Bull. EC 3-1983
Health and safety
Public health
2.1,64. The Commission recently published
a report on the results of a survey carried outin the Member Stares on muiual medical
assistance measures in the event of catas-
trophes, 
-maior accidents and exceptionally
serious diseases.4 This report, which was
drawn up in collaborarion with experts from
the Member States, lists the current national
capacities. Its aim is to provide information
to officials who could find themselves in the
position of requesting medical assisrance in
the event of a catastrophe in their country.
This Commission initiarive was given the
suppoft of the Council at the Ministers of
Health meeting on 16 November t97l.s lt
also answers a request made by Parliament in
December 1980.6
2.1.65. The problems of alcoholism were
examined at an international seminar held in
Luxembourg from 1 to 3 March. The discus-
sions ranged over rhe situation in the Member
States, the absence of policy options in this
area, the effectiveness of varioui programmes
and the complex questions of metliodology
and research.
The conclusion of the seminar was that a real
effort to coordinate should be made and that
the problem of alcoholism should not be
treated in isolation but as part of a more
comprehensive framework embracine both
educational and health aspecrs. In addltion, a
statistical data base should be established for
information on the consumprion, distribution
and effects of alcohol in the Community.
Regional policy
Integrated Mediterranean programmes
2.1.66. On 24 March the Commission senr
to the Council, on the basis of the policy
I Point 2.4.31.
i gl c 306, 23.t1.1982; Bu[. EC t0-1982, point2.1.31.3 Bull. Ec 6-19g2,point2.l.73.{ EUR 8271.5 Twclfrh Gencral Report, point224.o oJ c 346,31.12.1980.
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Regional policy
guidelines adopted in February,l a proposal
Ior a Regulation to implement the integrated
Mediterranean programmes for regions in
Greece, Italy and Frince.2
Coordlnatlon and Programmos
Regional Policy Committee
2.1.67, The Regional Policy Commiffee met
on 24 and 25 March with Mr Eysinck-Smeets,
Vice-Chairman, in the chair. The Committee
discussed the regional asPects of competition
policy and in particular the Commission's
"tt.ti..nt of regional aids; delivered afavourable opinion on the regional develop-
ment programmes for Wallonia (Belgium),
Luxembourg and the Netherlands; and
supported several infrastructure proiect
applications for ERDF grants.
Flnanclal lnetruments
Europan Regional Developnent Fund
2,1.68. On 10 March Parliament adopted a
resolution on the construcdon of an electric
power line betrreen Greece and Italy. and
iroposed that the assistance provided. by
ihe-Regional Development Fund should be
increased for that purpose.'
ERDF aid: quota section
2.1,69. On 3 March the Commission decid-
ed to make a grant of 0.799 million ECU'
under Article 12 of. the Fund Regulation, to
finance a study closely connected with Fund
operations. This is a feasibility stud-y on
the tourist park Wonderworld and the
development of ancillary industries at Corby
in the United Kingdom.
ERDF aid: non-{uota section
2.1,70, On 23 March the Economic and
Social Committee delivered its opiniona on
the second series of six non-quota measures
which the Commission sent to the Council in
November 1982.s
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lntegrated opralions
2.1.71. On 9 March Parliament adopted a
resolution on the state of agriculture in the
Hiehlands and Islands of Scotland and
otli., ,.u...Iy disadvantaged regions of the
Community,J recommending that, with the
benefit of experience gained from the current
integrated developmint programmes, such
prof.ammes should be organized in the
ieverely disadvantaged regions.
Specific measure for Northern Ircland
2.1.72. The Commission sent to the Council
on 8 April a proposal for a Regulation
instituting a specific measure to Promote
uiU"n i.i'.*al in Northern Ireland (lielfas0.6
This proposal provides for the financing,jointly wiih the national and local authorities,
'of 
,tt e*..ptional measure for urban renewal
in Belfast. 
-This 
*.asr.e exceeds the possibili-
ties at present offered by the Community's
financiai instruments, and will thus make a
more significant contribution towards solving
the sociil and economic problems of Northern
Ireland. The Community's financial contribu-
tion is put at 100 million ECU over the
period 1983 to 1985.
In November 1981 the Commission had
already proposed a specific measure for
housing in 'Northern ireland es p-ary- of
an intigrated operation in Belfast./ That
proposal was the Commission's first follow-
up tb Parliament's resolution of l9J-u-ne 1981
on Corn*uniry regional policy and Northern
Ireland,s but the Council was unable to take
a decision because some Member States
expressed doubts about the Community
financing of housing.
t Bull. Ec 2-1983, point 2.2.1; Bull' EC ll'1982,
ooint 2.2.1.I Poinrc 1.3.1 to 1.3.13 and points 3.4.1 to 3.4.3;
COM (83)24 final.3 Point 2.4.14; OJ C 96, 11.4.7983.1 Point 2.4.32.5 oJ c 15, 19.1.1983; Bull. EC 10-1982, points 1.1.12
and 2.1.48.6 coM(83)163 final.
' 
oJ c 346, 31.12.1981; Bull. EC 11-1981' point
2.1.68.t oJ c 772,13.7.1981; Bull. EC 6-198l,poinr2.l,67-
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This new proposal is therefore an alternative
solution with the same objective-to srep up
Community aid to a region beset by severe
economic and social problems.
Supflementary measures
for the United Kngdom
2.1.73. On 14 March the Council adopted
the Regulation extending and amending
the origina-l UK supplementary measures
Regulation,r on the Commission's amended
proposal of 19 January.2 The Commission
acted on the Regulation at once by adopting
decisions on budgetary compensarion
concerning the United Kingdom's contribu-
tion to the Community budget f.or 79823
which release Community financial grants
totalling 692 million ECU to public expendi-
ture on seven infrastructure programmes
during the United Kingdom's 1982183 finan-
cial year.
This brings the total amount granted under
the supplementary measures in favour of the
United Kingdom to 3 933 million ECU since
they were introduced at the end of 1980.4
2.1.73a. On 11 *.*, Parliament adopted
a resolution on transfrontier transpoft policy
in frontier regions, in particular regions on
the Community's internal frontiers, notably
the Rhine-Maas region and Euregio.)
Environment and consumers
Envlronment
Prevention and rcduction of pllution
and nuisances
Freshwater and marine pollution
Paris Conuention
2.1.74. As part of its work under the Paris
Convention for the Prevention of Marine
Pollution from Land-based Sources, the
Commission sent representatives to a further
Bull. EC 3-1983
meeting of the technical working party, held
in Lillehammer, Norway, from 8 to 11
March. The working parry recommended the
Convention authorities to publish, as an
annex to their annual report, the measure-
ments made, or information supplied, by the
contracting parties on the mercury, cadmium
and polychlorinated biphenyls dumped in the
Convention area.
Oslo Conuention
2.1.75. Also in Lillehammer, this time in
connection with the Oslo Convention for the
Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping
from Ships and Aircraft, the Commission
took part in the Standing Scientific Advisory
Committee's meeting from 14 to'17 March.
The discussion centred in particular on
continuous monitoring and surveillance of
the dumping grounds, on the annual report
on dumping at sea and on the procedure for
consultations prior to dumping.
Barcelona Conumtion
2.1.76. The Commission signed the Protocol
concerning Mediterranean specially protected
areas6 on the Community's behalf in Madrid
on 30 March. The protocol joins the three
others previously concluded under the 1975
Barcelona Convention for the Protection of
the Mediterranean Sea against Pollution. The
Decision concerning signature of the Protocol
had been formally adopted by the Council on
28 March.
2.1.77. Under the United Nations environ-
ment programme, the Community took part
in a further meeting of the contracting parties
to the action plan for the protection of the
Mediterranean, held in Dubrovnik from 28
February to 5 March. The delegates took
note of the encouraging results of the recently
completed first, exploratory, phase of the
I ol l 23,19.3.1981.
' OJ C 35, 8.2.1983; COM(83)30 final; Bull. EC
1-1983, point 2.1.49.
, oJ L 98, 16.4.1983.t oJ L 284, 29.10.1980; Bull. EC 10-1980, point
-2.3.46; Bull. EC 12-1980, point 2.1.65.I Point 2.4.14; OJ C 96,71.4.1983.6 Bull. EC 9-1982, point 2.1.47; Bull. EC 2-1982,
point 2.1.44.
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blue plan, decided to embark on the second
phase and set out the general lines to be
pursued in the various areas covered.
Caribbean Conuantion
2.1.78. The Convention for the Protection
and Development of the Marine Environment
of the Wider Caribbean Regionl prepared
under the United Nations environment
programme was opened for signature at the
ionference of plenipotentiaries called for
the purpose at Cartagena, Colombia. The
Commission duly signed on the Community's
behalf on 24 March.
Oil pollution
2.1,79. On 10 March Parliament adopted
two resolutions concerning emergency meas-
ures to combat pollution of the North Sea by
oil.z
Air pollution
Geneua Conuention
2.1.80. The Geneva Convention on Long-
range Transboundary Air Pollution came into
forci on 16 March, following its ratification
by 24 of. the 33 signatories, which in6lrrie the
Communiry and the Member States.r This
Convention, drafted by the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe and signed
in November 1979, sets out to limit and, as
far as possible, gradually to reduce and
prevent air pollution.
Chemicals
2.1.81, The authorities responsible for
applying the Council Directive of 18
Siptember 79794 amending, for the sixth
time the 7967 Directive on dangerous
substancess met again, in Brussels, on 10 and
11 March. Their talks concentrated on
the problems of the non-disclosure of the
chemical identity of the substances on the
published list of notified substances and on
ihe monitoring of the quantities placed on the
market.
2.1.82. The negotiations between the Com-
mission and the United States on the Toxic
Substances Control Act6 also continued at an
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informal meeting with the US authorities in
Brussels on 9 March to examine points
associated with non-disclosure of the chemical
identity of the substances notified in line with
the Diiective of 18 September.1979.4
Acid rain
2.1,83. At its meeting on 21 and22 March
the European Council took note of the
damage inflicted on forests by acid rain and
called on the Council rapidly to examine the
proposals announced by the Commission
for a framework Directive on monitoring
discharges from industrial installations and
for measures to tighten up the standards on
exhaust emissions from motor vehicles.
2.1.84. Parliament in turn decided to organ-
ize a public hearing covering all aspects of the
problem in April.
Protection and rutionaluse of land,
the environment and naturul rcsources
Flora and fauna
2.1.85, On 28 March the Council formally
adopted the Directive concerning the importa-
tion into Member States of skins of certain
seal pups and products derived therefrom,T
on which it had signified its agreement on 28
February.u
Natural resources
Protection and managanent of water
2.1.86. Under Commission auspices and
with Commission support, a European
Institute for Water was set up in Varese,
Italy, to provide the requisite training for
I Bull. EC 10-1982, point 2.1.53; Bull. EC 2-1982,
point 2.1.45.z Point 2.4.14; Ol C 96, 11.4.1983.3 oJ L t7t, 27.6.1981; Bull. EC 7/8-1982, point
2.1.85.n oJ t 259, ts.to.t979; Bull. EC 9-1979, point
2.1.46.5 oy tl6, 16.8.1962.6 BuU. EC 5-1978, point 2.1.56; Sixteenth Gcneral
Rcpon, point 356.
, oI L91,9.4.1983.t Bull. Ec 2-1983, poim2.l.76.
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water management and protection specialists.
This fills a gap in the training facilities for
specialists called for by the Community and
national legislation in this field. The European
Institute for Water is open to non-Community
countries in Europe and intends in particular
to suppoft countries planning to join the
Community in their efforts to apply the
Community Directives on the management
and protection of water. Finally, the establish-
ment of a documentation centre open to
non-Community countries could help solve
lhe problem of transfers of technology
between Europe and countries with scant
water resources, one of the proiects to be
carried out in the International Drinking
Water Decade declared by the United Nations
for 1981 to 1990.
Waste
2.1.87. At its meeting in Brussels on 15 and
15 March the Waste Management Committee
reviewed the work in progress and then
proceeded with a more detailed examination
of the development of clean technologies and
of the problem of financing demonstration
projects. It also outlined the action to be
taken on waste oils to follow up the Council
Directive of 16 June 1975,r with particular
reference to the Court of Justice's latest
ruling in this field. Finally, the Committee
called for a general policy document on wasre
management, which should be completed and
put to the Commission as soon as possible.
2.1.88. on 1t ,"r.;Parliament adopted a
resolution on the prorection of Irish bogs.2
Consumers
Physical protection
2.1.89. On 30 March the Commission
adapted to technical progress, for the second
time, the Council Directive of 27 laly 1976
on the approximation of the laws of the
Member Stites relating to cosmetic products.3
The approved text authorizes the use of
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barium, strontium and zirconium lakes, salts
and pigments of a limited number of colouring
agents, Iimits the use of 6-methylcoumarin to
oral hygiene products, makes the use of silver
nitrate in the manufacture of cosmetics
subject to certain restrictions and conditions
and permits the use of certain complexes of
zirconium as antiperspirants under certain
conditions.
Agriculture
Council
2.1.90, The Council discussed agricultural
matters at its meetings on 8 and 9 March, 14
and 15 March and28 March.
Acquis comtnunautaire
2.1.91. On 8 and 9 March the Council
resumed discussion, following on from its
February meeting,a of the adiustment of the
existing rules governing fruit and vegetables
and olive oil, in the context of the enlargement
of the Community.
The Council concluded that there were still
differences of opinion on rhese two sectors
and agreed to report to the European Council
on the outcome of its deliberations on
the acquis confinuflautdire and the various
political and economic issues involved.
The European Council re-examined the
matter and asked the Council to take the
appropriate decisions, bearing in mind that a
long transition period would be needed for
olive oil and that compromise solutions
should be sought for fruit and vegetables,
together with provisions to safeguard tradi-
tional trade patterns with non-member
countries and to guarantee the free movement
of goods.5
I ol l 194,2s.7.1s7s.z Point 2.4.14; Ol C 96, 11.4.1983.r oJ L 262,27.9.1976.4 Bull. Ec 2-1983, point2.7.78.5 Point 1.5.5.
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Agricultural prices and rclated rnedsures
2.1.92, Most of the Council meeting on 14
and 15 March was devoted to the fixing of
agricultural prices and related measures for
1983t84.t
After giving special attention to the sectors
with the most complex problems, namely
milk products, cereals, rice and beef and veal,
the Council held a general discussion on the
overall level of prices, monetary compensa-
tory amounts and the financial and budget-
ary impact of the Commission's proposals. It
was agreed to resume these discussions on 28
March so that a decision could be taken in
good time.
Since it had been unable to begin its
substantive discussion of the 1983/84 agricul-
tural prices in time to reach conclusions
before 1 April, the Council agreed on 28
March to devote its meeting on 18 and 19
April to further consideration of this matter.
Meanwhile the Council decided2 to extend
the current marketing year for milk products,
beef and veal, sheepmeat and goatmeat from
4 to 24 April. It also extended the Regulation
fixing thC flat-rate production aid and the
guidJ price for certain dried fodder products
for the period 7-24 April.z
2.1.93, In a resolution on the agricultural
prices and related measures passed on 10
March, Parliament called for an average price
increase of no less than 7Yo, the elimination
of negative MCAs and a rapid reduction in
the positive MCAs.r It opposed any increase
in the co-responsibility levy on milk and
the extension of co-responsibiliry to other
production sectors.
2.1.94, The Economic and Social
Committee, which had already delivered its
opinion on the Commission's proposals as a
whole in February,a adopted an additional
opinion_ on the individual products on 24
March.5
2.1.95. Lastly, the question of New Zealand
butter imports on special terms was settled
for 1983. The Council adopted a Regulation
authorizing the United Kingdom to import
65 250 tonnes of new Zealand butter over
the period from 1 April to 31 December
1983.6
Cereal substitutes
2,1.96. On 14 March the Council adopted
a Regulation on the import system applicable
to manioc for the period 7983-86./ This sets
the import levy at a maximum of 6% ad
ualorem, in accordance with the Manioc
Agreements which the Community has
concluded with Thailand, Indonesia and
Brazil and the provisions applicable to
non-member countries accorded most-
f avoured-nation treatment.
This levy on the products concerned (manioc,
arrowroot, salep and other similar roots and
tubers with a high starch content, excluding
sweet potatoes) will apply only to the
quantities fixed for each non-member country
of origin as follows:(i) Thailand: the quantities arising from the
EEC-Thailand Cooperation Agreementlo(ii) Indonesia: 750 000 tonnes in 1983 and
the quantities arising from the Agreement
with IndonesiaE for 1984, 1985 and 1986;(iii) other GATT contracting pafties (which
excludes Thailand): 132 355 tonnes for 1983
and the quantities arising from the Agreement
appro-ved by the Council Decision of 19 July
1982E for 1984, 1985 and 1986;(iv) other non-member countries: 370 000
tonnes for 1983; f.or 1984, 1985 and 1986
the quantities will be determined by the
Council acting on a proposal from the
Commission.
The Council also stated that it would try to
ensure that an additional 10 000 tonnes of
manioc varieties could be imported for human
consumption. To this end the Commission
adopted a Regulation simplifying the import
, oJ c 32,7.2.1982;Bull. EC 12-1982, points 1.4.1 to
1.4.14.I ol r 8s, 3r.3.r983.
Point 2.4.9; OJ C 96, 11.4.7983.
OJ C 81, 24.3.1983; Bull. EC 2-1983,poi*2.4.29.
Poidt 2.4.26.
Point 2.1.109; Ol L 7 6, 22.3.1983.
oJ L 72, 18.3.1983.
ol L219,28.7.1982.
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arrangements for yams, tannias, dasheens and
eddoes.I
Economlc aspoc-ts
of the oommon agrlcultural pollcy
Agri-monetary measures
2.1,97. The central rates within the Euro-
pean Monetary System were realigned on 21
March.z
On the basis of the new central rates and of
the spot market rates for sterling, the Italian
lira and the Greek drachma, all the monerary
compensatory amounts (MCAs) were adjust-
ed with effect from 24 March-+xcept for the
Irish MCAs, where the adiustment was to
apply from i6 March.3
Given the importance of the parity changes of
21 March, the advance fixing of MCAsln all
Member States was suspended for three days
thereafter in order to prevent speculation.a
Advance fixing of the MCAs applicable in
Ireland was suspended until 26 Mirch.s
To prevent speculation or deflection of trade
as a result of the considerable adjustments
made to the MCAs after the realignment
on 21 March, the Commission adopted
transitional measures conce_rning the applica-
tion of the new MCAs;5 norice of these
measures had already been given on 27
March.s
2.1.98. The Commission amended6 the
provisions of Article 4 of the Regulation of
79 May 7981,7 where reference [eriods are
specified for the periodical re-examination of
the list of products which are nor covered by
Annex II to the Treaty but are subject to
MCAs.
2.1,99. On 30 March the Council decided,6
aaing on a proposal from the Commission,to revise the representative rate for the
Belgian and Luxembourg francs, which had
been devalued on 19 October 1982,8 so that
this rate was aligned on the central rate ro be
applied to these currencies as a result of the
parity changes of 2l March. The new
representative rate applies to milk and milk
products from 1 April, to beef and veal and
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sheepmeat from 4 April, to fishery products
from 1 January 1984 and to all other
products from the beginning of the marketing
yeat.
This decision meant that the Belgian/
Luxembourg MCAs were discontinued in the
milk and milk products sector with effect
from 1 April and in the beef and veal sector
with effecl from 4 April.e
Market organlzatlons
Adiustmcnts to basic regulations
Milk andmikproducts
2.1.100. On 8 March the Commission
transmitted to the Council a proposallo for
an amendment to the basic Regulation on
milk and milk products.l I Under t"he amended
regulation the granting of Community aid
would no longer be conditional on rhe
granting of national aid for the supply of
milk and yoghurt to schoolchildren.
Prices and specific measurcs
Fresh fruit and uegetables
2.1,101. On 30 March the Commission
adopted Regulations fixing the reference
prices for tomatoes for the 1983 marketing
year, fixing the Communiry offer price for
tomatoes applicable with regard to Greece
and laying down qualiry standards for
tomatoes.rz The reference prices are on
average 6.5% higher than in 1982.
I ol r 81,26.3.1983.z Points 1.2.1 to 7.2.4 and, point 2.1.3.
, oJ L 80,2s.3.1983.
1 oJ L 7s,21.3.1983.
I OJ l- 78,24.3.1983; OJ L 87,1.4.1983.
: oJ L 85,31.3.1983.
1 OJ L 138,25.5.1981.i Ol f 295, 21.10.1982; Bull. EC t0-1982,
2.1.69.
, oJ t 87, t.4.tgg3.
l9 o-l c 7s,19.3.1983; coM(83)127 finat.ll oJ L 148, 28.6.1968.t2 oJ L 96, 31.3.1993.
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2.1.102. The Commission also adopted a
Regulationl to authorize the marketing of
products of quality class III in view of the
considerable flucruations in production from
one marketing year to another; this will apply
to lemons (June to October 1983), table
grapes (May 1983 to April 1984), cherries
(April to September 1983) and strawberries
(April to December 1983).
2.1.103. On 8 March the Council adopted
a Regulation derogating from the basic
Regulation on fruit and vegetables so that
apples withdrawn from the market could
be placed at the disposal of charitable
organizations and distributed free of charge
to the people of Poland.z The Regulation is in
line with Parliament's resolution of November
1.992.3
2.1.104. On 24 March the Economic and
Social Committee endorsed4 an amendment
(whereby the reference price system would be
extended to five new products and common
quality standards would be laid down for
rirelons) which the Commission had made5 to
its proposal of October 1981 for changes in
the basic Regulation on fruit and vegeta6les.6
Wine
2.1.105. On 9 March the Commission
adopted a RegulationT authorizing, pursuant
to the provisions adopted in November
1982,8 the distillation of a quantity of table
wine not exceeding 4 million hectolitres.
2.1.106. On 21 March the Commission
transmitted to the Council two proposals,
one for a Regulation consolidating all
the rules governing the description and
presentation of sparkling wines and the other
for a Regulation laying down detailed rules
for the use of geographical names and the
specification of vine varieties, vintage years or
other items of information traditionally
included on the labels of sparkling wine.e
2.1.107. On 23 March the Commission
transmitted to the Council a proposal for a
Regulation on storage aid for-quality wines
produced in specified regions.ru This special
measure would introduce private storage aid
to encourage producers of quality wines psr
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to carry over a proportion of their 1982
production to the following year and thus
prevent any disturbance of the market in
table wine, the weather conditions in 1982
having led to a record harvest of quality
wines psr.
2.1.108. On 23 March the Economic and
Social Committee endorsedll the proposed
amendment to the Council Regulation on
collective 
-projects for the restructuring of
vineyards. r/
Milk and milk products
2.1.109. Od 15 March the Council adopted
a Regulation authorizing the United Kingdom
to import 65 250 tonnes of New Zealand
butter- on special terms between 1 April and
31 December 1983.u No agreement having
been reached on 1983 as a whole, the
quantities imported during the first three
months of the year had been authorized on a
month-to-monih basis. 1a
2.1.110. Under the programme for utiliz-
ation of co-responsibiliry levy funds in the
milk sector for the 1983184 milk year,Ir the
Commission adopted Regulations on the
continued financing of the specific measures
which have proved effective in expanding the
market for milk products, namely:(i) promotional and 
. 
-publicity measures
within the Community; ro(ii) measures to promote sales of Commun-
iry products outside the Community;16
1 oJ L 86, 31.3.1983.
1 oJ l 65, 11.3.r983.r oJ c 335,20.12.1982.1 Poinr 2.4.27.
I rutt. Ec2-l983,point 2.1.87.6 Bull. EC 10-1981, poinr 1.3.1 et seq.
, oJ L 64, 10.3.1983.t oJ L 326,23.11.1982.e coM(83)t55 final.ro cotvt(89)t49 final.1r Point 2.4.29.12 Bull. Ec 1-1983, point 2.1.70.13 ol L76,22.3.1983.t4 Bull. Ec t2-1982, point 2.1.121; Bull. EC 1-1983,
point 2.1.72; Bull. EC 2-1983, point 2.1.94.
') Bull. EC 1-1983, point2.l.73.15 ol Lzt, 12.3.1983.
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(iii) technical assistance for the development
of the use and consumption of Community
products outside the Community;1
(!u) improvement of milk quality within the
Community;r
(v) a pilot project for the free distribution of
drinking milk in s-chools in parts of Greece
and southern Italy.z
2.1.111, On 15 March the Commission
adopted a Regulation reintroducing the
provisions applicable to refunds on butter
exports to the Soviet Union.3
2.1.112. On 8 March the Commission
transmitted to the Council a report on aid for
small-scale milk producers,4 -in accordance
with the undertaking it had given at the
1982183 farm price review. The report
contains an analysis of the arrangements
made by the Member States for the allocation
of the 120 million ECU provided for in the
Council Regulation of 18 May 7982.s
Beef and ueal
2,1.113. On 3 March the Commission
amended6.the.Regulation Iixiqg the buying-in
prices for hindquarters ot beet, so as to ensure
e_qual access to intervention throughout the
Communiry. Only meat from male animals
may be bought in for intervention storage.
Sugar
2,1.114. On 23 March the Commission
amendeds the 1978 Regulation laying down
detailed rules 
-for the 
-offsetting 
of -storage
costs for sugar;g this authorizes tf,e reimburJe-
ment 
-of storage costs for coloured sugar,provided that the sugar has been colou-red
before the crystallization stage by means of a
product derived exclusively fiom'sucrose.
2.1.115. On29 March the Commission also
fixed the advance payment in respect of the
production levies in the sugar secior for the
1982183 marketing yearltr and laid down
certain rules for applying conversion rates in
the sugar and isoglucose sectors.ll
?.1.1!q lprqly, it consolidated in a singleRegulationru the various provisions (hitheito
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contained in three different Regulations) on
communications in the sugar sector, at the
same time bringing them into line with the
new common organization of the market in
sugar.
Processed fruit and uegetables
2.1.117. On 8 March the Commission
adopted a Regulation on the sale, at prices
fixed in advance, of dried figs held by storage
agenctes. ^'
2.1.118. It also decided ro extend by one
month the timeJimit (1 April) on protective
measures applicable to imports of dried
grapes.6
2.1.119. Lastly, the Commission transmit-
ted to the Council on 23 March its reportl3
on the ope-ration of the general aid ariange-
ments applicable to certain fruits and vig-
etables unier the rgzzb;si; nes"i"rionlo rn'a
proposed various amendmentsJs granting of
the aid for the raw material used; calculaiion
of the aid to take account of prices and
outle$ on the Community market; definition
of Community quality siandards. For dried
grapes, the Commission also proposes the
introduction of a minimum import price, the
fixing of a guarantee threshold foi sultinas
and stricter qualiry standards.
Seed
2.1.120. On 24 March the Economic and
Social Committee endorsedl6 the proposal for
a Regulation fixing the amounts- of aid
I ol I 71,17.3.1983.
: oJ L 82,29.3.1983., oJ L 70,16.3.7983.
: coM(83)45 (inal.
: oJ L 140,20.5.1982.
: oJ L s7,4.3.1983.1 OJ L 332,27.11.1982.1 oJ L 78,24.3.1983.
, oJ L 231,23.8.1978.
19 oJ L 88, 6.4.1e83.r! ol L 83.30.3.1983.1z oi r es. 9.3.1983-ri cbM(aj)gz rinat.t4 ol L 73. zt.3.tg77-y. oj c gq, 8.4.1e83.r6 Point 2.4.28.
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granted for seeds fo-r the 1984/85 and 1985/
86 marketing years. r
Struc'tures
2.1.121. On the basis of the guidelines
which it had laid down in February,z the
Commission transmitted to the Council on 24
March a proposal for a Regulation on the
implementation of integrated Programmes to
assist the Mediterranean regions of the
Community in Greece, France and Italy.r
Agricultural measures are of central i-mport-
aice to these programmes, which aim
to improve agricultural infrastructures, to
introduce technical and socio-cultural meas-
ures to assist farmers and to provide
some back-up for agricultural researctr and
vocational triining. Inland areas (uplands and
mountainous areas) receive more favourable
treatment than lowland areas. The sums
allocated to these programmes will be
entrered each year in a separate chapter of
the Community budget.
Implementation
of ihe socio-structural Directives
2.1.122. On 16 March the Commission
decideda to adjust the boundaries of less-
favoured areas (within the meaning of the
Directive of. 28 April 1975 on mountain
and hill farming 
- 
and farming in certain
less-favoured areas)) in France.
Agrlcultural leglslatlon
Veterinary legislation
2,1.123. In view of the course taken by the
ourbreak of classical swine fever in Germany,
the Commission re-established the swine-
fever-free status of certain parts of the country
(Stuttgart and Mittelfrankin),5 prolonged the
temporary suspension of the status of c-ertain
othdr paits 1^Miintt.. and Cologne)7 and
introduced a temporary suspension of status
for some n.*t ,t.is (Unterfrinken, Koblenz;8
Berlin, Darmstadt9).
2.1.124. On 25 March, in view of an
outbreak of African swine fever in Sardinia
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and the persistance of the disease in Piedmont,
the Commission prohibited exports of pigs,
pigmeat and pigmeat products (except as
iterilized presirved products) ftgln these
regions to the other Mimber States.lo
2.1.125, The Commission approved the
extension of the plans submitted by Greece6
and ItalyT for ihe eradication of bovine
ruberculosis and bovine brucellosis. It also
approved the plan presented by Italy for the
acielerated eradication of classical swine
fever.l I
Competition
2.1.126. Under Articles 92 to 94 of the EEC
Treaty, the Commission decided to make no
comment concerning the introduction of the
following draft measures, notified by:
Dcnmark
Budgets for 1983 of two parafiscal funds in
the beef and veal and potato sectors.
Change in the parafiscal charge on eggs and
poultry.
Bclgium
Subsidies for the purchase of fuel to heat
glasshouse crops, granted to persons having
horticulture as their main occupation. This
subsidy is consistent with the relevant
Commission guidelines.
Gcrmany
Private investment aid; rural development;
aid for farms in upland or other less-favoured
I oJ c 31,5.2.1983; Bull. EC 2-1983,point2.1.77.2 Bull. Ec 2-1982, point 2.1.102.J Points 1.3.1 to 1.3.13; points 3.4.1 to 3.4.3;
COM(83)24 final.n oJ L 79,2s.3.1983.5 oJ r- 128,19.s.197s.6 oJ L 66, 12.3.1983.
, oJ L 26,22.3.1983.6 oJ L 91,9.4.1983.
, oJ L 96, 1s.4.1993.to oJ L 93, 13.4.1983.t, oJ L 61,8.3.1983.
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areas. The measures falling within the scope
of Articles 92 and 93 relate to the following:
agricultural research with a view to improviig
productivity and the quality of livestocf
products; !h. improvemenr- of marketing
structures for products by the granting oT
investmenr aid (maximum 20%l for-the
setting-up of new undertakings and producer
groups 
. 
or the modernization of - existing
undertakings or producer groups engaged ii
the processing and marketing of agricultural
products and launching aid for-producer
groups; in the forestry sector, aid for forest
management, the setting-up of producer
groups and the construction of foresfroads.
Schleswig-Holstein: draftinstrumenr on finan-
cial assistance to help farms become viable by
the purchase of ixtra farmland or thl
acquisition of properly srrucured holdings on
relocation or the purchase of leased farml-and.
He-ssen: change in existing scheme for pilot
holdings in the form of additional investment
aid (507o maximum) and improvements to
ensure the use of alternative energy sources,
and thus encouraging energy savin[.
2.1.127. The Commission decided to initiate
the. Article 93(2) procedure in respec of the
following aids:
Italy
Friuli-Venezia Giulia: bill setting out rules for
financing, adjusting or suppleminting aid ior
agnculftre.
(i) Aids on which insufficiett information
bas been supplied for thim to be ionsiderid
compatible: financing of measures relating to
agncultural structures (production, processing
and marketing); finanting of aid'to offset
natural disasters (Articlesl8 to 23); aid for
srlkworm r_e?rer.s (Articles 35 and 35); aid for
iointly used facilities (Articles 1 and ii.
liil Incompatible aids: aid for jointly usedlivestock accommodation in the form 6f lo*-
interest loans to cover financial liabilities.
Sici.ly: 
.act .providing for changes in the
reglonar Dudget.(i) Aids which cannot definitely be
considered compatible utith the ci*mo,
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market: aids relating to the natural disasters
occuring between January and November
7976; additional subsidy (80% maximum) to
meet additional investment costs; financing of
subsidies (70Yo maximum) for the moderniza-
tion of preserving and processing plants for
crop and livestock prbducts; financine of
low-interest loans for land impiovern.ntsl(ii) Incompatible aids: increase in the finan-
cial resources of a fund granting reduced-
interest loans to cover ihe liatilities of
stockbreeders' associations; subsidy (40%
maximum) towards the cost of soil disinfec-
tion and subsidy of LIT 250 to 350 per kg ofplastic used to cover glasshouses; subiidy
e_qual to lJ% of the puichase prici for each
199 kg of Sicilian durum wheit bought by
millers; exrension of the measures Jn thl
destruction of young vine plants left unsold
on the hands of growers; financing of the aid
measure whereby subsidies are granted to
citrus fruit grofrers belonging to co=operatives(this measure has already Uein the subject of
an infringement proceduie under Articie 159
of the Treaty; rhe Commission considers thar
the financing in question constitutes a further
infringement of the same kind).
European Agrlcultural Gutdance
and Guaranteo Fund
Guidance Section
Decisions on reimbursen ent and aduances
2.1.128. In the first quarter of 1983 the
EAGGF Guidance Section paid 863.9Sz
ECU to the United Kingdom, France and
Luxembourg in respeci of expenditure
incurred in 1981 and 1982 and as an advance
to France for expenditure to be incurred in
12!1 pursurnt to the Directive of 6 February7979 on the programme for the acceleration
and guid.ance of collective irrigation works in
Corsica.l
, oJ L 38,14.2.1979.
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Fisheries
2.1.129. On 29 March the Commission
aaoptea two communications to the Council
conierning fisheries in the context of the
ini"rg.rn.Int negotiations with Spain 
"nlPortuial respeciively. In these communi-
cations the Commiision draws the conse-
quences from the agreement reached in
Ianuarv on the introduction of a common
iisheriis policy.l Analysing the fisheries
sector in the two applicant countrie-s'- the
Commission puts forwird possible guidelines
for a Community negotiating position'
2.1.130. The Commission took full account
of the fisheries sector in its proposal for a
Regulation to implement ihe integrated
Me-diterranean programmes for regions in
Cr...., Italy and Frince.2 These programmes
supplement, adapt and expand the measures
olanned under the common structures Pollcy
ior fishing, which so far have not taken
sufficientlf into consideration the problems
specific to Mediterranean fisheries.
Resources
lntemalasPects
2.1.131. Although the Council has now
,aoot.a the ['egulations on' internal
,irour..t,3 the Com-mission still has the task
of taking decisions on national and in
oarticular- local measures where these are
'authorized by the said Regulations. In this
context the' Commission - has taken the
following decisions:
On 4 March the Commission examined a
United Kinsdom measure prohibiting UK
fishermen, iith .ffect from 31 December
1983, from using beam trawls equipped with
..rt"in protectivl devices within a three-mile
zone of? part of the southern coast of the
United Kinedom and found it compatible
with Comilunity law and the common
fisheries policy in that it was a local measure
covered iy Article 19(2) and (3) of the
Regulation of 25 JanuarY 1983.4
On the same date the Commission examined
a Danish measure for the protection of the
houting (a type of salmon) in a six-mile zone
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off the North Sea coast and withheld approval
from this measure under Article 18 of the
Rigul"tion of. 25 January 19834 on 
.the
nro"und that the Danish autirorities had failed
io pror. that the species was threatened,
whiih would have iultified the adoption of
urgent conservadon measures. The Commis-
sioi may, however, reconsider the Danish
measure'under that paragraph of Article 19
of the Regulation which luihorizes national
measures for the protection of local stocks,
orovided that the Danish authorities confirm
ihat only Danish fishermen have the right to
fish within the area covered by the measure.
Extemalaspects
Bilateral relations
2.1.132, The Agreement between the Com-
muniry and Guinla-Bissau, on fishing off 
.the
coast of Guinea-Bissau, which was initialled
on 19 November 7982,s was signed in
Brussels on 15 March. The Regulation
concluding the Agreement was adopted. by
the Counlil on 25 March.6 Parliament had
approvedT the corresponding Commission
pioposals on 11 Marcli. The new Agreement
covers the years 1983-85.
2.1.1i3. On 28 March the Council also
adopted the Regulation concluding the Agree-
,.nt between the CommunitY and the
Revolutionary People's Republic of Guinea
on fishing 'of( the Guinean, coastl the
Agreement-had been signed in February.v
2.1.134. Negotiations with Mauritania were
held from lf to 23 March with a view to
a fisheries agreement which would allow
Communitv vessels to fish in Mauritanian
waters.l0 Although the two sides moved
closer together on the technical issues, the
t BuU. EC 1-1983, points 1.1.1 to 1.1.11.2 Points 1.3.1 to 1.3.11; points 3.4.1 to 3'4.3.
I oJ t- 24,27.1.1983; oJ L 25, 27.1.1983.
ol L24,27.1.1983.
Bull. EC 7l-l982,point2.l.ll2; Bull. EC 12'1982,
I
5
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Transport
negotiations were inconclusive because of
differences on rhe total payments required
from European shipownerj and the Commun-
ity budget.
2.1.135. On 28 March the Counciladopted
a Regulation 
- 
laying down, for the peiiod
from. 1 April 1983 to 31 March'lgg4,
certain measures for the conservation and
management of fishery resources applicable to
vessels flying the flagi of cerrain nbn-member
countries in the 200-mile zone off the coast of
French Guiana.l Parliament had approved2
the-corresponding Commission proiosal3 on
11 March.
2.1.136. The Agreemenr between the Com-
Ty{ry, No-rway and Sweden regulating
litlrlp in the Skagerrak and Kattigat ii1983+ was signed in Brussels on 24 March.
The Council had approved the Regulation
concluding the Agreement in January.5 parlia-
ment had given its opinion2 bn the'Commis-
sion proposal6 on 11 March.
2.1.137. The talks with Spain on the fishing
arrangements applicable to Spanish vessels ii
Community waters were concluded on 1g
March. On 28 March the Council adopted
the-Regulation defining these arrang...irts,l
which are essentially the same -as those
applicable. in 1982: The main changes
concern,_ firstly, the hake quota, which fias
been reduced to 8 300 tonnes (from 8 500
tonnes in 1982) in accordance with the
principle of gradual reductions embodied in
the 1980 Fisheries Agreement, and, secondly,
the number of licences for long liners, whiili
has been reduced because 6f the' lare.,
catches now being taken by such vessels.
2.1.138. Qn 11 March Parliament delivered
its. opinion2-gn tle Commission proposJof
February 1979 for a Council -Regulation
c_oncluding the fisheries agreemenr wlich the
Communiry had negotiated with Finland.T
Martets and structuros
Org an i zatio n of m arkets
2.1.139. The Commission prepared a
number of documents on the interpretation
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of the new rules governing the common
organization of the market which came into
force on 1 January.S
Structures
2.1.140. As regards national aids, the Com-
mission raised no objection to a draft
amendmenr to a Sicilian regional law intro-
ducing measures to rationa-iize the fisheries
sector; 
- 
the law in question had already
received Commission approval.g
2.1.141. The Commission also adopted a
final decision pursuant to Article 93(2f of the
EEC Treaty finding against a fuel subsidy in
Sicilyru and requiring thar it be discontinued.
The Commission's position on this matter is
the same as thar adopted towards similar
subsidies in other Member States.1l
Transport
2.1.142. At the European Council meeting
on 21 and 22 March ihe Heads of State or
Government discussed transport and asked
the Council to expedite the lmplementation
of a common transport policy.l2 Thev felt
that special attention should be paid to the
easing of frontier formalities in the formu-
lation of decisions on the internal market.
I ol t 83,30.3.1983.i oJ c 96,71.4.1983.
: 91 9 ?!, 3.-2.1e83; Bull. EC l-1983, point 2.1.88.: oJ L 73,19.3.1983.r Bull. EC l-1983, point2.l.9l.
: oJ c 51,23.2.1983.
: 9!.C!9, 13.3_.1979; Bull. EC z-tg7g, point2.r.72;]welfth General Rcport, point 342.i Bull. EC 1-1983, poini 1.1.9.
'^ Bull. EC 1-1981, point 2.1.54.
". Blll, 
_E^C^ 2_-1.?8_1,_ poinr 2.7.72; Bull. EC 6-tglt,point r,,1J20; Bull. EC 3-1981, point 2.1.100.
:: Bull. EC 2-1983,point2.t.i24.
'a Point 1.5.3.
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Transport, energy saving
and transfrontier cooPeration
2.1.143. On 11 March Parliament adopted
t*o ,atolutionsrl one on the more rational
organization of transport, as. a condition of
im"proved energy saring in that sector, and
the other on transfrontier transport pollcy ln
frontier regions, notably the Rhine-Maas
region and Euregio.
lnland transPort
Formalities and insPections
in cross-frontier traffic
2.1.144. As part of its work on internal
market questircnsz the Council continued
examinine the proposal for a Directive on the
facilitatio-n of iormalities and inspections in
respect of the 
- 
carriage of goods between
Member States.r
Infrastructure
Fixed cross-Channel link
2.1.145. Pursuant to the Council Regulation
oi-lb o...mber 1982 on the granting of
limited support in the (ield of transPort
inft"ttrr.t,it.,4 and as requested by Parlia-
ment,s the Commission adopted a Decision
on :O March authorizing, after consultation
*itt tf,. Member Staies concerned, the
nesotiation and conclusion of a contract
*i[t .n. Franco-British group financing the
cross-Channel link. The contract, for 400 000
ECU, is intended to help 
- 
meet the costs
iniu.t.d by the group in- the study of the
i..fi.i.rt ,tp..tt 6f pirticular interest to the
Community, especiilly- those relating 
.to
proiect financing and the scope of exlstlng
"nd 
ptopos.d Community instruments'
Exp erim ental Pro gramme
2.1.146. The Transport Infrastructure
Committee met in Brussels on 15 and 16
tutr..h to review various proiects in thei."".oo" infrastructure experimental
p-gt'"rntn. which had been sent to the
'Co,in.it on 10 December 1982.6
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The meeting provided some very useful.data
concerning the evaluation of 
-such proiects'
eligibility ior possible financial suPPort from
the Community.
Infrastructure costs
2.1.147. The Committee on Infrastructure
Charging held a meeting on 21 and 2? March
to discuss the new system ot charglng
which the Commission had explained in its
communication of 11 Februlrry on a common
oolicy for inland transport./ The new system
is baied on the following three principles:(i) users to pay an appropriate share of
infrastructure exPenditure;(ii) transparency, i.e. the need to identify
prlr.nt contributors and the size of their
contribution;(iii) the freedom of Member States to set the
ihrr. of the total cost, above a common
threshold value, to be borne by users.
A communication on possible courses of
action reflecting the comments made at the
meeting will be-sent to the Council during the
u"rr. iccompanied or followed by more
rp..ifi. proposals for each mode of transport'
Approximation of structures
2.1.148. On 28 March the Council adopted
a Directives amending that of 19 July 1958
on the standardization of provisions regarding
the dutv-free admission of fuel contained in
iir. r*i',rttt oJ .o*-.r.ial motor vehicles'e
Under the amended Directive, Member States
will be required, from 1 July 
-1984 at .the
latest, to admit duty-free 200 litres of fuel
carried in a fuel tank.
I Point 2.4.14l,OJ C 96, 11'4.1983.2 Point 2.1.10.3 0J c 127,18.5.1982; Bull. EC 4-1982, point 2.1.87'n oJ L 376,31.12.1982.
, 
..i. oJ a u+, t5.6.t981; Bull. EC 5-1981' point
2.3.8.e Bull. Ec12-1982, point 2'1.156'7 Bull. EC 2-1983, point 2.1.128't oJ L 91,9.4.1983.e oJ L 175,23.7.1968.
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Sea transport
Ports
2.1.149. On 11 March Parliament adopted
a resolution on the role of ports in- the
common transport policy. t
Cooperation with non-member countries
2.1.150. On 28 March the Counciladopted
a Decision2 concluding a Communiry-COsT
agreemenr3 on concertid action in thi field of
shore-based marine navigation aid systems(COST Project 301). The agreement is
designed to ensure coordination between the
action decided by the Council on 13
December 19824 and the corresponding
programmes of non-member countriei taking
part in COST.
Energy
2.1.151. At its meetingon2l and22March
the European Council noted that before its
June meeting in Stuttgart further decisions
should !,e taken relating to energy and
research.5
Formulatlng and lmplementing
a Community energy pollcy
New system for coking coal and coke
for the iron and steel industry
2.1.152. On 29 March the Commission
adopted a communication to the Council on
the new system for coking coal and coke for
the iron and steel industry in the Communiry.6
This system was devised in view of ihe
problems highlighted by the Commission in
its communicarion of February 1982 on 'The
role for_ coal in a Communiry energy
strategy',7 which served as a basis for tfie
Council's deliberationss and for a meeting of
Ministers held in Copengagen on - 16
December 7982.e
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Specific measures of Community interest
relating to energy strategy
2.1.153. On 15 March the Council adop-
tedl0 a Regulation (on a proposal amended by
the Commission on 19 January)ll esrablishing
specific measures of Community interest
relating to energy srraregy. Under this
Regulation the Commission took rwo
Decisionsl2 granting financial assistance of
210 million ECU to the Federal Republic of
Germany and of 400 million ECU to the
United Kingdom for these energy projects and
measures.
The energy situation in the Community
2.1.154. The Commission senr the Council
a report on 'The energy situation in the
Community: situation 1982, outlook 1983'.13
The report is essentially factual and shows
that the Communiry's gross inland consump-
tion of energy declined by 2% in 1982 io
reach 891 million tonnes of oil equivalent,
the lowest levelsince 1975, while thi share of
oil, which was 54.5% in 1979, f.ell to 48.7"/o
in 1982. At its meeting on energy to be held
on 2l April, the Council is to draw con-
clusions and to identify oprions for each
energy sector.
2.1.155. On 11 March Parliament adopted
a resoludon on the preconditions foi an
effective energy policy in the Community.la
I Point 2.aJ4;OlC96, ll.4.lgl3.
i oJ L 84,30.3.1983.r Bull. EC l-1g83,point2.l.10g.
i oJ L 378,31.12.1982.r Point 1.5.3.6 Poinr 2.t.159iCOM(83)174./ 
.Bull. EC 2-1982, point 2.1.94; Bull. EC 9-l9gl,points 1.1.1 to 1.1.8.8 nu1. EC 3-1982, point 2.1.166; Bull. EC 7t8-1982,
point 2.1.166.9- Brll. EC t2-t982,point 2.1.169.
lY oJ L 73,19.3.1e83.
:l 9J C 35, 3.2.1983; Bull. EC 1-1983, point 2.1.103.
:: oJ L 82, 29.3.1983.rr COM(83)128 final.ra Point 2.4.12; Ol C 96, 11.4.1983.
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Energy
Speclflc problems
Oil and gas
2.1.156. On 29 March the Commission
decided to publish the conclusions it had
reached as the result of a detailed examination
of the effects on the economy in general and
on the energy sector in particular of the
growing downward pressure on the price of
6il orei the last year. Although it considers
that a moderate iall in the price of oil will
encourage the process of economic recoveryt
it neveriheless' fears that a price collapse
could aggravate the international economic
and financial situation and ultimately ieopard-
ize the efforts of the last 10 years to reduce
dependence on oil, which could even set the
oii price cycle in motion again, possibly
crrsirg further serious disturbance to the
world economy.
2.1.157. On 11 March Parliament
endorsedl the proposal for a Directive on
crude oil savingthrough t^he use of substitute
fuel componenls in pelrol2 transmitted by the
Commission to the Council on 5 August
1982. lt called on Member States to take
steps to protect the consumer' so that
sisnificant 
- 
variations in the Properties of
blinded fuels are reflected in prices charged
at the pump.
2.1.158. On 11 March Parliament delivered
a favourable opinionl on a Commission
proposal to the Council concerning a recom-
mendation on the methods of setting natural
gas prices and tariffs in the Community. in
ordei to achieve more uniform pricing
throughout the Community.r Parliament
appro-ved the general introduction of a
t*b-pr.t tariff system consisting of a-fixed
component to cover fixed costs (notably the
cost- of connection to the grid) plus a
component which varies with the volume of
gas 
- 
supplied. This would eliminate the
fractice of charging prices which are artificial-iy low in relalion to the market and to
real costs, which in practice amounts to
subsidizing certain categories of consumer or
certain users, and can in the worst cases
encourage wasteful use of fuels.
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Coal
New system for coking coal and coke
for the iron and steel industry
2.1.159. On 29 March the Commission
adopted a communication to the Council on
the new system for coking coal and coke for
tli. iron and steel industryfn the Community.a
The new system will operate as follows:-it
will be limited to five years (1984-88); the
financial contribution from the Community
for intra-Community trade in coking coal and
coke will be 5 ECU per tonne instead of 3
ECU as at present; the contributions will be
paid for out of the general budget, as
Darliament had asked, and will total 180
million ECU; financial intervention will be
degressive (contributions will be granted in
,.Jp..t of 10 million tonnes in 1984, and this
wifl be cut by 2 million tonnes each year).
Coal research
2.1.160. On 8 March the Commission,
acting under Article 55 of the ECSC TreltY'
sougfit the Council's assent to and the ECSC
Consultative Committee's opinion on a
memorandum on a coal researcfi programme.s
The programme is part of the Community's
R&fi policy and iniludes a study of the role
of coal in the Community energy strategy. It
includes two subprogrammes on mining
engineering (35 proiects) and on product
beneficiation (29 proiects) representing. a
total cost of. 35 973 500 ECU, of which the
Commission proposes to pay 21 584 100
ECU.
The coal market
2.1.161. The Commission has sent the
Council a report on 'The Community coal
market in 1982 and the outlook for 1983'.
The document shows thai the contribution to
inland energy consumption, as in 1981, was
1 oJ c 96, 11.4.1983.2 oJ c 229, 2.9.1982; Bull. EC 7/8-1982, point
2.1.170.3 oJ c 270, 14.10.1982; Bull. EC 9-1982' point
2.1.93.a Point 2.1.152; COM(83)174.5 Point 2.1.175; COM(83)109 final.
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20.5% for coal and 3.7o/o for lienite and thatit should remain unchanged ii tg8l. the
supply of coal was 5 million tonnes down on
1981, chiefly affecting Community suppliers.
The.drop in demand in the steel indusiiy has
not been offset by an increase in consumption
by electric power srations, which means that
coal and coke stocks are likely ro increase
again in 1983 as they did in 1982.
Inuestment in the Community,s coal
and steel industries in 1981 -
2.1.162. In 1981 investment in the coal
industry decreased by S% in real rerms ro a
figu-r9 of 1750.7 million ECU, after increasing
)V 25W in 1979 and 43o/o in 1980; a total oT
243.9 million tonnes of coal was mined in the
Communiry compared with 254.4 millionin 1980. However, although investmenr
expenditure in coking plant was more than31% up on 1980 at 184.4 million ECU,
investment in iron-ore mines was 23o/o down
at 72.7 million ECU.
Finally, inspite of market conditions generally
unfavourable to the steel companies'in 19gf,
investment expenditure at curient prices was
2 492.5 million ECU. This is appioximately
the same level as in 1980, wien 2474.i
million ECU were invested, which cor-
responds ro a decrease of only 10% in real
terms.
Energy saving and new energy sources
2.1.163. On 14 March the Council approved
two Regulations-for 1983 only-ajpart of
a. programme to implement energy demonstra-
tion projects relating to the eiploitation of
alterna.tlve qnergy sources, energy saving
and the substitution of other luels for
hydrocarbons, and to the liquefaction and
gasification of solid fuels.l Thi prosramme is
to last for a number of years, 6ut-there was
no final agreemenr as to i lgyg-year period.
It was agreed that the Energy Ministers, when
they mer in June, wou-id setrle ait theproblems rela-ting to as possible five-year
programme. If agreement could not be
reached, the Commission would withdraw
the requests for appropriations for 1984.
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2.1.164. The Commission has published a
notice, for potentially interested businesses or
Iocal- authorities, seiting out rhe conditions
tor.the grant_of financial support for these
projects, rogerher with an inviiition to submit
project proposals.z
Research and development
?.1.16!. The European Council, mieting inBrussels on 21 and 22 March, noted t-hat
specific new decisions needed to be taken by
June, notably on research.S
Development of the Gommon poficy
JRC research programme
2.1.166. The Council meeting of Research
Ministers on 10 March concentrated chiefly
on the Joint Research Cenrre and the
Super-Sara project. It was noted that, while
JRC resources would no longer be usedfor th-e 
-Super-Sara project, thI JRC must
nevertheless continue in the future to play a
k9f role in the Community's research strategy.The Council approved the prog.r.ile
guidelines proposed by the Commisiion for
!284-87,a'which assigned a special role to the
JRC in the field of safiry. Ir likewise
approved the Commission's intention of
putting forward the Ispra establishment as a
site for the installation of major projects. In
this context, studies would be submitted to the
Commission on the following: a laboratory to
work.on the-development of-tritium-handiing
techniques (fusion reactors, safety problems);
a large-capacity vibration genirator for
research into the resistance of lirge nuclear or
non-nuclear structures to disaster
disturbances (e.g. earthquakes); increased
I oI c 227,1.9.1982; oJ c 251, 6.10.1982;Bull. EC
7 I 8 -1982, point 2.1.17 4.I ol c's?;, z8.t.igir:.'r Point 1.5.3.4 
.nu1. EC 6-1982, point 2.1.65; Bull. EC 7lB_t9BZ.point 2.1.177.
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JRC participation in work on the proiect that
would succeed JET.
As regards the funding of the JRC,. the
CLun.It considered thi existing level of
resources (700 million ECU) to be appropriate
for the next four years (1984-87), with the
total staff complement also pegged at its
present level of 2 260.
The Council also took note of the Commis-
sion proposalsl regarding staff mobility and
renewal of tkills atlhe JRC. As for improving
the decision-making process' it approved- the
frin.ipt. of settin[ 
-up 
a JRC Council of
Administration.
Lastlv. it approved the Commission's inten-
tion to ,t.^ ih. resources made available in
1983 (approx. 20 million ECU) .for the
decommiiiioning and conversion of the Essor
reactor and for nuclear-safety measures'
Structures and Procedures
2.1.167. In the light of experience gained
since 1974 and in view of the new strategy
established for the 1980s, notably the
institution of a framework programme for
iigq-g1,z the Commission proposes. in the
.otnrnurri.rtion it sent to the Council on 22
March3 that steps be taken to rationalize, by
*.rnt of reduciions and reorganization, the
structures and procedures of the Community
RBcD committies, which have become too
unwieldy. At the same time' the Commission
is at piins to ensure the greatest possible
expertise through direct and constant contacts
U.it.." the C6mmuniry institutions and the
reDresentatives of scientific circles and the
p.iron, responsible for national R6(D
policies.
To this end, the Commission proposes the
setting-up of new structures:(i) the creation of a Senior Scientific and
ilchnical Policy Committee, whig|r will be
answerable to the Council and will combine
the functions at present divided between
Crest and various working grouPs attached
to the Council. The task of this committee
will be to assist the Council in taking
J..itiont on the framework programme of
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Community activities in the field of science
*a technology and on the sectoral
o.onr..rn.t oi'action. The Committee will
L. ".ornpos.d of rePresentatives of. the
Member States, chaired by a representative of
the Member State hoiding the Council
oresidencv. Sectorial services will be provided
[y the General Secretariat of the Council;(ii) the setting-up of Management 
. 
and
boordination -Consultative Committees
(CGSs) specific to each field of activity
and answerable to the Commission. The
Commission is suggesting nine such
committees. These committees will replace
the CREST subcommittees, the ACPMs(Advisory Committees on 
- 
Programme
Mrnrg.rn.nt), the COMACs (Concerted Ac-
tion Committees) and most of the existing
working parties in the field of science and
technol6gy, which will then all be dissolved'
This wiii' reduce the total number of
committees from 46 to 9. The CGCs will
assist the Commission in carrying out and
managins Communitv R6cD activities and in
coordlnaiing nationai RBcD activities in the
correspondiig areas. The CGCs will consist
of not'more tf,an three representatives of each
Member State and of the Commission under
chairmen elected from among the committee
members. Secretarial services will be provided
by the Commission.
Coordination of national policies
2.1.168. At its 90th meeting, held on 3
and 4 March, the Scientific and Technical
Research Committee (Crest) endorsed the
Commission communication on a Community
plan of action relating to the evaluation of
ihe results of the R6<-D programmes of the
Community.a In particular, the Committee
recoenized'that this plan of action met a need
whici was being fLIt increasingly at both
Community and iational level, and it record-
ed its approval of the Commission's effort in
this area-to make Community research more
efficient.
I Bull. Ec 2-1983, point 2.1.134.2 Bull. EC 6-1982, point 2.1.165; Bull. EC 718-1982,
ooint 2.1.177.] copt(gl)t+3 final; oJ c113,27.4.1983.4 Bull. Ec l-1983, point 2.1.110.
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2.1,169. Crest also approved the publica-
tion of the annual report of its Subcommittee
on R6{D Statistics covering the public
financing of R6cD in the Member States over
the period 7975-82. The report shows that if,
in order to form an idea of the impact of
research expenditure on the economy' we
express total R6dD appropriations as a
peicentage of gross domestic product, then
ihe figures for the Community, the United
States and Japan for 7979 are l.9o/o, 2.4"h
and 2.1"/o respectivelY.
As between Member States, more than 80%
of all expenditure on research in the
Community is incurred by three countries
(the Federal Republic of Germany, France
and the United Kingdom), and these countries
have an R&D/GDP ratio exceeding that of
the Community. (Only the Federal Republic
of Germany, in fact, reached a level in 1979
comparable with that of the USA.)
Cooperation with non-member countries
2.1.170. On 28 Marchl the Council
approved the text of the agreement between
the Community and non-member countries
involved in European cooperation in the field
of scientific and technical research (COST)
relating to a concerted-action proiect in the
field of shore-based marine- navigation aid
systems (COST Project 301)z and authorized
the Community's participation in the agree-
ment. This measure will help to reduce
accident risks in coastal areas and ports and
hence contribute to the safeguarding of
human life, the safety of shipping and the
prevention of pollution of the coast and
coastal waters.
The agreement will enter into force on the
first day of the month following that in which
the Community and at least one participating
non-member country sign the agreement and
give notice of completion of the procedures
required under the internal provisions govern-
ing the entry into force of the agreement.
2.1.171. On 1 March the Commission
decided to sign, on behalf of the Communities,
Memoranda of Understanding on:(i) corrosion in the construction industry
(COST Project 502);(ii) powder metallurgy (COST Proiect 503);
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(iii) castingstechnology (COSTProiect504);
(iv) materials for steam turbines (COST
Project 505).
The Director-General for Science, Research
and Development was accordingly authorized
to sign the four Memoranda.
The programmes relating to these proiects are
matters of concern for the Community,
namely promotion of industrial competitive-
ness and innovation, and improvements in
the management of raw materials and energy
resources. It is therefore in the Commission's
interest to obtain information on the Progress
of research connected with these four proiects
and to be able to gear them to the Community
programmes. As part of its programme, the
JRC envisages direct participation in COST
Proiects 503 and 505.
2.1.172. On 1 March the team responsible
for defining NET (Next European Torus) was
set up at Garching, near Munich. NET will
be the first experimental fusion reactor. It is
intended to succeed JET (Joint European
Torus), which is currently nearing completion
at Culham, near Oxford. The creation of the
NET team is the subject of an agreement
between the Community, on the one hand,
and all the Member States plus Sweden and
Switzerland (or their associated bodies in the
fusion programme), on the other.
The tasks and principal aims of the NET
team are as follows:(i) to define NET's basic obiectives, to
outline the main elements and to determine
R6cD needs for its subsequent construction;(ii) to play a key role in existing fusion
activities, notably as regards the technology
programme;(iii) to provide the necessary technical data
to enable a decision to be taken at the end of
1984 on the strategy to be pursued and
to enable the programme to be revised
accordingly;(iv) to increase Europe's capacity for
international cooperation on the 'next step'1
I oJ L 84, 30.3.1983.
, oJ L 328, 31.12.1982; Bull. Ec 1-1983,
2.1.109.
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(v) to provide future European contributions
to the INIOR design study for as long as the
latter continues.
The head of the NET team has been
appointed. In the short term, the team should
have a staff complement of bemeen 25
and 30 physicists and engineers plus the
corresponding technical and administrative
support. A substantial contribution to the
team's work will be made by the JRC, Ispra,
notably in the field of systems and safety
studies. Under the fusion programme, more-
over, the team will also benefit from the
cooperation of all the Communiry's associated
national bodies.
Multlannual programmes
Energy
Solar energy 
- 
Photouobaic pilot plants
2.1.173. One third of the 15 phorovoltaic
pilot plants have now been completed. These
five plants are located in French Guiana,
Ireland, Greece (Crete) and France (one near
Nimes and one at Nice). The total installed
electric power amounts to 200 kW. The
biggest single plant is to be inaugurated in
mid-1983 (Island of Pellworm, Germany, 100
kW), and all pilot plants will be operational
before the end of the year (total electric
power of 1 M\fl).
Support for industrial development
ECSC research
2.1.174. On 24 March, under Article 55 of
the ECSC Treaty, the Commission transmitted
to the Council and to the ECSC Consultative
Committee for information a communication
relating to a new programme on the
granting of financial supporr for'pilot' and/or
'demonst_ration' projects in the iron and steel
industry.r The object of this programme is ro
promote the transfer and adoption by industry
of new technologies in the iron and steel
sector, with the ultimate aim of improving
the industry's competitiveness.
the same time, the programme will
concerned with process-oriented and
product-oriented iron and steel technologies
of an innovatory nature. The projects will
need to pursue the following objectives:
lowering of production and operating costs,
improvement in plant productivity, higher
product quality, reduction in the capital cost
of plant, development of new processes,
improvement of product performance or
extension of the range of product
applications.
For this programme, the Commission plans
to allocate a total amount of 50 million ECU
for a probable period of five years; the funds
to be made available annually will depend on
budget constraints. For the 1983 financial
year, proposals may be submitted to the
Commission up to 1 July 1983.2
2.1.175. On 8 March the Commission
transmitted to the Council (for its assenr)3
and to the ECSC Consultative Committee(for its opinion)a a memorandum concerning
the implementation of a coal research
programme with a view to obtaining financial
aid under the terms of Article 55 of the ECSC
Treaty. This programme is divided into three
parts: mining engineering, use and upgrading
of coal, and abstraction and translation of
technical literature published in the so-called
'difficult' languages. The aid in question
totals 21 798 900 ECU.
2.1.176. Lastly, the Commission decided on
23 March, after receiving the Council's assenr
and a favourable opinion from the ECSC
Consultative Committee, to grant financial
aid of 1 485 905 ECU to nine projects under
the fourth medical research programme on
the effects on the health of workers of
physical stress and other occupational factors
at the workplace.s
Living and working conditions
Nickel in the human enuironment
2.1.177. The Commission was a joint
sponsor, with the French Ministry of the
I coM(s3)tts final.
1 ol c 81,24.3.1983.r COM(83)109 final; point 2.1.160.a Point 2.4.3.s Bull. Ec 10-1981, point2.t.6z.
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Environment and the International Agency
for Research on Cancer, of a meeting on
nickel in the human environment, held at
Lyons from 8 to 11 March.
The main purpose of the meeting was to
bring together the leading specialists on
various aspects of nickel pollution, in order
to review current knowledge concerning the
health risks associated with exposure to
nickel.
The discussions centred on the carcinogenicity
of nickel. Although the carcinogenic risk
associated with occupational exposure to
nickel is widely recognized, it is still not clear
which compounds of nickel are implicated
and which types of cancer (besides lung and
nasal sinus) are involved.
Allergic reactions are perhaps a less serious
but more widespread consequence of excess-
ive exposure to nickel, and there are signs
that those may be increasing. Nickel exposure
is particularly hazardous for cardiac patients.
Poisible risks from nickel to future
generations require further investigation.
The meeting proved extremely useful in
reviewing and discussing the latest research in
this area.
Eualuation of the 1976-80 radiation
pr ote ction re s ear ch pr ogramme
2.1.178. In the context of the Commission's
activity concerning the evaluation of Com-
munity research programmes, the 1976-80
radiation protection programmer has been
evaluated. The evaluation panel was
composed of seven independent outside
experts. The aspects evaluated were the
scientific outcome and value of the contract
research in relation to the initial programme
objectives, the programme management and
the socio-economic impact of the results.
The evaluation was based on the examination
of reports and publications, on interviews
with scientists and on answers to a
questionnaire sent out to all contractors. It
is reflected in renewed support for the
Commission's effort in the field of radiation
protection.
The results of the evaluation of this
programme will be particularly useful in
drawing up and appraising the programme
proposal for 1985-89 since they provide the
decision-maker with a series of criteria by
which to assess the scientific value of the new
programme. They will also facilitate its
integration into the overall field of radiation
protection research. The evaluation report
will be published.
Study group on accident
consequence assessffient
2.1.179. Evaluation of the consequences of
accidental releases of radioactivity from
nuclear installations is a priority area of the
current 1980-84 radiation protection research
programme2 and the subject of a two-year
research project being carried out iointly by
Kernforschungsanlage Karlsruhe and the UK
National Radiological Protection Board. Its
purpose is to take stock of the studies
conducted on the probable risk in the
Member States, with due regard to the impact
on siting, emergency planning, etc. Its possible
implications as regards technical regulations
are also of special importance to Community
legislation on radioactive effluents and safety
measures in nuclear installations.
Tenth General Repon, point 398.
Fourteenth General Report, point 494.
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2. Enlargement and external relations
Enlargement
and bilateral relations
with applicant countries
Acquis communautaire
2.2.1. At its meeting in Copenhagen on 3
and 4 December 1982, the European Council
had stressed the importance of rapid progress
on a number of important issues in order to
facilitate a harmonious enlargement of the
Community.l In particular, it had asked the
Council to complete by March the revision
of existing Community rules for certain
Mediterranean agricultural products, namely
olive oil, fruit and vegetables.
In February the Commission presented revised
proposals aimed at facilitating the decisions
which have to be taken to prepare the
accession negotiations with Portugal and
Spain.z In the light of these proposals and the
positions of the different delegations, the
Council identified a number of issues which it
referred to the European Council at its
Brussels meeting on 21 and 22 March. The
text of the statement issued by tlre European
Council is to be found elsewhere.r
Portugal
Accession negotiations
2.2.2. The 12th ministerial-level meeting of
the Accession Negotiations Conference was
held in Brussels on 15 March.
The Portuguese delegation hoped that the
agricultural problems would be overcome as
and when they occurred, without waiting for
the Community's internal problems to be
solved first. As regards social affairs, it felt
that its memorandum on emigration and
freedom of movement of workers should be
sufficient to overcome any difficulties. The
delegation also presented statements concern-
ing fisheries and the approximation of laws.
2.2.3. The ministerial meeting had been
preceded on 4 March by a deputy-level
meeting; the Community delegation had
presented a statement on the approximation
of laws and external relations. The Portuguese
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delegation had presented a statement on
agriculture, the environment and consumer
protection, and external relations.
2.2.4. Mr Natali paid an official visit to
Lisbon on 4 and 5 March. He met General
Eanes, the President of the Republic, Mr
Pinto Balsemio, the Prime Minister, Mr Joel
Salgueiro, the Finance and Planning Minister,
and a number of other ministers. Detailed
discussions were held on the progress of the
negotiations and the future prospects and the
question of the pre-accession measures with
which.Portugal would have to comply before
accesston.
Spaln
Accession negotiations
2.2.5. On 25 March the 25th deputy-level
meeting of the negotiations for Spain's
accession to the European Community was
held in Brussels.
The Community presented statements on
taxation (tobacco), ECSC (second-quality
products) and the approximation of laws.
The Spanish delegation, headed by Mr
Manuel Marin, the new Minister of State for
Relations with the EEC, presented statements
on external relations, social policy and special
requests concerning Ceuta and Melilla.
2.2.6. On 8 March, Mr Hans-Dietrich
Genscher, 
.Mr Fernando Mordn (Spanish
Foreign Minister) and Mr Lorenzo Natali met
in Strasbourg. The aim of the meeting was to
facilitate solutions on the question of customs
union at the next ministerial meeting in April.
Bilateral relations
2.2.7. On 28 March the Council adopted
the Regulation laying down fisheries
arrangements applying to Spanish vessels in
Community waters in 1983.4
] nutt. EC 12-1982, points 1.2.4.j Bull. EC 2-1983, points 2.1.86 to 2.1.88 and2.2.l.r Point 1.5.5.t OJ L 83,30.3.1983; point2.l.37.
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Commercial policy
Commercial policy
lmplementlng the common
commerclal pollcy
lmprtarangements
2.2.8. The European Council asked in the
'Conclusions' issued after its meeting in
Brussels on 2l and 22 Marchl that the
Council take a position by June on the
proposals made by the Commission in
February on the str^engthening of the common
commercial policy.z
Easing of restrictive measures
2.2.9. Under the Council Regulation of 4
December 1980 on import arrangements
in respect of State-trading countries,J the
Commission decided on the opening of the
following quotas:
Benelux HungarylPolandlRomanial
Czechoslouakia: textiles (outward pro-
cessing);a
France 
- 
Poland: spirituous beverages;5
Italy 
- 
German Democratic Republic: syn-
thetic organic dyestuffs;
Italy 
- 
Hungaryl Polandl Czechoslouakial Ger'
man Democratic Republic: aluminium alloy
waste recast into ingots containing less than
97.5% aluminium.
Trade protection
2.2.10. The Council imposed definitive
anti-dumping duties on imports of certain
sodium carbonate originating in the United
States of America and kraftliner paper and
board originating in the United States of
America.6
2.2.11. The Commission imposed a
provisional anti-dumping duty on certain iron
or steel coils for re-rolling originating in
Argentina, Brazil, Canada or Venezuela./
2.2.12. The Commission published notices
of initiation of anti-dumping proceedings
concerning imports of:
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(i) sanitary fixtures of porcelain or china
originating in Czechoslovakia or Hungary;u(ii) caravans for camping and parts therof
originating in Yugoslavia.e
2.2.13. The Commission decided to accept
the undertakings given in connection with the
anti-dumping proceeding concerning imports
of ferro-silicon originating in Iceland, Nor-
way, Sweden, Venezuela or Yugollavia and
to terminate that proceeding.tu It also
accepted undertakings given in connection
with the review of the anti-dumping proceed-
ing concerning kraftliner paper and board
originating in Austria, Canada, Finland,
Portugal, the Soviet Union or Sweden.o
It also decided to terminate the anti-dumping
proceeding concerning imports of television
image and sound recorders or reproducers
originating in Japan.l I
2.2.14. The Commission introduced retro-
spective Community surveillance of imports
of the following products originating in
Japan: fork-lift trucks,.quartz watches and
high-fidelity equipment. rz
2.2.15. On 28 March the Council
introduced protective measures applying to
cube and pipe fittings of malleable cast iron
originating in certain non-member countries
and impoited into Italy.l1
Sectoral commerclal pollcy measures
Textiles
2.2.16. On 7 March the Commission adop-
ted a Regulation making the importation into
I Point 1.5.3.2 Bull. Ec 2-1983, points 1.3.1 to 1.3,9; oJ c 83,
26.3.198i.3 oJ t 3s3,29.12.1980.
1 oj c 60,4.3.r983.
, oJ c 78,22.3.1983.
! oJ I- 64, 10.3.r983.
, oJ L 82,29.3.1983.
, oJ c 87,29.3.1983.e oJ c 89, 31.3.1983.lo oJ L 57, 4.3.1983.
,, oJ L 86,31.3.198J.t2 ol L77,23.3.1983.
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the Community of cotton fabrics and T-shirts
originating in Turkey subject to quantitative
limitation from 9 March to 15 July.r During
this period 1 200 tonnes of cotton fabrics and
3 500 000 T-shirts may be imported.
The Commission was led to take this decision
in view of the rapid increase in imports of
these products, which are aggravating the
market disruption in the Community, and the
fact that despite the efforts which the
Commission has been making for several
months, it has been impossible to come to an
arrangement with Turkey concerning trade.z
However, these are merely interim protective
measures. They enable Turkish exports to
continue within certain limits until such
time as a satisfactory arrangement can be
concluded between the two parties. In this
connection the Commission has expressed the
desire that talks with Turkish exporters and
the Turkish Government can be resumed as
soon as possible.
Relations
with industrialized countries
2.2.17. The European Council of 2l and22
March stated its views on the preparation
of the forthcoming Economic Summit at
Williamsburg in May and on the need for a
proper dialogue between Europe and the
United States on trade in agricultural prod-
ucts.3
United States
2.2.18. On 17 and 18 March Mr
Haferkamp and Mr Dalsager discussed in
Washington, at a political level, the progress
made during the rwo rounds of technical
discussions on agricultural problems held in
January and February.a These technical
discussions were a follow-up to the meeting
in Brussels on 10 December 1982 between a
United States ministerial-level delegation led
by the Secretary of State, Mr Shultz, an-d a
Commission delegation led by Mr Thorn.)
The two sides decided to try to find
accommodations to their bilateral agricultural
problems within existing systems. They also
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confirmed that no attempt had been made at
this stage in these exploratory discussions to
work out the details of possible arrangements,
but the constructive spirit in which they had
been held seemed to be a good basis for
further work.
2.2.19. Still in the agricultural sector, Parlia-
ment adopted a resolution on 10 March6 on
the sale of US agricultural products to Egypt.T
2.2.20. The Community and its Member
States presented an aide-mimoire to the
United States authorities on 23 March
concerning the renewal of the 1979 Export
Administration Act, which expires in
September. President Reagan recently
proposed amendments to the Act to Congress,
with a view to stepping up controls over
high-technology exports to the countries of
the Eastern trading area. The aide-mimoire
criticizes those aspects of the Act which give
it extraterritorial application.
Canada
2.2.21. Mr William Davis, Premier of On-
tario, visited the Commission on 2 March for
talks with Mr Haferkamp and Mr Davignon.
Mr Haferkamp expressed the Community's
concern regarding various aspects of the
Canadian countervailing duty procedure in
respect of Community imports-notably of
Italian wine-introduced by the Ontario wine
producers, and also regarding the lack of
progress in the removal of discriminatory
practices applied by the Liquor Board of
Ontario to imported alcoholic beverages.
The discussions with Mr Davignon centred
on the energy situation.
Japan
2.2.22. The export floor-price system for
Japanese video tape recorders imported into
I oJ l 63, 9.3.1983.t Poinr 2.2.27.3 Point 1.5.4.4 Bull. EC l-1983, point 2.2.14; Bull. EC 2-19g3,
point 2.2.23.r Bull. EC 12-1982, points 1.3.1 and 1.3.2.6 Point 2.4.14;Ol C 96, 11.4.1983./ Bull. EC 2-1983, point2.2.23.
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the Community came into force on 18
March. This constitutes the implementation
of the assurances given by the Minister
for International Trade and Industry, Mr
Sadanori Yamanaka, during the talks in
Tokyo in February with Mr Haferkamp and
Mr Davignon.r
The Commission also received confirmation
from the European manufacturers who lodged
an anti-dumping complaint in December
against imports from Japan of the products
concerned that the complaint would be
withdrawn forthwith.
2.2.23. Following the talks in Tokyo in
February berween Mr Haferkamp and Mr
Davignon and leading Japanese perionalities,2
Commission staff received senior Japanese
officials on 10 and 11 Marchr to explore
potential cooperation in development assist-
ance in general, and in particular to define
the countries, sectors and circumstances
where this cooperation might be brought
about.
After detailed familiarization with each
others' possibilities and constraints, the two
sides concentrated on the agricultural and
social sectors, where an initial cooperative
project might be identified. These contacts
are to be pursued.
Relations with other countries
and regions
i/lediterranean cluntries
Turkey
Meeting of the Association Council
2.2.24. The EEC-Turkey Association
Council met at ambassador level on 28
March with only one major item on the
agenda-the operation of the Association
Agreement.
2.2.25. At that meeting the Community said
it could not accept the 15% tax which
Turkey had been applying since December
1982 on imports of 45 products of Commun-
ity origin, notably in the steelsector.
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2.2.26. It also asked for a stop to be put
immediately to the difficulties encountered at
the Turkish border by French exporters. Like
the 15% tax, these measures are considered
by the Community to be incompatible with
the Association Agreement and GAfi rules.
2.2.27. The Community did, however,
express satisfaction at the fact that an
agreement had been concluded on cotton
yarn in August 1982,4 although certain
improvements were still desirable.
The Community renewed its invitation to
Turkey to conclude a comprehensive arrange-
ment for other sensitive textile products(T-shirts, cotton fabrics, blouses and
trousers), as the other Mediterranean textile-
exporting countries had already done.
2.2.28. The Turkish delegation made a very
general statement, dealing in turn with
problems of trade, financial assistance and
labour. It hoped that the Community properly
appreciated, in a constructive attitude,
Turkey's progress towards democracy since
General Evren had come to power.
The Turkish delegation felt that the Commun-
ity should review its position on the fourth
Financial Protocol-which had been held in
abeyance by the Community since 1981
because of the political situation in
Turkey-so that it could enter into force as
soon as the general elections had been held in
October.
The Community delegation took note of the
Turkish statement.
Cyprus
2.2.29. The Council meeting of 14 March
held a detailed discussion on the progress of
negotiations with Cyprus to work out
contractual trade arrangements for 1983. The
Council instructed the Permanent Representa-
tives Committee to continue examining the
matter and to report back as soon as soon as
possible.
I BuU. EC 2-1983, point 1.2.4.2 Bull. EC 2-1983, points 1.2.1 to 1.2.6.3 Point 2.2.54.
, oJ L 246,21.8.1982; Bull. EC 718-1982, poinr 2.2.9.
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Malta
2.2.30. The Council meeting of 14 March
also held a detailed discussion on the content
of the new Financial Protocol which the
Commission is proposing to replace the
current Protocol, due to expire at the end
of October. The Council instructed the
Permanent Representatives Committee to
examine the question further and report back
as soon as possible.
Yugoslavia
EEC-Yugoslauia Business Week
2.2.31. An EEC-Yugoslavia Business lWeek
was held in Belgrade from 7 to 11 March,
under the joint chairmanship of Mr Janko
Smole, Member of the Federal Executive
Council, and Mr Haferkamp.
It brought together more than 400 firms
from the Communiry Member States and
Yugoslavia, and discussions were held on
issues and sectors of common interest.
These discussions were followed by business
contacts.
This Business Week had taken the parties a
year to prepare and provided a forum for
firms from the two sides to look at the
various possibilities and forms of cooperation,
its financing, cooperation on other markets,
marketing and commercial cooperation.
The discussions centred on the following
areas: engineering, machine tools, the agri-
foodstuffs industry, agricultural machinery,
motor vehicles, mining equipment, electricity
and electronics, telecommunications and
chemicals. The participants were able to
compare experiences, examine possibilities of
cooperation and demonstrate their common
resolve to overcome the economic difficulties
which might prevent cooperation from
developing harmoniously in the long term.
2.2.32. The Yugoslav authorities and the
Community stressed their desire to continue
their efforts so that the Business Week would
not be merely an isolated example of
cooperation but the first stage of a continuous
dialogue at all levels of economic activity.
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It is in this frame of mind that the rwo parties
will be preparing the forthcoming meeting of
the Cooperation Council, which is to meet for
the first time under the new EEC-Yugoslavia
Cooperation Agreement on24 May.l
2.2.33. In a resolution adopted on 9 March
Parliament urged the Commission and the
Council to make every effort to ensure that
the EEC-Yugoslavia Cooperation Agreement
becomes operational as soon as possible.z
Jordan
2.2.34. Mr Natali paid an official visit to
Jordan in March. This followed similar visits
by Mr Natali to Morocco, Tunisia, Israel,
Algeria and Egypt in his dual capacity as
Member of the Commission responsible for
enlargement and chairman of the Commis-
sion's Mediterranean group.
The talks which Mr Natali had with several
members of the government and Crown
Prince Hassan centred on the problems which
might be caused for Jordan as a result of
enlargement of the Community and the
Community's thinking on the overall
Mediterranean policy to be pursued after
enlargement.
2.2.35. During his visit, on 27 March, Mr
Natali opened the European Community
spring festival, which is to take place in
Amman until20 April.
Lebanon
2.2.36. On 14 March the Council decided
to grant exceptional Community aid of. 20
million ECU to Lebanon for a project to
supply drinking water to Beirut. This decision
is the practical expression of the Commis-
sion's intention, referred to on several
occasions since June 7982,3 to make a
contribution towards the reconstruction of
Lebanon.
2.2.37. Parliament ;", its first official
delegation to Egypt and Jordan for talks at
OJ L 41, 14.12.1983; Bull. EC 1-1983, poim2.2.21.
Point 2.4.14; OJ C 96, 11.4.1983.
Bull. EC 6-1982, point 1.5.4.
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the highest governmental and parliamenrary
level. The leader of the delegation also went
to Damascus. Apart from their general
political significance, contacs of this nature
are to be encouraged in connection with
the cooperation agreements between the
Community and the Mediterranean countries.
Countrles ol the Gulf
and the Arablan Penlnsula
Gulf Cooperation Council
2.2.38. Following the visit of Mr Abdulla
Yacoub Bishara, Secretary-General of the
Gulf Cooperation Council, to Brussels in
June 1982,r a Commission delegation was
received by the Gulf Cooperation Council in
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, from 20 to 22 March.
The main purpose of the visit was to find out
more about the objectives and the functioning
of the Gulf Cooperation Council.
During the discussions it was agreed to
inaugurate a technical cooperation pro-
gramme in the areas of statistics, customs,
information and energy.
Aslan countrles
Association of South East Asian Nations
EEC-ASEAN tninisterial meeting
2.2.39. An EEC-ASEAN ministerial meeting
took place in Bangkok, Thailand, on 24-25
March and was opened by the Thai Prime
Minister, Mr Prem Tinsulanonda. Six Com-
munity Foreign Ministers, rogether with
representatives of the remaining Member
States, and their five ASEAN counrerparrs
participated in the fourth meeting between
the two regions since 1978.
Mr Hans-Dietrich Genscher, President of the
Council, and Mr Vilhelm Haferkamp acted
as spokesmen for the Community and its
Member States.
2.2.40. In a particularly friendly, frank and
constructive meeting re-emphasizing the close
political and economic ties between two
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regions which to a large extent share a
common view of the world, there were
wide-ranging discussions on internal and
regional issues. On the political front the
main emphasis was on the Kampuchean
situation and the associated refugee problem,
Afghanistan, the Middle East and rhe outcome
of the non-aligned summit.
2.2.41. On the economic side the talks
centred on the international trade situation
and North-South issues (including the
preparations for Unctad VI), commodities
and the prospects for global negotiarions. The
meeting also welcomed the rapid expansion
and diversification of activities under the
EEC-ASEAN Cooperation Agreement and
emphasized the importance of increased
cooperation between industrial and business
sectors of the two regions.
In his opening statement Mr Haferkamp
strongly defended the Community against
accusations of protectionism by developing
countries. The Community remained commit-
ted to an open world trading sysrem, and the
growth in ASEAN exports of manufactured
goods to the Community had been impressive.
Talks with Mr Haferkamp
2.2.42. While in Bangkok for the EEC-
ASEAN ministerial meeting, Mr Haferkamp
held discussions with Air Chief Marshal
Siddhi Savetsila, Foreign Minister of Thai-
land. They discussed bilateral relations be-
tween the Communiry and Thailand, includ-
ing the operation of the Tapioca Agreement,
and development aid. The Thai Foreign
Minister also expressed concern about the
possible resumption of Community food aid
to Vietnam.
Industrial conference
2.2.43. In the context of improving indus-
trial cooperation, as provided for in^ the
EEC-ASEAN Cooperation Agreemenr,z an
industrial conference aimed at the machine-
tool industry, processing machinery and
I Bull. EC 6- l 982, point 2.2.66.I Fourteenth General Report, point 690.
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agricultural machinery took place in Kuala
Lumpur f.rom 27 February to 2 March,
inaugurated by the Prime Minister of
Maliysia, YAB Datuk Seri Dr Mahathir
bin Mohamed. This conference, which was
financed by the Community, gave some 130
European business people the opportunity to
meet their ASEAN opposite numbers with a
view to undertaking possible ioint ventures,
concluding subcontracting agreements or
launching export-oriented proiects.
Republic of Korea
High -leuel consubations
2.2.44. Under the ioint chairmanship of Mr
Haferkamp and Mr Lee Bum-Suk, the
Republic of Korea's Foreign Minister, high-
level consultations between the Community
and Korea were held in Seoul on 28 March.
They are the first in a series of high-level
annual meetings devoted to economic
relations which were agreed at the beginning
of the year.l
Korea is now the third Asian country, after
Japan and China, to hold this rype of meeting
with the Community.
Trade relations between the Community and
Korea are based on GATT most-favoured-
nation treatment and on two bilateral
agreements-{n steel and textiles.
Korea is endeavouring to give a broader
geographic spread to its economic and trade
ielaiions, which so far have been geared
mainly to the United States and Japan. The
government has been urging Korean economic
operators to look for new markets and new
suppliers. A practical example of this is the
EEe-Korea symposiu^m organized in Brussels
in September 1981,2 to give industrialists,
bankers and businesses in Europe and Korea
the opportunity of finding out about trade
and investment possibilities.
2.2.45. This first consultation at ministerial
level provided an opportunity to take stock of
the present economic situation, both in the
Community and in Korea, as well as the
situation in the world at large and the
prospects for revival.
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The results of the GATI ministerial meeting
last November,3 work connected with that
meeting, and the forthcoming Unctad session
were also examined.
For some years the Community has had a
trade deficit with Korea of slightly more than
1000 million ECU, and the Commission
delegation remarked that there were no
grounds for excessive concern provided that
ihe deficit did not get any larger and mutual
trade patterns developed harmoniously. The
two delegations noted that the overall level of
trade remained relatively low and that there
was considerable room for expansion. The
discussions centred on various questions
concerned more specifically with bilateral
trade (textiles, steel, footwear, shipyards,
etc.).
In a brief exchange of views on science and
technology it was decided to explore possible
means of cooperation.
Mr Haferkamp was received by the President
of the Republic and met the Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister for the Economic
Planning Board, the Foreign Minister and the
Minister of Trade and Industry.
Latln American countries
Europe/Latin America Institute
2.2.46. With a view to increasing
communication and improving mutual
understanding between the Community and
Latin America, the Commission made a
proposal to the Council and Parliament on 15
March that they support the establishment of
a Europe/Latin Amirica Institute.4
The Institute would be a centre for the
exchange of information and would organize
conferences and seminars, give advice and
encourage studies; it would also carry out
research on political and economic issues
relevant to relations between the two sides. It
would consist of two branches, one in the
Community, the other in Latin America.
I nutt. Ec 2-1983, point2.2.29.
I Bull. EC 9-1981, point2.2.42.r Bull. EC l1-1982, points 1.1.1 to 1.1.3.4 coM(83)142 final.
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The Institute would be run as a private,
non-profit-making organization and be
financed by grants, a considerable proportion
of which should be covered by the Commun-
ity, in the Commission's view, particularly in
the early stages.
2.2.47. In its proposal the Commission
recalled the views expressed by the European
Council in June 1982t in favour of improved
cooperation between Latin America and the
Community. There have been a number of
positive developments since then (entry into
force of the EEC-Brazil Cooperation Agree-
ment,2 an increase in Community financial
aid to Central America,r talks resumed with
the Andean Pact countries with a view to
negotiating a cooperation agreemenr).4 The
Commission considers, however, that some-
thing permanent must be done and that the
Europe/Latin America Institute could play a
positive role here.
Andean Pact
2.2.48. With a view to facilitating the
resumption of the official negotiations for the
conclusion of a Framework Agreement for
cooperation between the Community and the
parties to the Cartagena Agreement (Andean
Pact),) technical discussions were held in
Lima on 14 and 15 March between a
Commission delegation and representatives of
the Junta of the Catagena Agreement.
As a result of these discussions progress was
made in defining the contenr of rhe suggested
agreement, which should mean that
negotiations can be resumed in the near
future.
The Commission delegation was received by
Mr Gonzalo de la Puente, President of the
Commission of the Cartagena Agreement,
and by the Coordinator and members of the
Junta.
State-tradlng countraes
Poland
2.2.49. On 8 March the Councilauthorized
apples withdrawn from the market to be
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placed at the disposal of charity organizations
for distribution free of charge in Poland.6 The
transport and distribution costs are to be
borne by the organizations concerned.
This measure falls in with the wishes of
Parliament, which adopted a resolution along
these lines last November./
Developments
2.2.50. The European Council, which met
in Brussels on 2l and 27 March, issued a
statement summarizing its conclusions on the
Community's development policy, with a
view to the '$flilliamsburg Economic Summit
and the next European Council meeting.v
2.2.51. The Ministers responsible for
development cooperation also met informally
in Bonn on 3 March. The meeting was
devoted mainly to examining the effects of
the drop in. oil prices and to discussions on
the next ACP-EEC Convention.
As regards the first point, it was agreed that
the extent and nature of the fall were still
uncertain and that it would have different
effects in different countries. These effects
would have to be taken into account when
aid guidelines were drawn up, but there
should be no slackening of effort to save
energy or to develop alternative sources of
energy; if anything, this effort should be
increased.
On the second point, Mr Edgard Pisani put
forward three idies-forces for the next
Convention: 10 it should be founded on
certain permanent basic principles, agreement
Bull. EC 6-1982, point 1.5.6.
Bull. EC 9-1982, point 2.2.51; OJ L 281, 4.10.1982.
Bull. EC l1-1982, poinr2.2.78.
Point 2.2.48.
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Development
should be reached on development obiectives
and there should be scope for dialogue on
policies. The Member States expressed their
interest in all three ideas.
Brief discussions took place on the reform of
food aid, which eve-ryone agreed should be
made more effective.t
2.2.52. The OECD's Development Aid
Committee2 met on 7 March and examined
Community aid to developing countries via
the Commission and the EIB.
It welcomed the considerable increase in
aid in 1981 and noted with interest the
Community's will to step up communication
with the recipients with a view to greater
effectiveness.
The Group on North-South Issues also met in
March.r
2.2.53. Development policy was the central
theme of the meetings which Mr David Knox,
Vice President of the World Bank, and Mr
Stanislas Kpognon, special adviser, had with
the Commission on 7 and 8 March. The
discussions concerned the forthcoming politi-
cal talks between donors/lenders and develop-
ing countries and the possibilities of coordi-
nating aid (as in the food aid strategy).
The two sides also exchanged information on
probable future initiatives for replenishing the
iesources of Sysmin, Stabex and AID and
combining ODA with private finance.
As Mr Knox is responsible for West Africa,
the opportunity was taken to comPare
analyses of the proiects and programmes
carried out in the region. The two sides also
agreed to pursue the cooperation between
their institutions and discussed the possibility
of a visit of senior Commission officials to
the rWorld Bank in May.
2.2.54. On 10 and 11 March senior Japan-
ese officials visited the Commission, at a
general level, to explore the possibilities of
cooperation on development aid and, more
specifically, to decide which countries, sectors
and cases should be eligible for cooperation.
After they had examined in detail their
respective possibilities and limitations, the
two sides selected the agricultural and social
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sectors as suitable for an initial cooperation
project. It was agreed that within five weeks
each party would select potentially interesting
projects for the other party to examine and,
iubject to the agreement of the recipient
State, concerted action would be arranged
and implemented for one of those projects.
Food ald, emergency aid
and excoptlonal aid
Food aid
2.2.55. The Community's food aid policy
was the subject of a communication which
the Commission sent to the Council on 24
March. It contains specific guidelines for the
reform of this policya which are in line with
the September i 982-memorandum.5
Emergency aid
2.2.56. On 10 March the Commission
'authorized the allocation of I 000 tonnes of
sugar worth 250 000 ECU and 1 000 tonnes
of vegetable oil worth 450 000 ECU to
Ecuador.
In December 1.982 heavy flooding caused
considerable damage affecting 20% of the
population and destroying thousand of
hectares of rice, soya, sugar cane, maize and
bananas. On 28 December the government
declared a state of emergency in the affected
regions and launched an international appeal
for aid for the disaster victims.
The Commission had already taken two
emergency decisions (in January and early in
March) involving a total amount of 300 000
ECU and had also decided in February to
supply food aid of 5 000 tonnes of cereals
worth 1 million ECU.
2.2.57. On 22 March the Commission
authorized the allocation of 100 tonnes of
I Points 1.1.9 to 1.1.23.2 Point 2.2.83.3 Point 2.2.82.4 Points 1.1.9 to 1.1.23.5 Bull. EC9-1982, points 1.1.1 to 1.1.11;Supplement
5182 
- 
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Development
vegetable oil valued at 165 000 ECU and 100
tonnes of sugar valued at 25 000 ECU to the
Comoros following Cyclone Elinah.
Exceptionalaid
2.2.58. On 14 March the Council decided
on exceptional Community aid of 20 million
ECU for Lebanon for an investment project
for the pumping and piping of drinking water
for Beirut.
2.2.59. On 4 March the Commission
approved allocations of emergency aid to
Peru (100 000 ECU) and Ecuador (200 000
ECU). Torrential rain and flooding continue
to devastate several areas of these two
countries, causing substantial damage. Some
300 000 persons in Ecuador and 100 000 in
Peru are currently in need of help. The aid
in question will be assigned to the
non-governmental organization Deutsche
Welthungerhilfe in order to finance its aid
programme (purchase of local food products,
medicines, small items of equipment, etc.).
Commodltles and world agreements
Sugar
2.2.61. On 14 March the Council adopted
the directives to be followed by the Commis-
sionl for negotiating a new International
Sugar Agreement. On the basis of these
directives the Commission participated from
14 to 18 March in the third and last meeting
of the Preparatory Committee, with a view to
the opening of the formal negotiations to be
held in Geneva f.rom2 to 20 May.
2.2.62. The delegations of the three major
sugar exporting countries (Australia, Brazil
and Cuba) had met a Commission delegation
in Brussels at the end of February; the aim of
the meeting had been to enable the Commis-
sion to explain in detail its approach to a new
International Sugar Agreement, particularly
as regards obligations for maior exporters.
'Wheat
2.2.63. At meeting
Wheat Council and
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Committee, held in London from 29 Novem-
ber to 2 December 1982, the texts of
Protocols for the extension to the Conventions
constituting the 1,971 International !flheat
Agreement for a further three-year period
beginning on 1 July 1983 were drawn up.
On 4 March the Commissipn recommended
that the Council should sign and deposit the
declaration of provisional application of the
Protocols by the Community.z
Jute
2.2.64. On 16 March the Commission
proposed to the Council that the Member
States and the Community should sign the
International Jute Agreement before 30 June
and notify their intention to apply it
provisionally as soon as it enters into force.r
The Agreement, which was negotiated in the
framework of Unctad in 1982,4 is one of a
series of agreements under the integrated
programme for commodities. (The others in
which the Community participates are those
for coffee, olive oil, rubber, tin and cocoa.)
The Agreement sets up an International
Jute Council with headquarters in Dhaka,
Bangladesh, which will normally meet twice a
year. Its main tasks will be to prepare and
approve projects in the field of research,
development, trade promotion and cost
reduction, with the aim of improving the
competitive position of jute on world markets.
The Council will also consider the question of
stabilization of the market.
The Community and the Member States will
participate in the Agreement as importing
countries. The Agreement will come into
force provisionally when three exporters
(representing 85% of exports) and 20
importers (representing 65% of. imports) have
signed the Agreement and notified their
provisional acceptance of it.
of the
of the
I Bull. EC 1-1983, poim2.2.36.z COM(83) 96 final.3 coM(s:) 102 final.4 Bull. Ec 9-1982, point 2.2.17.
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Devolopment
The principal exporters of iute are
Bangladesh, India, Thailand and Nepal. The
principal importers are the Communiry,
the United States, Australia, Cuba, Japan,
Pakistan, Egypt, Sudan and the USSR.
Commercla!, lndustrlal, flnancla!
and technlcal cooperatlon
Trade promotion
2.2.65. The Commission coordinated and
financed the participation of ACP and other
developing countries in Asia and Latin
America in two trade events:(i) the International Tourism Fair in Berlin,
from 5 to 13 March; 25 ACP and 10 other
developing countries presented what they
have to offer the tourist in a setting of three
holiday villages built in the Caribbean, Pacific
and African styles;(ii) the Forum of Nations 
- 
Holiday,
Tourism and Leisure Exhibition in Brussels,
from 19 to 27 March; 11 ACP States and
three Asian developing countries had stands
at the exhibition.
Relatlons wlth non-governmenta!
organlzatlons
2.2.66. At the end of March 154 eligible
projects, representing 21739125 ECU, had
been submitted to the Commission by 80
NGOs since the beginning of the year. To
date, grants totalling 903 115 ECU have been
committed for five projeas.
In addition 148 085 ECU was spent on
co-financing four campaigns to heighten
public awareness of development issues.
ACP Statee and OCT
ACP-EEC @nventions
Negotiations for a new convention
2.2.67. On 29 March the Commission sent
to the Council a communicationl proposing
guidelines, as foreshadowed in the memor-
Indum of-last September,2 for the forthcom-
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ing negotiations to renew the ACP-EEC
Convention.
Implementation of the Convention
2.2.68. On 15 March Mr Victor Saude
Maria, Prime Minister of Guinea-Bissau, paid
an official visit to the Commission, where he
had separate talks with Mr Thorn and Mr
Pisani.
In connection with the visit there was a
general survey of cooperation between the
Community and Guinea-Bissau, and the
Commission said it would stress to the
Member States the importance of finding
rapid solutions to the serious economic
problems facing that country.
On 5 March the two sides signed a new
fisheries agreement for 1983-85.r In return
for the fishing opportunities granted, the
Community will pay compensation of
4 275 000 ECU for the three years in
question.
Eu ropan Development Fund
2.2.69. In March the Commission took
decisions involving the allocation of fourth
and fifth EDF resources totalling 93 lZ3 000
ECU to finance projects and programmes and
emergency aid operations within its purview
in the following sectors:
ECU
Road infrastructure
Energy
Stockfarming
Emergency aid
52 500 000
37 000 000
2 823 000
800 000
93 123 000
2.2.70. Emergency aid totalling 300 000
ECU was allocated to the Office of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees to
assist its efforts on behalf of the Ugandan
refugees who are still entering Sudan.
1 Points 1.1.2 to 1.1.8.2 Bull. EC 9-1982, points 1.1.1 to 1.1.11; Supplement
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Emergency aid of 500 000 ECU was granted
to Fiji as a contribution to the government's
relief programme following Cyclone Oscar,
which hit the island at the beginning of
March, killing several people, causing serious
damage and leaving 100 000 homeless.
2.2.71. As part or ,n] in.r.rsed cooperation
berween the Community and the two largest
Portuguese-speaking countries in Africa, a
Commission team visited Angola and
Mozambique from 9 to 2l March.
Talks with the authorities of both countries
centred on:
(i) the programming of financial and techni-
cal aid under the 1983 budget appropriation
for the non-associated developing countries,
which includes some 5 million ECU for the
rwo countries concernedl(ii) the programming of food aid for
1983 (usual programme and emergency aid
following the drought);(iii) SADCC regional programming: this
concerned the energy sector in Angola and
transport and communications in Mozambi-
que, as these two countries are the respective
chairmen of the corresponding committeesl
(iv) the preparation of Angola and
Mozambique for their participation in the
negotiations on the future ACP-EEC Conven-
tion; their political resolve to participate
actively and positively in the negotiations
was once again confirmed by the two
governments, which will be sending top-level
missions to Brussels in May and June for
preparatory talks both with the Commission
and with the ACP States.
2.2.72. At the invitation of the President of
the Republic, Mr Pisani paid an official visit
to the Ivory Coast from 8 to 11 March. He
outlined the development policy memor-
anduml to all the .inist..t-.oncerned and
had talks with Mr F6lix HouphouEt-Boigny.
Mr Pisani also visited the large palm
plantation at Ehania and the current works
on the road from Abidian to Accra.
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I nternational organizations
and conferences
Unlted Natlone
United Nations Conference t
on Trade and Development
Committee on Manufactures
2.2.73. Unctad's Committee on
Manufactures met in Geneva from 14 to
22 March. It had before it substantial
documentation from the Unctad Secretariat
on a number of industrial sectors of particular
interest to the developing countries:
petrochemicals, fertilizers, textiles, leather
and leather goods.
The industrialized countries-the Community
included-pointed out that there were positive
aspects to the trend of the developing
countries' trade in the sectors in question,
particularly in the case of textiles. It was
agreed that the Secretariat would pursue its
sectoral studies and, in conjunction with
Unido, its examination of the trade aspects of
the industrial collaboration arrangements.
With regard to the generalized preferences,
the Committee on Manufactures, though
unwilling to draft a detailed text as the
Group of. 77 had wished, acknowledged the
need to improve the system and make better
use of it; at the same time, it emphasized the
unilateral nature of the system.
General Agreement on Tarlffs and Trade
GATT Council
2.2.74. The Gatt Council met on 9 March.
Among the matters discussed was the DISC2
affair. The American delegate explained the
broad lines of a proposal by the US
Government to replace the system of DISC
subsidies in the light of the criticisms made by
the United States'-partners in GAfi.3
I Bull. EC 9-1982, points 1.1.1 to 1.l.ll; Supplement
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lnternational organizations
With regard to the vitamin B 12 question(a panel had examined the Community's
complaint against the United States), the
Community indicated its intention to carry
out, in accordance with Article XXVIII, a
compensatory adjustment in respect of the
American measures concerning this product.
The GAfi Council postponed until its next
meeting on 20 April decisions concerning
implementation of the ministerial declaration
with regard to studies on products derived
from natural resources and the American
proposal for a work programme on trade in
high-technology products.
Committe on Trade and Development
2.2.75. The Committee on Trade and
Development met on 8 March to discuss
follow-up action in the light of the GATT
ministerial meeting of November 1982.r A
number of items of particular interest to
developing countries were on the agenda,
including the programme of consultations
under Part IV of the General Agreement and
a review of the 'enabling clause'. The
Committee also agreed to ask the Secretariat
to assemble background material for the
study of possibilities of increasing trade
between developed and developing countries.
Committee on Trade
in Agricultural Products
2.2.76. The Committee on Trade in Agricul-
tural Products, set up by the ministerial
meeting of November 1982,t held its first
meeting in Geneva on 2 and 3 March with
the principal aim 
.of establishing. a workprogramme, comprising the following three
stages, for the period up to November 1984:(i) data acquisition: the reciprocal informa-
tion returns will be based on six categories of
agricultural products;(ii) data analysis;(iii) recommendations to the GATT Council.
The Community delegation stated that the
transparency of Community export
mechanisms compared favourably with the
practices followed by a number of other
major exporters.
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Group on quantitative restrictions
and other non-tariff measures
2.2.77. The group on quantitative
restrictions and other non-tariff measures,
which it was decided to set up at the
ministerial meeting last November,t held its
first meeting in Geneva on 10 March. The
purpose of this meeting was to discuss the
organization of work and in particular the
procedure for the collection of information
(stage I of the work programme). The next
meeting was scheduled for the week beginning
10 October in order to commence stage II,
the analysis of the information collected.
Committee on Tari(f Concessions
2.2.78. At its meeting on 28 February the
Committee on Tariff Concessions adopted
the procedures which will govern negotiations
under Article XXVIII of the General Agree-
ment following the adoption of a new
tariff nomenclature (harmonized system of
description and codification of goods).
Discussions also covered the preparation of
the information required for the negotiations.
Committee on Trade in Civil Aircraft
2.2.79. The Committee on Trade in Civil
Aircraft met from 8 to 10 March. The
application of Article 2.1.2 of. the Agreement
on Trade in Civil Aircraft, in respect of the
abolition of customs duties and other charges
on civil aircraft repairs, was clarified. The
situation of the aircraft industry was also
discussed.
Agreement on Government Procurement
2.2.80. By Council Decision of 10 December
1979, on the conclusion of the multilateral
agreements resulting f^rom the trade
negotiations of 1973-79,/ the Community
concluded the GATT Agreement on Govern-
ment Procurement and has been applying it,
in accordance with the terms on which it was
accepted, to Austria, Canada, Finland, Hong
Bull. EC ll-1982,point 1.1.1 to 1.1.3.
Thirteenth General Report, points 494 and 495.
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Kong, Japan, Norway, Singapore, Sweden,
Switzerland and the United States.
The Community has extended the benefit of
the Agreement to suppliers in the least
developed countries which are not party to
it.t This possibility was envisaged in Article
ilI(11) of the Agreement.
Panel to examine French import
restrictions
2.2.81. The second substantive meeting of
the GATT panel which Hong Kong had
asked to be set up to examine certain French
import restrictions was held in Geneva on 15
March. The purpose of this meeting was to
discuss the rebuttals made by both parties
following the first meeting on 3 Febluary2
and to clarify other questions regarding the
French system of import restrictions.
Organization for Economlc Cooperataon
and Development
Group on North-South Economic Issues
2.2.82. The Group on North-South
Economic Issues, at its meeting on 15 and 16
March, put the final touches to its report on
interdependence to the OECD Council. This
report, which will be presented ar the
ministerial meeting to be held in May, draws
conclusions from the work carried out by the
Group over a two-year period on the various
aspects of world economic interdependence.
It highlights the increasing role of the
developing countries in international econom-
ic relations, at the same time pointing out the
difficult situation of a number of. such
countries and their dependence on export
earnings from raw materials, market
conditions and external aid. The report
emphasizes the urgent need for world
economic recovery as well as the need for
simultaneous action in three areas: adjustment
measures to be taken by the developing
countries with the aim of increasing their
exports and debt-servicing capacity, the
continued flow of international aid resources
and access to expanding markets in the
developed countries.
Bull. EC 3-1983
The Group also reviewed the main items on
the agenda for Unctad VI and debated the
desirability of a message to be addressed to
the developing countries, themselves currently
engaged in the process of preparing for
the Belgrade Conference (meeting of the
non-aligned countries in New Delhi at the
beginning of March and of the Group of 77
in Buenos Aires at the end of March). For its
part, the Community explained to its OECD
partners the main points of its position for
Belgrade as they stood at that stage in the
preparatory work.
Development Assistance Committee
2.2.83. On 7 March the Development
Assistance Committee reviewed the aid which
the Community provides to the developing
countries via the Commission and the EIB.
It welcomed the substantial increase in this
aid in 1981 and noted with interest the
Community's willingness to step up its
dialogue with aid recipients with the aim of
improving the effectiveness of such aid.
Diplomatic relations
2.2.84. The President of the Council and
the President of the Commission received
Their Excellencies Mr Ibrahim Saleh Bakr(Kingdom of Saudi Arabia), Mr Hugo
Argueta Figueroa (Republic of Guatemala)
and Mr Ahmed Killy Ould Cheikh Sidia(lslamic Republic of Mauritania), who pre-
sented their letters of credence as Heads of
Mission of their respective countries ro the
European Communities with effect from 15
March.
Mr Bahr, Mr Argueta Figueroa and Mr Ould
Cheikh Sidia succeed Mr Mohamed Charara(Saudi Arabia), Mr Arturo Fajardo
Maldonado (Guatemala) and Mr Boua Kane(Mauritania).
I oJ c 6e, rs.3.1e83.z Bull. EC 2-1983, point 2.2.51.
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3. Financing Community activities
Budgets
General budget
Budgetary procedure
2.3.1. On 9 March Parliament adopted a
resolution on the guidelines for the budgetary
policy of the Communities for 1984.t
Own resources
Future financing of the CommunitY
2.3.2. At its meeting on 14 March the
Council held a detailed exchange of views on
the Green Paper on the future financing of
the Community.z This gave ministers the
opportunity to express their government's
positions on the various possible solutions
outlined in the Green Paper, so that the
Commission could take account of them
when preparing its formal proposals (to be
presented in May).
For the Commission, Mr Tugendhat
expressed his agreement on three main poittts:(i) own resources must be sufficient to carry
out Community policies;(ii) the budgetary imbalance must be recti-
fied;(iii) any increase in expenditure must be
carefully looked at to ensure that the funds
are put to good effect.
2.3.3. At its meeting on 21 and 22 March
the European Council took note of the
Commission's intention to put forward specif-
ic proposals on the future financing of the
Community and asked the Council to examine
the proposals and report its conclusions to
the June European Council.r
Calculation of the own resources base
2.3.4. On 11 and 16 March the Commission
decideda to renew f.or 1,982 the authorizations
granted to certain Member Statess for the
calculation of the VAT own resources base in
respect of 1981 
.under the Regulation of 19
Dezember 1977.6
supplementary measures 
-United Kingdom and Germany
2.3.5. Following the adoption on 15 March
of the Council Regulations establishing
supplementary measures in favour of the
Uniied Kingdom and specific measures of
Community interest relating to energy strat-
egy,7 the Commission took decisions on 23
March granting financial assistance f.or 1982
under iupplerientary budget No 1/1983.8
The funds in question totalled 1 092 million
ECU for the United Kingdom and 210 million
ECU for Germany.
ECSC
Loans raised
2.3.6. In March the Commission concluded
two private placings, one in Dutch guilders
for tlie equivilent of 9.2 million ECU and the
other in -sterling for the equivalent ol 2.4
million ECU.
Loans paid out
2.3.7. Acting under Articles 54 and 56 of
the ECSC Treaty, the Commission made the
following loans in March, amounting to
89.73 million ECU:
Industrial loans
2.3.8. Industrial loans (Article 54) totalling
83.02 million ECU were paid out during the
month to help finance the following proiects:
Netherlands
Hoogovens Groep BV, IJmuiden: moderniza-
tion and extension of coking plant I to give
extra capaci ty of 7 .2 million tonnes a yeat.
Point 2.4.10; OJ C 96, 11.4.1983.
Bull. EC l-1983, points 1.2.1 to 1.2.15.
Point 1.5.6.
oJ L 108,26.4.1983.
OJ L 320, 17.11.1982; OJ L 343, 4.12.1982.
oJ L 336, 27.12.1977 .
Point 2.1.73; point 2.1.153; OJ L 73, 19.3.1983.
OJ L 82, 29.3.1983i OJ L 98, 16.4.1983.
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Financing Community activities
United Kingdom
Darlington 6( Simpson Rolling Mills,
Darlington: automation of the finishing
process in Rolling Mill Vest and alterations
to No 1 Rolling Mill West of Melting Shop
South.
Getmany
Thyssen Edelstahlwerke AG, Krefeld: restruc-
turing projects in the special steels division.
France
Charbonnages de France, Paris: increase of
production capacity at La Houve colliery.
Italy
Bisider Spa, Brescia: restructuring to improve
the firm's competitiveness. Acciaierie di
Bolzano Spa, Bolzano: restructuring of the
special steels division, improvement of the
firm's competitiveness.
Subsidized housingt
2.3.9. Loans for the building of subsidized
housing amounted to 0.91 million ECU, of
which 0.87 million ECU was for steelworkers
and 40 000 ECU for mineworkers.
Conuersion loans
2.3.10. Conversion loans (Article 56) totall-
ing 5.80 million ECU were granted to the
following firms:
Germany
Westfalenbank, Bochum, for small and
medium-sized firms.
Bank fiir Gemeinwirtschaft, Frankfurt,
small and medium-sized firms.
United Kingdom
V/.G. Allen Ltd, Birmingham, for
construction of a zinc-casting works.
EEC.NCI
Loans raised
2.3.11. In March the Commission made a
public bond issue of USD 75 million (the
equivalent of 79 million ECU). It has a term
of 12 years with an interest rate of 10J5%.
It was issued at 99.25%.
Euratom
Loans raised
2.3.12. The Commission made two public
bond issues. The first, for 50 million ECU,
has term of 10 years and an interest rate of
11.625%.It was issued at 1,00yo. The second,
for DM 150 million (the equivalent of 67
million ECU), also has a term of 10 years. It
has an interest rate of 7.375% and was issued
at 99o/o.
for
the
I Only payments made during the month are reported
in this section, Decisions to grant loans were repoited in
the 'Employment, education and social policy' section at
the time of decision.
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4. lnstitutional and political matters
European pol itical cooperation
2.4.1. At its meetingon2l and22 March in
Brussels, the European Council adopted
conclusions on the situation in the Middle
East, including Lebanon and the war between
Iran and Iraq.r
2.4.2. The Foreign Ministers held a political
cooperation meeting in Bonn on 1 March. No
communiqu6 was published in connection
with this meeting.
At a press conference after the meeting, Mr
Genscher, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the
Federal Republic of Germany, said that the
discussions had dealt mainly with the Ten's
relations with the East European countries
and with the situation in the Middle East.
The Ministers had also agreed to have more
regular high-level political contacts with
Japan.
2.4.3. Parliament adopted two resolutions
- 
one on the death sentences passed on
Baha'is in Iran, the other on the ostracism
being suffered by members of the Maltese
Nationalist Party.L
European policy and relations
between the institutions
European pollcy
Greek memorandum:
the Commission response
2.4.4. On 29 March the Commission sent a
communication to the Council and to
Parliament containing its response to the
Greek memorandum on Greece's relations
with the Community.3 In this communication,
which sets out proposals aimed at helping
Greece to tackle the economic and social
difficulties outlined in the memorandum, the
Commission recalls the Community measures
decided upon or proposed since the memor-
andum was submitted and announces new
measures that should be taken.
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Uniform electoral procedure
2.4.5. On 9 Marcha Parliament passed a
resolution calling upon the Council to take a
decision as soon as possible on the draft Act
proposed by 
_Parliament in its resolution of
March 1982.t
Relatlons between the lnetltutlons
lnstitutional implications of
enlargement: more flexibility
in decision-making
2.4.6. The Commission transmitted to the
Council on 1 March a communication on the
institutional changes which would have to be
made in respect of decision-making in the
Council in a Community that included Spain
and Portugal.6 This paper seeks to flesh
out the ideas put forward in two earlier
communications issued on 20 April 1978
(Fresco)7 and 12 November 1982 (Inven-
tory).8
The Commission makes three suggestions:(i) extending the possibilities for voting by a
qualified majority in cases in which the
Treaties now require unanimity, e.g. Article
28 EEC (autonomous alteration or suspension
of customs duties) and Article 51 EEC
(coordination of social security for migrant
workers);(ii) more systematic recourse to voting by a
qualified majority where the decision to be
taken is in line both with the Commission's
proposal and with Parliament's opinion
voiced by a majority of its members; this
relates to a few provisions of extreme
importance to the attainment of the integra-
tion sought by the Treaties, whose implement-
ation is very frequently blocked by an
I Points 1.5.7 to 1.5.9.2 Point 2.4.15; OJ C96,11.4.1983.3 Points 1.4.1 to 1.4.13; COM(83) 134 final.a Point 2.4.11;OlC96, 11.4.1983.
I oJ c 87,5.4.1982; Bull. EC 3-1982, point 2.4.3.6 COM(83) 116 final.7 Bull. Ec 4-1978, 1.1.1 to 1.1.7; Supplement 2178 
-Bull. EC.8 Bull. EC 11-1982, point 2.2.1; Supplement 8182 
-Bull. EC.
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Parliament
insistence on unanimity, i.e. Article 57(2)
EEC (taking-up and pursuit of certain
activities as self-employed persons), Article
99 EEC (turnover taxes, excise duties and
other forms of indirect taxation), Article 100
EEC (directives for the approximation of
legal provisions in Member States);(iii) increased use of the possibility given to
the Council by Article 155 EEC ro confer
p.owers of implementation on the Commis-
slon.
Corrigendum
2.4.7. The second paragraph of point 2.4.3
in the January 1983 Bulletin to read as
follows:
'ln his opening address Mr Genscher, Presi-
dent of the Council and German Foreign
Minister, went back over the points on which
the Ten had already reached agreement with
regard to the German-Italian initiative on
European Union, namely: strengthening of
the Communities and of political cooperation
(particularly on security), closer links between
the Communities and political cooperation
under the auspices of the European Council
and inclusion of cultural and legal coopera-
tion within this framework, bolstering of the
position of the presidency (which provides
the secretariat for political cooperation) and
reaffirmation of the roles of the Commission
and the Court of Justice.'
lnstitutions and organs
of the Communities
Parllamentl
StrasDourg: 7 to 11 March
2.4.8. The March part-session was dominat-
ed by debates on budgetary matters and the
Commission's agricultural price proposals for
the 1983/84 marketing years, the ensuing
resolutions liberally spiced with amendments.
The agenda also included a number of
essentially institutional questions, such as the
preparation of a uniform electoral procedure
for the 7984 European elections, when
Bull. EC 3-1983
Mr Hans-Dietrich Genscher, the Council
President took stock of the situation. In a
debate attended by Mr Etienne Davignon,
Vice-President of the Commission with special
responsibility for industrial affairs and energy,
the House also considered the prerequisites
for an effective Community energy strategy.
Agricultural prices
fo: 1983184 and related measures
2.4.9. The debate on the farm prices for the
next marketing year once again revealed
the usual differences over the budgetary
implications of the proposed measures,
farmers' incomes, costs and inflation, surplus-
es and how to handle them, co-responsibility
or production quotas and monetary
compensatory amounts. The conflict of
opinion was not as sharp as in previous years
when many different ideas and solutions had
been floated. The range of the price increases
proposed was actually narrower: compared
with the 5.5% proposed by the
Commission-supported by the Committee
on Budgets and by most of the Socialists and
European Democrats-the Committee on
Agriculture wanted 7Yo and the French
Communists 8.5%. Emphasis was again laid
on other points such as the need to dismantle
the negative compensatory amounts,
structural measures, monetary convergence
and various methods for applying co-
responsibility or limiting production.
At the end of the debate the House passed a
resolution by 147 votes against 123 and
' This report was prepared kom Le point de la session
published by Parliament's Secretariat. The complete texts
of the resolutions adopted by Parliament are reproduced
in OJ C 96,71.4.83, and the report of the proceedings is
contained in OJ Annex 295. The political groups of
members are indicated in brackets by the following
abbreviations: Soc : Socialists; EPP = European
People's Parry 
- 
Christian Democratic Group; ED :
European Democratic Group; Corn = Communists and
Allies; Lib = Liberals and Democrats; EPD = European
Progressive Democrats; Izd = Group for the Technical
Coordination and Defense of Independent Groups and
Members; NA = Non-affiliated. The counrries of origin
are indicated as follows: B = Belgium, DK = Denmaik,
D = Federal Republic of Germany, CR = Greece, F =
France, IRL = Ireland, I = Italy, L = Luxembourg,
NL = Netherlands, UK = United Kingdom.
Parliament
8 abstentions endorsing Mr Mouchel's report
with some minor amendments. The House
thus called for an increase in farm prices
of 7o/o, the amendments tabled by Mr
Notenboom and Mr Jonker (EPP/NL) for
lower and those by the French Communists
for higher prices being reiected. The Member
of the Commission responsible for agriculture,
Mr Dalsager, had -earlier defended the
'balanced' solution of the 5.5% increase,
below the 7o/o of the obiective method and
the rate of inflation expected for 1983. He
had also deplored the reiection of the
Commission's proposal for guarantee
thresholds and for extending co-
responsibility. The Vice-President of the
Commission responsible for the budget, Mr
Christopher Tugendhat, took issue with
the inconsistency of the Committee on
Agriculture in rejecting the Commission's
proposals which simply reflected Parliament's
wishes.
Mr Brian Hord (EI/UK), defending the
interests of New Zealand and the United
States, wholeheartedly supported the Com-
mission's proposals, while Mrs Barbara Castle
(SoclUK) called for a price freeze. Mr Vincent
Ansquer (EPDIF) and Mr Charles Goerens
(LiblL) pointed out that this was a rare sector
that was flourishing, one of the few that
assured Europe a certain independence; they
maintained that farmers must be given as fair
a deal as other categories of producer and not
have their interests artificially set against
those of the consumers. Mr Bernard Thareau
(SoclF) said that his group was against any
standard decrease in certain intervention
prices and was in favour of a progressive
co-responsibiliry levy. He also pointed out
that farm prices accounted for only a tiny
percentage of the price index, though both
Mr Konrad Schon (EPPID) and Mr Andr6
Damseaux (LibE) found this hard to believe.
The Council President, in the person of Mr
Josef Ertl, contended that is was not the role
of the common agricultural policy to combat
inflation and rebutted the idea that a
generalized system of transfer of revenue
would cost less than the present arrangements,
since better incomes for small farmers
depended on structural policies and not on
pnclng.
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The Mouchel report was therefore adopted
with the amendments by Mr Damseaux (I-ibl
B) on the qualitative aspect of products, Mr
Davern (EPDIIRL) on the joint management
of the proceeds from the co-responsibility
levy and Mr Fuchs (SoctF) on allowing for
the effects of Community exports on the
food strategies of the importing developing
countries. Basically, Parliament was against
an extension of co-responsibility measures
and in favour of a system of market
organizations for all products together with
the dismantling of monetary compensatory
amounts.
Budgetary guidelines for 1984
2.4.10. Parliament adopted the report by
Mrs Christiane Scrivener (LiblF) by a large
majority with no major amendments. It
emerged during the debates that the House
was mainly standing by the priorities set last
year in the 1983 budget, namely the fight
against hunger in the world and the battle
against unemployment. But budgetary poliry
was defined even more distinctly by the
rapporteur for the 1984 budget, who saw it
as the need to make coherent choices
and take effective action-whether purely
Community or in support of Member States'
efforts-given the limited overall budget. On
behalf of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs Mr Fernand Herman (EPPI
B) approved the Scrivener report while hoping
that more emphasis would be put on aid for
smaller businesses and on boosting the
new financial instruments and integrating
borrowing and lending policy into the budget.
Mrs Carla Barbarella (Cotnll) described the
increase for the Social Fund as laughable and
called for a dynamic strategy of productive
investment. Mr Vincent Ansquer (EPD|F)
contended that better training and develop-
ment of advanced technology industries
would diminish the structural inadequacies at
the root of unemployment. Mrs Kalliopi
Nikolaou (SodGR) and Mr Ioannis
Pesmazoglou (NA/GR) were convinced that
an integrated Mediterranean programme
would be an effective way of stimulating
the Community economy. Endorsing Mrs
Scrivener's analysis, Mr Christopher
Bull. EC 3-1983
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Tugendhat, Vice-President of the Commission
responsible for the budget, hoped that
corrections would be made to the common
agricultural policy, which also came under
attack from Mr George Patterson (EDruK).
The report finally adopted, with its few
amendments, laid more emphasis on the need
to consider protection of the environment,
to make use of integrated Mediterranean
programmes and to tighten the control
procedures in order to prevent fraud under
the common agricultural policy. The report
also indicated that this year should see a
Community solution to
budgetary imbalances, in
the problem of
no way based
on the idea of fair returns, with closer
coordination of the financial instruments.
Uniform electoral procedure
2.4.11. Parliament voiced its disappoint-
ment after hearing the Council President, Mr
Hans-Dietrich Genscher, reporr that no
progress had been made towards establishing
a uniform electoral procedure. Mr Jean
Seitlinger (EPPIF), after recalling that in
March 1982 the House had already produced
a uniform procedure f.or 1984 as it had been
required to do, went on to say that his tour of
the European capitals had convinced him that
a broad consensus existed in political and
government circles in favour of Parliament's
proposals. Several political groups would
therefore be tabling a motion for a resolution
exhorting the Council to initiate at once the
conciliation procedure between Parliament
and the Council-as laid down in the Acr
of. 20 September 1976-on the whole of
Parliament's draft Act.
Mr Mariano Rumor (EPPll) and Lord Douro
(EDruK) held that all European citizens living
in a Member State other than their home
country must be able to vote. This hope was
echoed by Mr Genscher, who pointed out
that, because it had to secure unanimity, the
Council had not yet been able to take an
overall decision. Mr Niels Haagerup (Libl
DK), Mr Andr6 Damseaux (LibtB) and Mr
Yves Galland (LibtF) took issue with the
British electoral system and especially the
British veto, which, together, gave the
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United Kingdom the key to the majoriry in
Parliament.
After questions to the Council about the fate
of the uniform procedure, the House passed a
resolution moved by Mr Jean Seitlinger (EPPI
F) and Mr Ernest Glinne (SodB) on behalf of
thier groups deploring the fact that the
Council had so far been unable to adopt the
draft Act proposed by Parliamenr for a
uniform electoral procedure, urging the
Council to make every effort to adopt the
draft and, for that purpose, to initiate at once
the conciliation procedure laid down in the
Act of 20 September 7976, which must cover
the whole of Parliament's text.
Prerequisites for an effective
energy policy
2.4.12. The House adopted the report byMr Daniel Percheron (SoclF) with slight
amendments by Mr Rolf Linkohr (SodD),
who hoped that Parliament would make
regular reports on the compatibility of the
various forms of energ;f with the needs of
the environment and also proposed that
agreements be concluded between the Com-
mission and national research institutes with
a view to assigning research teams to them
for limited periods. In passing this resolution
Parliament urged the Commission to review
the objectives already agreed and to study the
possibilities for a biomass strategy and
for diversifying energy sources, combining
rational use of energy with a major contribu-
tion from nuclear energy. All of these
measures constituted the prerequisites for an
effective energy policy.
The debate nevertheless revealed that some
members of the Socialist Group, with Mrs
Phili Vichoff (SoclNL) as their spokesman,
rejected those conclusions of the report which
favoured a continuing policy of nuclear
energy production.
Mr Felix Damette (ComlF) announced that
his group would not support a strategy which
proposed that American and South African
coal replace Third World oil, in other words
to switch dependence but fail in the dury of
solidarity with the developing countries. Mr
Etienne Davignon, Vice-President of the
Padiament
Commission with special responsibiliry for
industrial affairs and energy, had meanwhile
commended Parliament's 'determined'
approach and warned against any illusions
based on a momentary fall in the price of oil.
2,4.13, The House gave opinions on a
number of Commission proposals, including:(i) a Decision authorizing the French Repub-
lic to apply in its overseas departments and in
metropolitan France a reduced rate of the
revenue duty imposed on the consumPtion
of 'traditional' rum produced in those
departments;1(ii) a Directive on the approximation of the
laws of the Member States relating to claims
made in the labelling, presentation and
advertising of foo{stuffs for sale to the
ultimate consumer:z the House asked the
Commission to hold this proposal in abeyance
until the Directive of 18 December 1978 on
labelling had been implemented in all the
Member Statesr and until the Council had
adopted the draft Directive on misleading and
unfair advertising;a(iii) a Regulation laying down certain meas-
ures for the conservation and management of
fishery resources applicable to vessels flying
the flag of certain non-member countries in
the 200-nautical-mile zone off the coast of
the French department of Guiana;s(iv) a Regulation on the conclusion of
the Agreement between the EEC and the
Government of the Republic of Guinea-
Bissau, amending the Agreement on fishing
off the coast of 
_Guinea-Bissau, signed on 27
February 1980;6(v) a Regulation on the conclusion of the
Agreement on fisheries between the EEC,
Norway and Sweden on the regulation of
fisheries in the Skagerrak and the Kattegat in
7983;/(vi) a Regulation concerning the conclusion
of an Agreement on fisheries between the
EEC andihe Government of Finland;8(vii) a recommendation on the methods of
setting natural gas prices and tariffs and
intended to secure mo_re consistent pricing
within the Community;e(viii) a Directive on crude oil savings
through the use of substitute fuel components
in petrol;IU
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(ix) a Decision concerning a plan for the
transnational development of the supporting
infrastructure for innovation and technology
transfer (1983-85).11
2.4.14. The House also passed resolutions
on:(i) progress in attainment of the customs
union, the European internal market and the
free movement of persons: while welcoming
the f.act that Council meetings devoted
exclusively to realization of the internal
market had recently been held, the House
called for a common approach on imports
from non-member countries and decisions on
the 21 directives for the internal market by
the end of March; the House also felt that by
then the collection of taxes on imports should
have been transferred from the customs to the
tax authorities;(ii) transfrontier transport policy in frontier
regions, particularly in Community internal
frontier regions such as the Rhine-Maas-Nord
region and Euregio: Parliament believed that
the package of measures it was advocating
could remove the obstacles at frontiers and
develop these two regions, for which it was
proposing a list of improvements appropriate
to their geographical configuration, into
zones of European integration; to that end it
wanted the resolution to be addressed not
only to the Council and the Commission but
also to the parliaments of the Netherlands
and the Federal Republic of Germany and
to the European Conference of Transport
Ministers;(iii) the catastrophes in Crete caused by ice
and snow storms: the Commission was urged
to contribute to compensation for Cretan
stock breeders and to draw up special
development programmes for the mountain
villages where the breeders live;
1 Poinr 2.1.47.
1 ol c 1e8,6.8.1e81.
, oJ L 33,8.2.1979.
1 oJ t- 194,1.8.197e.5 Point 2.1.135.6 Point 2.1.132.7 Point 2.1.136.E Point 2.1.138.e Point 2.1.158.
ro Point 2,1.157.t1 Point 2.1.21.
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(iv) the state of agriculture in the Highlands
and Islands of Scotland and other severely
disadvantaged regions of the Community: the
House suggested that once experience in their
implementation has been gained integrated
development programmes be extended to
cover the severely disadvantaged areas and
that the various Communiry Funds should
immediately be more closely coordinated;
(v) the construction of an electric power
line between Greece and Italy: the House
proposed that the aid provided for under
the Regional Development Fund be duly
increased;
(vi) emergency action on oil pollution in the
North Sea: the Commission was urged to call
an 'emergency North Sea conference' and
prepare proposals for setting up an indepen-
dent environmental control to supervise and
control surface and undersea and recovery
techniques and working methods;
(vii) the increasingly serious problem of oil
pollution of the North Sea: the Commission
was requested to arrange a hearing on the
Island of Heligoland with all the institutions
and panies concerned and to introduce
immediate measures for surveillance pending
solution of any technical difficulties after the
Marpol Convention had come into force;
(viii) protection of the Irish bogs: to ensure
better protection for threatened species,
Parliament asked the Commission to set aside
70% of. the appropriations earmaked for
industrial development for nature conserva-
tion;
(ix) inlroduction of an indicator substance
in milk intended for use as an animal feed
and the use of milk powder in cheese
production: in order to prevent any distortion
of competition the House called on the
Commission to put proposals to the Council
for common rules on cheese production and
banning the use of non-dairy proteins and
fats in milk and dairy products. It also
proposed an amendment to the Council
Dirictive of 18 December 19781on labelling
foodstuffs, extending to cheese the obligations
to list on the packaging all ingredients other
than liquid milk;
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(x) the role of pofts in the common
transport policy: aware of the disparities
between the situation and structures of ports
but concerned to eliminate any discrimination
in links between ports and the hinterland the
House urged the Commission to set up a
special service to study all aspects of port
policy with the sole aim of advancing that
policy, as already called for in its resolution
of 17 April 7972,2 as part of the common
transport policy defined in the resolution of 9
March 1982;t(xi) a more rational transport organization:
to ensure maximum efficiency of transport, in
its dual role as an 'industrial sector' and a
'service', while eliminating the practices
hindering free competition, Parliament asked
the Council to adopt as soon as possible
at least the Commission's proposal for
harmonizing excise dutiesa and for harmoniz-
ing the weights and dimensions of road
vehicles used 
-for 
the carriage of goods,s so as
not to recreate the conditions which led
Parliaments to institute proceedings against
the Council for failure to act;(xii) sales of American agricultural products
to Egypt: the Commission was urged to
institute immediate proceedings under GATT
and propose counter-measures, while the
Council was asked to introduce a more
dynamic expoft policy, particularly by
implementing long-term contracts for the
supply of agricultural products.
2.4.15. In the field of political cooperation
Parliament passed resolutions on:(i) the ostracism to which members of
the Maltese Nationalist Party are subjected:
disturbed by the harassment exercised by the
Maltese Government against this opposition
party, which secured a majority of votes, the
House asked the Commission to withdraw its
proposals to the Council for exceptional aid
until all political liberties were guaranteed in
Malta;(ii) death sentences on Baha'is in Iran:
condemning this renewed gross violation of
I oJ 133,8.2.1929.i oJ c 46,9.s.1972.
, oJ c 87,5.4.1982.
1 oJ c 92,31.10.1973.
, oJ c 16,18.1.7979.
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human rights, the House expressed
profound concern about the fate of
Secretary-General of the Tudeh party;(iii) the situation in Yugoslavia: to enable
that country to preserve its role among the
non-aligned countries and dissuade it from
increasing its trade with the Comecon
countries, Parliament urged the Commission
and the Council to implement without delay
the provisions of the Cooperation Agreement
coniluded between the Communitv and
Vrgoitavia in January.l
Table 4 
- 
Council meetings in March 1983
Councl!
2.4.16. The Council held seven meetings in
March. The table below lists the number,
place and date of each meeting, the names
of the Council President and Commission
representatives and the main items of busi-
neis. A more detailed account of specific
items can be found in the sections of the
Bulletin referred to in the footnotes.
its
the
t oJ t 41,14.2.7983; Bull. EC 1-1983, point2.2.2l.
Numbcr, place
and datc of
mccting
Subicct Prcsidcnt Commission Main itcms o{ busincss
830th
Brussels
I March
83 1st
Brussels
8/9March
Internal
market
Agriculture
Mr Schlecht
Mr Ertl
Mr Davignon
Mr Naries
Mr Natali
Mr Dalsager
Procedure for prouision of informa-
tion in field of technical standards
and regulations.r Substance of
Directive agreed.
Community certification for prod-
ucts originating in third countries.r
'Third country clause' discussed
further.
Simplification of trade formalities
utitbin the Community.r Three
proposals examined (singlc docu-
ment, dcfcrred payment of VAT
payable on importation, formalities
and inspections in respect of the
carriage of goods between Membcr
States).
Tax exemptions for certain means
of transport ternpolailly iffiPorted
and permanent irnports 
-of personalpropefiy of indiuiduals.z Agreement
reached.
Duty-free admission of fuel
contained in tanks of commercial
motor uebicles.2 Agreement rcachcd.
Community patent. Commission
made status report on ratifications
of Luxembourg Convention.
Adiustment o,f acquis communau-
taire for Mediterrinean products.3
Further discussions held on adiust-
ment of existing provisions concern-
ing fruit and vegetables and olive
oil.
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Council
Numbcr, placc
and datc of
mccting
Sublcct Prcsident Commission Main itcms of busincss
832nd
Brussels
10 March
833rd
Brussels
14 March
834th
Brussels
l4-15 March
Rescarch
Foreign
affairs
Agriculture
Mr Riesenhuber
Mr Genscher
Mr Ertl
Mr Davignon
Mr Thorn
Mr Ortoli
Mr Haferkamp
Mr Natali
Mr Davignon
Mr Tugendhat
Mr Naries
Mr Pisani
Mr Burke
Mr Dalsager
Manioc.S Agreement reached on
substancc of proposed Regulation
on import arrangements for manioc
from 1983 to 1986.
Future actiuities of Joint Researcb
C entre.4 Conclusion reached.
Neut 
-Intetnational Sugu Agree-
ment.5 Directivcs for Commission
adopted.
Accession of Portugal.6 Preparations
made for 12th meeting of ministerial
Conference.
Comp_ensation fo, United King-
dom.l Two regulations adopted.
Enetgy demonstration proiects.s
Solution for 1983.
Greenland
Future financing of Community,
including subsequent solution to
United Kingdom budgetary prob-
lem.t Detailed review of Commis-
sion Green Paper undertaken.
Prepdrations for Eutopean Council.
Negotiations under GATT Article
xxrv(6).
1 970 EEC-Spain Agreement.
Steel: external aspects-afiange-
ments with Spain for 1983. Views
exchanged on Commission's talks
with Spain.
Lebanon,S Exceptional aid decided.
Malta.e Detailed discussion on
content of ncw financial protocol
held.
Cyprus.e Detailed discussion held
on progress of negotiations to define
contractual trade arrangements for
EEC-Cyprus trade.
Voting rigbts of Member States'
nationals. Discussion resumed.
Fixing of prices fol cefiain agricul-
tural products and related ,rreas-
rres.3 Discussion rcsumcd.
Adiustmeat o/ acquis communau-
taire for Mediterranean products.3
New Zealand buner.3
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Table 4 (continued)
Numbcr, placc
and date of
mccting
Subicct Prcsidcnt Commission Main itcms of busincss
835th
Brussels
21 March
836th
Brussels
28 March
Economic
and
financial
affairs
Agriculture Mr Ertl Mr Dalsager
Cancelled.
Fixing of prices for certain agricul-
tural products and lelated ,neds-
rres.3 Postponed.
Exchange rates to be aPPlied in
agriculture.3
Adiustmefi o/r acquis communau-
taite for Meditetraiean products.j
I lntcmal market and industriel a(faire.2 Financial institutions and taxation.I Agriculturc.a Rescarch and dcvclopmcnt.5 Dcvclopmcnt.6 Enlargcmcnt and brlatcral rclations with applicant countrics'
' hrnancrn8 Lommunrty acnvlucs.t Eocrgy.9 Rclations with othcr countrics and rcgions.
Commlsslon
Activities
2.4.17. The Commission played a significant
part in preparing the final agr.eement on
currency realigment on 21 March.r
2.4.18. Mr Thorn and Mr Ortoli attended
the meeting of the European^ Council in
Brussels on 21 and 22 March.z The malor
items having been deferred to the Sruttgart
European Council in June, the Commission
resolved to draw up a detailed work
programme that would enable it to discharge,
in the weeks ahead, its own political
responsibilities.
D e ci sion s, coffimuni cat i on s
and proposdls
2.4.19. The Commission approved a report
to the Council and Parliament in response to
the memorandum from the Greek Govern-
ment concerning Greece's future relations
with the Community.3 It also approved all
the integrated Mediterranean programmes.'t
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The Commission sent the Council two maior
communications on development policy, one
of which sets out new guidelines for
Community food aid to the developing
countries while the other offers guidelines for
the forthcoming negotiations between the
Community and the ACP countries for
renewal of the Lom6 Convention.S
Two communications on fisheries were adop-
ted in connection with the enlargement
negotiations with Spain and Portugal.
Having consulted the ECSC Consultative
Committee the Commission approved at a
second reading the General Objectives for
Steel for 1985 and the social aspects of steel
policy for 1983-86. It also adopted a proposal
to the Council on the new arrangements
I Points 1.2.1 to 1.2.4.2 Points 1.5.1 to 1.5.10.3 Points 1.4.1 to 1.4.13.a Points 1.3.1 to 1.3.12.5 Points 1.1.1 to 1.1.23.
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Court of Justice
concerning coking coal and coke for the
Community steel industry.
A communication was transmitted to the
Council on the structures and procedures of
Community policy in the field of science and
technology.
Discussions, policy debates
and work in hand
2.4.20. After a searching review of the
economic and energy aspects of the trend in
oil prices, the Commission made public its
assessment of the situation.
The Commission held a policy debate on the
measures it might propose to increase
employment of young people in the Commun-
ity: a political undertaking by the member
governments, harmonization of legislative
or administrative provisions to surmount
administrative obstacles to recruitment of
young people, utilization of the Community
Funds.
Relations with workers'
and employers' organizations
2.4.21. Mr Tugendhat discussed the Com-
munity budget and new sources of Commun-
ity financing with representatives of the
European Trade Union Confederation
(ETUC).
Three information meetings were held for
the Employers' Liaison Committee and the
European Centre of Public Enterprises on the
transition from school to working life, for the
Miners and Metalworkers' Free Trade Unions
in the European Communities on EIB loans
and for the European Committee of Food,
Catering and Allied Workers' Unions and the
European Federation of Agricultural Workers'
Unions on Community dairy policy.
During preliminary consultations ETUC
experts considered collective bargaining, en-
ergy policy, the renewal of the Lom6
Convention and Community policy on con-
sumption.
Court of Justlcel
2.4.22. New cases
Customs union
46183 Gerlach 6< Co.
Internationale Expediteur BV v
Inspecteur der Invoerrechten en
Acciinzen, Amsterdaml
45183 
- 
Ludwig-Maximilians-
Universitit Miinchen v HZA
Mfinchen-Mitte2
1 For more detailed information, see the texts published
by the Court of Justice in the Official Jouraal and the
European Court Reports, and the publications of its
Information Office (e,g, the annual synopsis of the work
of the Coun or the information quartely).
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Article 177
EEC Treaty
Article 177
EEC Treaty
of the
of the
Tariff classification of a fully hydrogenated
animal oil made from fish liver, constituting an
acyclic hydrocarbon, and possible application
of Regulation (EEC) No l77Sl77 to this
product
Interpretation of the terms 'instruments and
apparatus' in the first sentence of Article 3(1)
of Regulation (EEC) No 1798175
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Court of Justice
Taxation
42183 
- 
Dansk Denkavit ApS v
Ministeriet for Skatter og Afgif-
teP
Competition
35/83 BAT Cigaretten-Fa-
briken GmbH v Commissions
47183 
- 
Italy v Commissiona
Agriculture
i7183 
- 
RE!?E-Zentrale AG v
Director of the Landwirtschafts-
kammer for the Rhineland, Bonn3
38/83 
- 
Verwerkings Industrie
Vreeland BV v Hoofproduktschap
voor Akkerbouwprodukten3
Article 177
EEC Treaty
Article 173
EEC Treaty
Article 17i
EEC Treaty
Article 177
EEC Treaty
Article 177
EEC Treaty
Article 177
EEC Treaty
Article 173
EEC Treaty
Article 4l
ECSC Treaty
of the
of the
of the
of the
of the
of the
of the
of the
47 and 48183 
- 
Pluimveeslach-
terii Midden-Nederland BV and
Pluimveeslachterii C. Van Miert
BV v Disciplinary measure im-
posed by an administrative court
49183 Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg v Commission
Commcrcial policy
36183 
- 
Mabanaft GmbH v
HZA Emmerich
Is the fact that different periods are allowed for
the payment of VAT on products manufactured
internally and of VAT on imports compatible
with Community law?
Annulment of the Commission Decision of
15 December 1982 declaring the agreement
between the applicant and Segers to be
prohibited under Article 85(1) of the EEC
Treaty and imposing a fine on the applicant
Annulment of Decision No 821861 concerning
a proceeding under Article 85 of the EEC
Treaty
Compatibility of Anicle l1(3) of Directive 771
93/EEC on protective measures against the
introduction into the Member States of harmful
organisms of plants or plant products with
Articles 190 and 30 and the EEC Treaty (plant
health inspections)
Interpretation of Regulations (EEC) Nos 1134/
68, 653168, 1054178, 878177 and 937177 with
regard to the conditions governing entitlement
to cancellation of advance fixing (in respect of
exports of butter in this instance) and the
relevant certificates
Are national provisions imposing quality
standa ds in respect of poultrymeat and
providing for disciplinary measures, which are
not based on Community law, compatible with
Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) No 2777175?
Partial annulment of Decisions 83/38 and 83/
49 in so far as the Commission refuses to allow
certain expenditure relating to the storage of
wine
Are the High Authority Recommendations of
28 January 1959 and No 1/52 compatible wirh
Article 4(a) of the ECSC Treaty and do they
authorize the adoption of national measures
introducing a differential duty on hard coal
originating in a non-member country which is
imported from a Member State in which it has
been placed in free circulation?
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Court of Justice
53/83 Allied Corporation,
Demufert SA, Transcontinental
Fertilizer Company and Kaiser
Aluminium & Chemical Corpor-
ation v Councilr
Infringements
44183 
- 
Commission v Belgium
50/83 
- 
Commission v Italy
51/83 
- 
Commission v Italy
52183 
- 
Commission v Francel
Disputes between the Community and its staff
v Commission z 39t833 atd 431834
v Court of Auditors: 401834
Article 173 of the
EEC Treaty
Article 169
EEC Treaty
Article 169
EEC Treaty
Article 169
EEC Treaty
Article 169
EEC Treaty
of the
of the
of the
of the
Annulment of Regulation (EEC). No l0l/83
introducing a definitive anti-dumping duty on
certain chemical fertilizers originating in the
USA
Public contracts
Buses
Foodstuffs
Aids in the textile industry
I oJ c 112, 26.4.1983.2 oJ c t03, r6.4.r983.r oJ c 98, 12.4.1983.
. oJ c 99, 13.4.1983.
2.4.23. Judgments
Datc and car
Steel
15.3.1983, 234182 R 
- 
Ferriere Di Roe Volciano SpA
v Commissionl
Free movement of goods
17.3.198i, 94182 
- 
Officier van Justitie, Arnhem v De
Kikvorsch BV2
The operation of Article 2 of the Commission
Decision of 13 August 1982 relating to a fine
imposed on the applicant is suspended until the
delivery of judgment in the main proceedings
The rule in Cassri de Diion applies likewise to
beers lawfully brewed in a Member State
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Court of Justice
23.3.1983, 762182 
- 
Directeur des Douanes et des
Droits Indirects v Paul Cousin and Others3
Datc and cas
Customs union
77.3.7983,294181, Control
Commission2
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 749178 on the
determination of the c/ igin of textile products
falling within Chapters 51 and 53 to 62 of the
Common Customs Tariff is invalid in so far as it
does not permit the process of dyeing, accom-
panied where appropriate by mercerizing and
gassing, to confer on unbleached cotton yarn the
character of a product originating in the country
where such processing took place
Commission Decision 8ll692tEEC of 10 August
1981 establishing that the apparatus known as
Control p213 
- 
Cyber l7O-720; Cyber l7O-750
may not be imported free of CCT duties is void
CCT heading 16.02 must be interpreted in such a
way that it also includes poultrymeat to which
salt and pepper have been added but in which the
presence of pepper may only be identified
microscopically
In so far as a directive provides for a derogation
from the prohibition of the levying of customs
duties and charges having equivalent effect laid
down by a Community regulation, the said
directive applies from the date of its notification,
whether or not the Member State in question has
already adopted the necessary measures to comply
with the directive
Application dismissed (annulment of a Commis-
sion decision concerning proceedings under
Article 86 of the EEC Treaty)
Article 45(1) of the Act conceming the Conditions
of Accession of the Hellenic Republic and the
Adiustmcnts to the Treaties must be interpreted
as not permitting national provisions conceming
the first grant of a work permit to a Greek
national to be made more restrictive aftcr the
entry into force of the Act of Accession
Data Belgium v
17.3.7983, t7Sl82
Kciln-Deutz - 
Hans Dinter GmbH v HZA
22.3.1983, 88182 
- 
Amministrazione delle Finanze
dello Stato v Armando and Ottavio Leonelli3
Competition
2.3.7983, 7182 
- 
Gesellschaft zur Verwertung
Leistungsschutzrechten v Commission4
Free movemcnt of workers
23.3.1983, 77182 Anastasia Peskeloglou
Bundesanstalt fiir Arbeit, Niirnberg
88 Bull. EC 3-1983
Court of Justice
Datc and ca*
Social security for migrant workers
10.3.1983, 232182 
- 
Margherita Baccini v Office
National de I'Emploil
Agriculrure
1.3.1983, 250178 
- 
CONTIFEX Getreideproduckte
GmbH & Co. KG v Council and Commission4
15.3.1983, 45t82 
- 
Netherlands v Commissions
15.3.1983, 61 and 62182- Italy v Commissions
Article a0(a) of Regulation (EEC) No l4}8l7l
must be interpreted as meaning that thc 'decision
concerning the degree of invalidity' referred to
in that provision concerns only the decision
establishing invalidity and not a decision that
there is no invalidity at a later dare
Application dismissed (transfer of entitlement to
damages, possibility of compensation)
Application dismissed (clearance of accounts,
EAGGF Guarantee Section)
Application dismissed (clearance of accounts,
EAGGF Guarantee Section)
The examination of the questions raised has not
revealed any factor liable to affect the validity of
Commission Regulations (EEC) Nos 851179 and
l309l79 fixing the export refunds on products
processed from cereals and rice
Community rules on the free circulation of goods
and Council Directive 75l439lEEC do not allow a
Member State to organize a system of collection
and disposal of waste oils within its territory in
such a way as to prohibit exports to an
authorized disposal or regeneration undertaking
in another Member State
Since the Community has been substituted for the
Member States in relation to the fulfilment of the
commitments laid down in the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade with effect from I July
1968, the date on which the Common Customs
Tariff came into force, the provisions of that
Agreement fall from that date within the
provisions on the interpretation of which the
Court of Justice has jurisdiction to give a
preliminary ruling.
24.3.1983, 167182 
- 
Nordgetreide GmbH & Co. v
HZA Hamburg-Jonas6
Environment
10.3.1983, 772182 
- 
Syndicat National des Fabricants
Raffineurs d'Huile de Graissage and Others v Groupe-
ment d'Int6r€t Economique 'Inter-Huiles' and OthersT
Commercial policy
16.3.1983, 267,268 and 269181 
- 
Amministrazione
delle Finanze dello Stato v SPI and Otherss
290 and 29ll8l 
- 
Singer SpA and Geigy SpA v
Amministrazione delle Finanze dello Statos
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Court ol Justice
Datc and carc
16.3.1983, 266181 
- 
SIOT v Ministero delle Finanze
and Others2
The Tariff Protocols previously concluded under
GATT by the Communiry also fall within that
iurisdiction. These Protocols do not protect
individuals against the imposition of a charge on
products imported from non-member countries.
After 1 July 1958, Community law did not
prevent the imposition of a duty for administrative
serviccs, in so far as it was already in existence on
that date
The existence in the framework of the Community
of a customs union p ecludes the application by a
Member State to goods in its territory in transit
to or from another Member State of transit duties
or any other charges imposed in respect of
transit, except in the case of charges or fees which
represent the cost of transportation or of other
services connected with transit.
There is no rule which may be relied upon by
individuals in order to contest the application to
goods in transit to Austria of charges such as the
loading and unloading charges levied in Italy
Obligations in regard to the payment of a sum of
money which have their basis in the relationship
between an association and its members by virtuc
of membership fall within 'matters relating to a
contract' within the meaning of Article 5(1) of
the Brussels Convention.
It makes no di(ference in that regard whether the
obligations in question arise simply from the act
of becoming a member or from that act and one
or more decisions made by agencies of the
association
Italy has failed to fulfil its obligations under the
EEC Treaty by not adopting within the period
spccified the measures needed to comply with
Directive 77l78OlEEC (the taking-up and pursuit
of the business of credit institutions)
Bclgium has failed to fulfil its obligations under
the EEC Treaty by not adopting within thc pcriod
specified .the measures needed to comply with
Directive 77l78OlEEC (the taking-up and pursuit
of thc business of credit institutions)
Convcntion on Jurisdiction and thc Enforccmcnt
of Judgmcnts in Civil and Commercial Mattcrs
22.3.1983, 34182 
- 
Martin Peters Bauunternehmung
GmbH v Zuid Nederlandse Aannemcrs Vereniging3
Infringcrncnts
1.3.1983, 3OO/81 
- 
Commission v ltalya
1.3.1983, 301/81 
- 
Commission v Bclgiuma
90 Bull. EC 3-1983
Court ol Justice
Datc and car
2.3.7983, 155182 
- 
Commission v Belgiuma
15.3.1983, 31/81 
- 
Commission v Italys
15.3.1983, 74Sl8Z- Commission v Italys
22.3.1983, 42182 
- 
Commission v France6
9.3.1983, l94l8l 
- 
Commission v Italy
Disputes bctwccn thc Community and its staff
v Commission : 77.3.1983, 28}l8l2 
- 
Application dismissed
Belgium has failed to fulfil its obligations under
Article 30 et seq. of the EEC Treaty by restricting
the right of applying for the authorization or
approval of pesticides for non-agricultural use
and phyto-pharmaceutical products ro persons
established in Belgium
Italy has failed, as regards products imported
from the other Member Srares, to fulfil its
obligations under Article 95 of the EEC Treaty by
applying to spirits a differential rate of VAT
Italy has failed to fulfil its obligations under
Article 189 of the EEC Treaty by failing to adopt
within the period specified the measures needed
to ensure the implementation of Council
Directives 65l65lEEC, 7il3l&tEEC and 75l3l9l
EEC (proprietary medicinal products)
France has failed to fulfil its obligations under
Article 30 of the EEC Treaty and the Communiry
rules governing the wine sector by delaying the
release fo' consumption of table wine imported in
bulk from Italy through inspection procedures
Order for removal from the Court Register 
-prohibition on the importation of livestock
through the customs post ar Pollein (Aosta)
I oJ c 1or, r4.4.1983.
. oJ c 106,20.4.1983.
, oJ c to7,2t.4.t9g}.
. oJ c 99,12.4.1992.
1 oJ c loJ, 16.4.r983.
' ol c 112,20.4.1983.
, oJ c 92,7.4.199J.
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Economic and Social Committee
Economlc and Soclal Commlttee
ZMth flena4ysessrbn
2.4.24. The Economic and Social
Committee held its 205th plenary session on
23 and 24 March with Mr Ceyrac in the
chair.
Opinions
2.4.25. Most of the opinions adopted this
month concerned proposals for agricultural
and social measures.
Agricultural prices and related measures
2.4.26. As indicated in the opinion it
delivered at the February session,r the
Committee adopted an additional opinion by
53 votes to 25 with 39 abstentions on the
Commission's proposals concerning farm
products-durum wheat, rye, sugar, milk and
beef and veal. Departing from the position
stated by the Section for Agriculture, the full
Committee reaffirmed the view it had
expressed in February, that:(i) the average rise proposed by the Commis-
sion and accepted by the Committee should
be adhered to;(ii) the price ratios between the various
products should be improved.
As they had done in February, the members
representing the farmers issued a minority
statement and made their own comments on
the products in question.
Oth er agri cultural ProP osals
2.4.27. The proposal to amend the basic
Regulation on fiuit and vegetables2 was
apfroved by a large maiority, with only 8
voies against and 14 abstentions. The
Committee felt that the amendment to the
reference adjustment criterion was a maior
first step towards a better assessment of the
situation and needs of Community production
of fruit and vegetables.
2.4.28. On the aid for seeds for 1984185
and 1985/86,3 the Committee, registering 58
votes for the Commission proposal and 25
abstentions, noted that the proposed increases
went some way towards guaranteeing
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producers a competitive price, made up of the
market price plus aid. The Committee did
not, however, endorse the cancellation of the
aid for seeds of field peas and beans, a
mesure which could deprive the Community
of species particularly suited to its weather
conditions.
2.4.29. In its opinion on the amendment of
the Regulation on collective projects for the
restructuring of vineyards,a the Committee
noted that the Commission was now propos-
ing a maximum area of 50 000 hectares for
reitructuring, which was far in excess of the
percentages laid down by the Council for
operations of this nature. The Commission
was unanimously requested to abide by the
stipulations in force, as it had done hitherto.
European Social Fund
2.4.30. 'With only 2 abstentions the
Committee adopted nem.con. its opinion on
the review of the ESF and on the tasks of the
Fund.5
Vhile it welcomed the new guidelines for the
ESF, the Committee believed that it was no
longer enough to press in general terms for an
increase in the Fund's allocation and repeated
its call f.or 10"/" of the Communiry budget to
be allotted to the Fund. The Committee
wanted to see a clearer definition of the
criteria for identifying and classifying regions
and subregions. It stressed the need for wage
support schemes and urged that aid for
training school-leavers be more closely linked
to specific programmes; measures to help
employees of smaller firms should be extended
to cooperatives, owner-managers of small
firms and training centres run iointly by
several companies; 20"/o of. the ESF budget
should go to encourage innovation.
Vocational training
2.4.31. The Committee unanimously
approved the Commission's communication
I oJ c 81,24.3.1983; Bull. EC 2-1983,point2.4.29.I Bull. EC 2-1983, point 2.1.86.
, oJ c 31,5.2.1983; Bull. EC 1-1983, point2.l.77.o oJ c 27,2.2.1983; Bull. EC 1-1983, point 2.1.70.
, oJ c 308, 25.il.1982; Bull. EC 10-1982, points
1.2.1 to 1.2.8.
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ECSC Consultative Committee
on improving vocational training,l presented
to the Council with a draft resolution. The
Committee identified three priority areas: the
social and vocational preparation of young
people for working life; training programmes
aimed at ensuring greater equality of opportu-
nity for women; training measures in support
of social and economic change, in particular
to overcome the problem of iob creation. For
these three areas the Committee endorsed a
five-year action plan at an estimated cost of
140 million ECU. But it warned against the
dangers of basing a vocational training policy
merely on short-term considerations and
against the illusion that vocational training
would suffice to solve the central problems
bound up with the introduction and applica-
tion of new technologies and their
repercussions on the labour market. The
Committee endorsed the proposed regionaliz-
ation of training and job-creation measures
and the ideas for decentralizing jobs, boosting
small businesses and cooperatives and setting
up group training facilities.
2.4.32. The Committee also delivered
opinions on:(i) amendment of the Directive on the
approximation of the laws of the Member
States relating to the labelling, presentation
and advertising of foodstuffs for sale to the
ultimate consumer:/ the Committee felt that
the Directive should apply to any product
containing more than 0.5% of. alcohol and
that the provisions for all alcoholic beverages
must be brought into force simultaneously;(ii) the second series of specific Community
regional 
- 
development measures (non-quota
section):r while it hoped that more funds
would be allocated for these measures, the
Committee felt that a proportion of the
quota-free funds should be set aside for
prompt use in an emergency.
ECSC Consultative Committee
233rd meeting
2.4.33. The Consultative Committee met in
Luxembourg on 25 March with Mr Rudolf
Nickels in the chair.
Bull. EC 3-1983
It examined the forward programme for steel
for the second quarter of 19834 and a report
on the Communitv coal market in 1982 and
prospects for t9835 and approved, under
Article 55 of the ECSC Treaty, two steel
research programmes6 and one coal research
programme.'
Fonvard programme for steel
2.4.34. The Committee considered the Com-
mission's production forecasts to be realistic.
Some speakers called for a slight increase in
the quotas for flat products, cold-rolled sheet
and galvanized sheet. It was mentioned that
small firms could not cope with a further
reduction in quotas for long products. It was
also pointed out that because stocks had not
been sufficiently run down, no recovery could
be expected from the stockholders.
On the prices front it was noted that the
excessive supply of seconds was subjecting
prices to additional pressure. Finally, follow-
ing the realignment of EMS rates and in order
to avoid any discrimination, it was proposed
that steel prices be linked with EMS rates.
Coal market in 1982 and future prospects
2.4.35. The Committee welcomed the report
on the coal market in 1,982 and prospects for
1983. Some members considered that coal
imports should be reduced and preference
given to Community coal. However, there
was some difficulty in cutting back imports:
they mainly went to non-producing Member
States, which resorted to imports because of
cheaper prices on the world market. Other
speakers stressed the connection between the
coal crisis and the steel crisis and regretted
that no progress had been made in switching
from oil to coal as fuel. The Commission
representative, while assuring the Committee
, oJ c 306, 23.11.1982;
2.1.31.2 oj c 281, 26.10.1982;
2.1.62.
Bull. EC 10-1982,
Bull. EC 10-1982,
3 oJ c 15, 19.1.1983; Bull. EC tO-1981, points 1.1.12
to 1.1.15.4 Point 2.1.18.5 Point 2.1.161.6 Bull. EC 12-1982, point 2.1.184; Bull. EC 2-1983,
point 2.1.140./ Points 2.1.760 and 2.1.175.
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European lnvestment Bank
that the Commission would not remain
inactive in this field, explained that the
reluctance displayed by investors was also
dictated by environmental considerations.
2.4.36. The Commirl,on 
"lro informed theCommittee of the position as regards invest-
ment in the ECSC industries, which had
increased by 6% in 1981 and by a little more
than 60/" in l9S2.lnvestment had dropped in
iron ore mines (by 23"/" in 1981 and 28"/o in
1982), where production is concentrated in
France. Investment in coking plants in 1981
was 30% up on 1980. There was scarcely any
increase in investment in the steel industry in
1981.
European lnvestment Bank
Oprations in March
2.4.37. Loans announced by the European
Investment Bank in March for investments
within the Community totalled 238.6 million
ECU,l broken down as follows: 157.5 million
ECU in ltaly,49.9 million ECU in the United
Kingdom, 24.2 million ECU in France and
6.9 million in Denmark. Of the total amount,
43 million ECU was provided from the
resources of the new Community borrowing
and lending instrument (NCI).Z Outside the
Community, the Bank lent 5 million ECU to
Portugal and 500 000 ECU to three East
African ACP countries.
Community
haly
2.4.38. A total of LIT 209 100 million was
lent, including LIT 35 000 million from NCI
resources. Several of the loans, totalling
LIT 123 100 million, carry a 3"h interest
subsidy from the Community budget under
the arrangements adopted when Italy joined
the European Monetary Systemr or under the
arrangements for Community assistance for
reconstruction in those areas of the south
hit by earthquakes in November 1980.
Investments in the Mezzogiorno accounted
for LIT 174 100 million.
The Cassa per il Mezzogiorno received
LIT 100 100 million for water schemes. Of
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this, LIT 75 000 million will be used for the
construction of two plants for treating and
recycling waste water as part of a maior
investment programme designed to reduce
pollution in the Bay of Naples and improve
the quality of life for over 3 million people. A
further LIT 16 000 million will go to a
scheme for the irrigation and drainage of
almost 12 000 hectares of the Campobasso
plain (Molise) and LIT 9 100 million will be
used for extending and modernizing an
irrigation network covering over 10 000
hectares and serving some 2 500 farms in the
province of Latina (Latium).
Industrial and tourist investment accounts
for LIT 85 000 million, mainly for smaller
ventures. Two global loans (lines of credit) of
LIT 15 000 million each have been made
available to the IRFIS (Istituto Regionale per
il Finanziamento alle Industrie in Sicilia) and
to the Banco di Sicilia for industrial schemes,
and LIT 10 000 million has gone to the
Banca Nazionale del Lavoro for investments
in the hotel and tourist industry. All these
global loans from the EIB are to assist
the Mezzogiorno. The NCI has provided
LIT 20 000 million to the Banca Nazionale
del Lavoro and LIT 15 000 million to
EFIBANCA (Ente Finanziario Interbancario)
for smaller-scale investments in central and
northern ltaly. These mainly concern hotels
and tourism (the construction or moderniza-
tion of hotels and holiday centres and other
tourism schemes) and industry. The Bank
also lent LIT 11 000 million for investment to
promote the rational use of energy in
industry. This consisted of LIT 8 000 million
for the conversion of an oil-fired cement
factory at Megara Giannalena (Sicily) to coal
and LIT 3 000 million for similar works at
Colleferro (Latium). These two projects are in
line with the Community energy strategy and
should save about 160 000 tonnes of oil per
year.
I The conversion rates at 3l December 1982 used by
the EIB in statistics for the current quarter were
I ECU = BFR 45.32, DKR 8.11, DM 2.30, DR 58.54,
FF 6.52, HFL 2.54, IRL 0.59, LtT 1326, LFR 45.32,
UKL 0.50, usD 0.97.2 oJ L 298, 20.10.1978; Bull. EC 10-1978, point
2.r.10.
, oJ L 200,3.8.1979; Bull. EC 7t8-1979,poim2.7.2.
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European lnvestment Bank
United Kingdom
2.4.39. Loans in the United Kingdom
totalled UKL 30 million, of which UKL 10
million came from NCI resources. The
extension of Birmingham airport, which has
now reached the saturation point and where
over 60Yo of the traffic is with other
Community countries or Spain and Portugal,
both applicants for membership, accounted
for UKL 10 million. This work, comprising a
new terminal building, aprons, taxiways, car
parks and other buildings, will directly or
indirectly create about 2 700 jobs and
contribute to the industrial and commercial
development of the Midlands.
A further UKL 3 million was for road
improvements, water supply works and port
works in the Outer Hebrides, as part of the
drive to promote the economic development
of these islands.
A loan of UKL 2 million was made available
for the modernization of the telephone system
in Hull to meet the needs of private customers
and business. The Bank also provided the
National Westminster Bank with a global
loan of UKL 5 million for small industry in
assisted areas. Two more global loans, each
of UKL 5 million, were made available from
NCI resources to the National \Westminster
Bank and the Midland Bank for investments,
mainly in industry, in other areas of the
country. These global loans are
complementary to those from the EIB's own
resources, also administered by these two
banks, for investments in assisted areas.
France
2.4.40. A total of FF 158.3 million was lent
in France through the CAECL (Caisse d'aide
i l'6quipement des collectivitds locales) for
infrastructure work. Of this, FF 100 million
will go to financing smaller-scale
infrastructure projects in regions with
development or conversion problems and FF
58.3 million will be used for the construction
of a coal terminal at Montoir-de-Bretagne on
the Loire estuary between Nantes and
St Naziare. It will serve mainly to supply the
power stations at Cordemais and Chevir6.
The works include a wharf for ships of up to
140 000 tonnes, a second wharf for transfers
to smaller barges, miscellaneous equipment
and a storage area for 300 000 tonnes of
coal. Special attention has been paid to the
prevention of water and air pollution.
Denmark
2,4.41. Loans to Denmark totalled
DKR 55.7 million made up of DKR 50
million to the Regional Development Board
(Egnsudvilingsraadet) for smaller industrial
ventures in the less-developed parts of the
country and DKR 5.7 million for extensions
to Tejn Harbour on Bornholm Island. The
latter scheme, which is designed to encourage
economic activity,_ will involve the construc-
tion of a 6 000 mz basin, 300 m of quays, a
breakwater and earthworks. An estimated
450 jobs will be safeguarded or created.
Outside the Community
Portugal
2.4.42. Under the arrangements for pre-
accession aid to Portugal, the Bank made a
global loan of 5 million ECU for small-scale
investments in industry and tourism to the
SPI (Sociedade Portuguesa de Investimentos),
a private investment company recently estab-
lished in Oporto to provide increased access
to medium and long-term finance in Portugal,
particularly for projects in the private sector.
ACP States
2.4.43. Under the second Lom6 Convention,
the Bank lent 500 000 ECU from the risk
capital which it manages on behalf of the
Community to the East African Development
Bank to finance feasibility studies into
investments in industrial, mining, tourism
and energy projects at regional level in
Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania.
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PART THREE
DOCUMENTATION
\
1. ECU
Values in national currencies of one ECU Representative rates ('green' rates)
Conuersion rates into national currencies
for the ECU used in connection utitb
the common agricultural policy
30 March 19831
Belgian franc and
Luxembourg franc (convertible)
Belgian franc and
Luxembourg franc (f inancial)
German mark
DutcE guilder
Pound sterling
Danish krone
French franc
Italian lira
Irish pound
Greek drachma
United States dollar
Swiss franc
Spanish peseta
Swedish krona
Norwegian krone
Canadian dollar
Portuguese escudo
Austrian schilling
Finnish mark
Japanese yen
Australian dollar
New Zealand dollar
44.3932
45.2869
2.23710
2.51909
o.633944
7.94345
6.70944
I 333.99
o.708326
77.4763
o.923657
1.9 1908
126.218
6.93574
6.65125
1.13536
90.5184
15.7483
5.05102
221.031
1.05658
1.41992
National currcncy
Belgian franc and
Luxembourg franc
Danish krone
berman mark
Greek drachma
French franc
Irish pound
Italian lira
Dutch guilder
Pound sterling
Valuc in
national currency
of ooc ECU
44.97043
44.97722
8.23400
2.575242
2.656601
66.5 5264
71.56192
6.37fi4t
6.195642
0.59 101 I
1 289.OO
2.755632
2.8t318r
0.5 18555
N8. Explanatory notes on the ECU and 'green' rates can
be found in Bull. EC 718-1982, points 3.1.1 to 3.1.3.
For sds,
For othcr products,
For pigmcat, ohvc orl, winc and frsh.
For olrvc orl.
I
2
J
March 1983
I oJ c 89,31.3.1983.
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2. Additiona! references in the Otficial Journal
3.2.1. This section lists the titles of legal
instruments and notices of Community institutions
or organs which have appeared in the Official
Journal since the last Bulletin was published but
relating to items appearing in earlier issues of the
Bulletin; the references were not available when
the Bulletin went to press.
The number of the Bulletin and the point to which
this additional information refers is followed by
the title shown on the cover of the Official
Journal, the number of the issue and the date of
publication.
Bull. EC 12-1982
Point 2.1.20
Proposal for a Council Regulation introducing
a specimen declaration form to be used in
intra-Community trade
oJ c 71, 16.3.1983
Point 2.1.90
Proposal for a Council Decision adopting a
research programme of the European Economic
3. lnfringement procedures
Initiation of proceedings
for failure to implement Directives
3.3.1. In March the Commission sent letters of
formal notice to Member States for failure to
implement Directives in the following two cases:(i) Council Directive 76l2O7lEEC of 9 February
1976 on the implementation of the principle of
equal treatment for men and women as regards
access to employment, vocational training and
promotion, and working conditionsr (Ireland);(ii) Council Directive 69ll69lEEC of 28 May
1969 on the harmonization of provisions laid
down by law, regulation or administrative action
relating to exemption from turnover tax and
excise duty on imports in international travel2 and
Council Directive 78llO32lEEC of 19 December
1978 on the harmonization of provisions laid
down by law, regulation or administrative action
relating to the rules governing turnover tax and
excise duty applicable in international travel3
(Ireland).
Bull. EC 3-1983
Community on forecasting and assessment in
science and technology (FAST) 1983-87
oJ c 89,3r.3.1983
Bull. EC 1-1983
Points 2.4.47 to 2.4.50
Opinions adopted by the Economic and Social
Committee during its session on 26 and 27
January 1983
ol c77,21.3.1983
Bull. EC 2-1983
Points 1.3.1 to 1.3.9
Proposal for a Council Regulation on the
strengthening of the common commercial policy
with regard in particular to protection against
unfair commercial practices
oJ c 83,25.3.1983
Reasoned opinions
3,3.2. In March the Commission delivered 12
reasoned opinions concerning five Member States
in the following cases:(i) application of Council Regulation (EEC) No
1360178 
- 
producer groups (Italy);(ii) combined transportoperationsGermany-ltaly
through Lugano station (Italy);(iii) sixth Council Directive 77l388lEEC of 17
May 1977 on the harmonization of the laws of the
Member States relating to turnover taxes 
-Common system of value-added tax: uniform
basis of assessment4 (Italy, France, Germany);(iv) postal distribution of newspapers and
magazines (France, Ireland) ;
I oJ L 39, t4.2.1976.2 oJ L 1i3,4.5.1969.r oJ L 366,28.12.1978.
. oJ L 145, 13.6.1977.
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lntegrated Mediterranean programmes
(v) failure to implement Article 3 of the
Commission Decision of 11 October 1979
authorizing special tariff measures for the carriage
of certain goods by rail and road in France
(France);
(vi) marketing of apples and pears/non-
returnables packagings (Netherlands);(vii) alcohol monopoly (France);(viii) rype approval of noise suppressors (France);(ix) marketing of potatoes (France).
Since those measures entail considerable additional
public spending, Community aid must be increased
without a proportional rise in national expenditure
being expected.
The measures provided for in the programme will
have a marked impact on the economy only if they
produce an integrating-and thus synergetic-
effect on all the national and Community inputs,
both under this programme and already in exist-
ence.
So that it can help to achieve such integration, rhe
Commission will have the means to play an active
part in the implementation of the programme, in
liaison with the national authorities.
As the integrated programme is part of the
regional development programmes, these must be
altered and articulated where necessary, to take in
all the priorities and development measures in rhe
regions concerned.
Italy
3.4.2. The programme covers (a) the whole of
the Mezzogiorno,l except for the Rome, Naples
and Palermo conurbations, and (b) the regions of
Liguria, Tuscany, Umbria and Marche, except for
the conurbations of Florence and Genoa and the
built-up tourist area along the coast.2
Most of the operations under the programme are
concentrated in the Mezzogiorno. The measures
planned for the central and northern regions
referred to above will be less intensive and directed
at those regions' specific handicaps.
I For thc purpos of this programmc thc Mezzogiomo ovcn rhc wholc
o[ Larium. For infrasrrucurc proiccs, howcvcr, thc arcas wrll bc rhw
ovcrcd by thc Casa dcl Mczzogiomo (DPR No l52J of 30 Junc 1957),
hcrcalrcr rcfcrrcd to rs'ERDF zooc'.2 Fishcric and aquaolturc rhcmo arc posrblc.
4. General features of the integrated
Mediterranean prog ram mes
Greece
3.4.1. The programme c6vers the whole of
Greece, with the exception of the prefecture of
Attiki and the conurbation of Thessaloniki'
although the agricultural measures may apply to
the rural part of Attiki.
The aim of the programme is to promote the
development of the rural areas of Greece. There
are two main obiectives:(i) to modernize agriculture and fisheries in order
to maintain substantial viable activity at a level
compatible with the needed improvement in
productiviry and higher incomes, while taking
market prospects into accountl(ii) to create a large number of jobs in rural
zones in sectors other than agriculture to offset iob
losses in agriculture where this fits in with regional
planning.
For agriculture the programme provides for a set
of specif ic measures tailored to the needs of
different areas. To be fully effective, the measures
for conversion to other lines of production may
require market policy measures, for most of which
the Commission has already taken initiatives
aimed at guaranteeing the farmers concerned a
satisfactory income.
In order to expand employment the programme
relies on the development of small and medium-
sized firms and craft industries, especially in the
sectors upstream and downstream of agriculture,
the development of rural tourism and the
exploitation of renewable energy sources. Over
4O"/" of the funds allocated for measures outside
agriculture are to be devoted to investment in
production, the remainder being divided among
related measures to assist undertakings in fields
such as seeking out markets, management advisory
'services and innovation and the infrastructure
required for creating iobs and making rural areas
more viable.
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The aim of the programme is to Promote the
development of the rural areas. There are two
main obiectives:(i) to modernize agiiculture and fisheries in order
to maintain substantial viable activity at a level
compatible with the needed improvement in
productivity and higher incomes, while taking
market prospects into account;(ii) to create a large number of iobs in sectors
other than agriculture to offset iob losses in
agriculture where this fits in with regional
planning.
For agriculture in the Mezzogiorno, a two-pronged
aproach is planned, based on the distinction
bitwecn inland and mountainous areas, and
coastal and lowland areas. In inland and
mountainous areas it is planned to apply the
measures more intensively in view of the low
incomes there, and to ensure the survival of
farming by granting an adequate comPensatory
allowance, infrastructure measures to improve
living and working conditions and structural
measures for intensifying specific non-surplus lines
of production (sheep and goat farming, traditional
tree-crops, etc.).
For farming in the irrigated lowland areas, the
emphasis is on rationalization and conversion in
order to contain the output of products with
marketing problems, make qualitative im-
provments and encourage specialization' In the
lowland areas which are soon to be irrigated, a
special effort is to be made to use the newly
irrigated land to grow products such as fodder,
protein and other crops which will increase
farmers' incomes without aggravating the market
situation.
To be fully effective, the measures for conversion
to other lines of production may require market
policy measures, for most of which the Commission
has already taken initiatives aimed at guaranteeing
the farmers concerned a satisfactory income.
In order to expand employment the programme
relies on the development of small and medium-
sized firms'and craft industries, especially in the
sectors upstream and downstream of agriculture,
the development of rural tourism and the
exploitation of renewable energy sources. Over
50% of the funds allocated for the measures
outside agriculture are to be devoted to investment
in production. The remaining funds are to
be divided among back-up measures for the
development of undertakings in fields such as
seeking out markets, management advisory services
and innovation and measures for improving the
infrastructure required for creating jobs and
making rural areas more viable. In view of the
difference in the levels of development between the
central and northern regions and the Mezzogiorno
Bull. EC 3-1983
(ERDF zones) infrastructure-related measures in
the former regions will be confined to the
development of small industrial zones.
Since these measures entail considerable additional
public spending, Community aid must be increased
without a proportional rise in national expenditure
being expected.
The measures referred to above will have a
marked impact on the economy only if they
produce an integrating-and thus synergetic-
effect on all the national and Community inputs,
both under this Programme and already in
existence.
So that it can help to achieve such integration' the
Commission will have the means to play an active
part.in the implementation of the programme, in
liaison with the national authorities.
The integrated programme comes under the
regional -development Programmes. For 
- 
the
southern regions these programmes must, where
necessary, bi altered and articulated to take in all
the priorities and development measures in the
regions concerned.
France
3.4,3. The programme concerns the Languedoc-
Roussillon, Corsica, Provence-Alpes-C6te d'Azur,
Aquitaine and Midi-Pyr6n6es regions, with the
exception of the conurbations of Marseille,
Bordeaux and Toulouse and the built-up tourist
area along the coast.
The aim of the programme is to Promote the
development of the rural areas. There are two
main obiectives:(i) to modernize agriculture and fisheries in order
to maintain substantial viable activity at a level
compatible with the needed improvement in
productivity and higher incomes, while taking
market prospects into account;(ii) to create a large number of iobs in sectors
other than agriculture to offset lob losses in
agriculture where this fits in with regional
planning.
For agriculture the programme is in two Parts.
Firstly, it provides for an integrated set of
measures for the three regions that are most
strongly Mediterranean in character, Corsica,
Provence-C6te d'Azur and Languedoc-Roussillon.
In these three regions two main areas of assistance
are defined on the basis of the difference between
inland and mountain areas, and coastal and
lowland areas. The agricultural measures are
concentrated in the inland and mountain areas'
where farming needs to be maintained. This will
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be done by granting adequate compensatory
allowances and by structural measures for more
intensive production (livestock, traditional tree-
crops, medicinal and perfume plants). In the
lowlands, the obiective of maintaining incomes will
be pursued primarily by schemes for conversion to
crops for which there are real markets. To be fully
effective the measures for conversion to other lines
of production may require market policy measures,
for most of which the Commission has already
taken initiatives aimed at guaranteeing rhe farmers
concerned a satisfactory income.
Secondly, the programme proposes more selective
assistance in agriculture for the rwo regions
whose farm products are less 'Mediterranean',
Midi-Pyrdn€es and Aquitaine. The measures pro-
vided for aim to create-in the context of future
enlargement of the Communiry-the conditions
for broad diversification of agricultural production.
In order to expand employment the programme
relies on the development of small businesses and
craft industries, cspecially in the sectors upstream
and downstream of agriculture, the development
of rural tourism and the exploitation of renewable
energy sources. Over 60%" of. the funds allocated
for measures outside agriculture are to be devoted
to investment in production, the remainder
being divided among measures related to rhe
development of undertakings, such as seeking out
markets, management advisory services, innova-
tion, etc., and schemes for improving the
infrastructure required for creating iobs. In view of
the difference in the levels of development between
the regions covered by the programme, the
infrastructure schemes will relate, in the case of
the areas of Provence-Alpes-C6te d'Azur not at
present covered by the ERDF, only to the
development of small industrial zones.
The measures will have a marked impact on the
economy only if they produce an integrating-and
thus synergetic<ffect on all the national and
Community inputs, both under this programme
and already in existence.
So that it can help to achieve such integration, rhe
Commission will have the means to play an active
part in the implementation of the programme, in
liaison with the national authorities.
The integrated programme is part of the regional
development programmes. As far as Languedoc-
Roussillon, Corsica, Aquitaine and Midi-Pyr6n6es
are concerned, the regional development
programmes must, where necessary, be altered and
articulated to take in all the priorities and
development measures in the regions concerned.
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lntroductory note
This catalogue includes the newly published monographs
and series issued during the period to which it relates by
the institutions of the European Communities, and also
their current periodicals. Publications of which English
versions have been issued are listed only in that lan-
guage; otherwise another version, but only one, is in-
cluded, in the following order of choice:
French
German
Italian
Dutch
Danish
Spanish
Portuguese
Greek
others
Where other language versions also exist, cross-refer-
ences are provided by means of a code (those codes
should not be used for ordering purposes):
fi:1-12
which means that the ltalian version is described in the
Italian catalogue of January under No 12. This number is
specific to each catalogue; it is a sequence number
printed in consecutive order, opposite each entry in the
classified list.
Arrangement
The catalogue is divided into three parts, as follows:
Part I 
- 
The classified list provides a subject classifica-
tion of the titles included under 2O headings each divided
into subheadings (see below).
Under each subheading, monographs and series are
listed first in alphabetical order; there then follows a
similar list of periodical titles.
Full entries for monographs and series appear only once;
otherwise cross-references are given 1o the full entries
identifying them by the sequence numbers already de-
scribed. Periodical titles appear in the classified list only
as cross-reference entries, full entries being found in
Part ll.
Part ll 
- 
Periodicals presents full details of each current
Community periodical, listed alphabetically.
Part lll 
- 
The indexes of titles and series are listed
alphabetically and cross-refer using the abovementioned
Publications of the
sequence numbers to the entries in Part I of the monthly
catalogue. These indexes cumulate throughout the year.
How to obtain publications
Publications may be priced for sale, gratis, or of limited
distribution. Those of the last two classes may be ob-
tained from the issuing institutions, or, where they are
published by the lnformation Offices of the Commission,
from those offices, whose addresses are given in the lists
on pp.4 and 5. Publications of limited distribution are,
however, generally only for the attention of governments
of Member States, Communily departments and other
authorities concerned.
Orders for priced publications should be directed to the
Sales Offices listed on the last page.
All orders should quote the full title, as well as the ISBN
or ISSN where such a number precedes the prices in the
catalogue.
Abbreviations and conventional signs
The text languages of publications are indicated by the
following abbreviations :
DA Danish
DE German
GR Greek
EN English
FR French
GA lrish
lT ltalian
NL Dutch
ES Spanish
PT Portuguese
A string of such symbols separated by diagonal strokes
denotes a publication in which different language ver-
sions of the same text appear under one cover.
The abbreviation 'multi' indicates a publication with a
mixed multilingual text.
Prices, which exclude any value-added tax which may be
chargeable, are fixed in various currencies, using the
following abbreviations:
BFR Belgian franc HFL Dutch guilder
DKR Danish crown IRL lrish pound
DM German mark LIT ltalian lira
DR Greek drachma PTA Spanish peseta
ESC Portuguese escudo UKL Pound sterling
FF French franc USD US dollar
work title subtitle\\\\\\
s e q u e n c e n u m b e r 
---- 
*' 
*x:T: ffi ll',*ltrT,H:lHIj::ifI1;I ;"":r'"',
CommrssronolrhcEwopcrnCommunrtrcsl < Sefies title
volume number \
------- 
n.A O1-24: Luc enrmdg and anrmll rnd vog.trblo products: flls
issuing institution
VOlUme fr't/e 6ia dE: i;Aiufis. b.vrrlsas lnd tob.cco - xyii, 62Op., xix-xhr;
*,l*"glI 78C{1toE/EN/FR/rrlNL} ------=--- p a g i n at i o n
retated edition reference ^^ language of the text
inthe French catarogi -TFR;82-1-3e7 : Y?ic.!tbinding
catalogue number l- ca-xc-eoor-za+ format
|SBN 92-82s-1815-9: *t: ECU 393,75. ISBN nUmber +
ISBN 92-825-,l802-7: volume
UKL 29.60. USO 63.
ECU 50, BFR 2 0oO. tRL 33 20.
397 NIMEXE 1979: Tebl.rux.nllyiiqu.r du comm.rc.
rxt6ricur - Offrcc statistrqua dcs Cmmunaut6e cuop6cnncs
[Commao ext6nau (couvcrlre rougr) - Commrgson dss
Communaut6s crop6cnncs!
n.A O 1 -24. Anrmaux wvants Gt p.oduits dca rignGr lnrmrl @
v6g6tel, grarsses ot huilca. rtmonts, bor3sons ct tlbrcr - xvii,
62Op, xix-xhr; 3Ocm; broch6; 167Oe; (DA/DE/EN/FRltTlNL)
EN:82-1-404
CA-NC-8Ofi 1-7A-C ISBN 92-825-1815-9. cnsmbtc:
Ecu 393.75, BFR l5 750. FF 2266
ISBN 92-825-1802-7:volume: 
€cu 50, BFR 2OOO, FF 288
ISBN number +
prices of the volume
4lnstitutions
EURopA-pARLAMENTET - EuRopAtscuES PARLAMENT -
evponaixo KorNoBoynto - EURoPEAN PARLIAMENT -
pARLEMENT ruRopEeru - PARLAMENTo EURoPEo - EURo-
PEES PARLEMENT
Secr6tariat g6n6ral du Parlement europ6en
Direction g6n6rale du greffe et des services g6n6raux
L-292O Luxembourg
T6l.: 4 30 O1
RADET FOR DE EUBOPAISKE FALLESSKABER - RAT DER
EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN . IYMBOYAIO TON
EYPONAIKON KOINOTHTON - COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN
COMMUNITIES . CONSEIL DES COMMUNAUTES EURO-
PEENNES . CONSIGLIO DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - RAAD
VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN
Secr6tariat g6n6ral du Conseil
Direction ( lnformation et documentation D
Rue de la Loi 170, B - 1048 Bruxelles
T6l.: 234 61 11
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUHOPEISKE FALLESSKABER -
KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN -
ENITPONH TON EYPONAiKON KOINOTHTQN . COMMISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES
COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES . COMMISSIONE DELLE
COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GE-
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Division lX-C- 1
Rue de la Loi 2O0, B - 1049 Bruxelles
T6l.:235 1111
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JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES . COUR DE JUS.
TICE DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES . CORTE DI GIU-
STIZIA DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE . HOF VAN JUSTITIE VAN
OE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN
Service int6rieur
L - 2920 Luxembourg
T6l.: 4 76 21
DET OKONOMISKE OG SOCIALE UDVALG . WIRTSCHAFTS.
UND SOZIALAUSSCHUSS - OIKONOMIKH KAI KOINQNIKH
ENITPONH . ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE. COMITE
EcoNoMrouE ET socrAl - coMrrATo ECoNoMrco E so-
CIALE . ECONOMISCH EN SOCIAAL COMITE
Division rPresse, information et publicationsr
Rue Ravenstein 2, B - 10OO Bruxelles
T6l.: 512 39 20
DEN EUROPAISKE INVESTERINGSBANK . EUROPAISCHE IN-
VESTITIONSBANK - EYPONAIKH TPANEZA ENENAYIEON -
EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK . BANOUE EUROPEENNE
D'INVESTISSEMENT - BANCA EUROPEA PER GLI INVESTI.
MENTI - EUROPESE INVESTERINGSBANK
Division lnformation/Relations publiques
L - 2950 Luxembourg
T6l.: 4379-3142
DE EUROPAISKE FALLESSKABERS REVISIONSRET - RECH.
NUNGSHOF DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN
EAETKTIKO IYNEAPIO TON EYPONAIKON KOINOTHTON .
COURT OF AUDITORS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES -
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29, rue Aldringen
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IEnvironmGnt End qurlaty of lrto - Oiroctsato-Gonsal lnftrmatron
Markot lnd lnnovation: Commission of thc Europcan Communitrcsl
EUR 8408
CD-NG83OO4-EN-A :BFR 120.
Etudc d'unc 6vcntucll. p!rticipltion dc h C.E, i h conccption
rt i la mirc au polnt dc navircr d6pollururt tur lotquala
pournicnt iirc adapt6r lct 5quipcmcntr rrqult pour un
trultcmant afflc!cr dcr hydroc!rbura! - Vrdrlls3, Jacquss: Gros,
Jacqucs - miaofrche 24x, 289p.: (FRl [Environnament at qu0ht6 dc
la vio - Drection g6n6ralE Msrch6 do I'infdmrtron ot innovalion:
Commissim dcs Communaut6s cwopecnnesl EUR B4l 7
CO-NG83€13-FR-A : BFR 36O.
Evaluatlon comparutlyc dca proc5durcr cn vlguaur ou an
prapultlon d!nt lar Etltt mrmbrcr pour l'homologation at h
normsllaltion dat produitt ct 5quipcmcntr pr6vut pour luttcr
contrc la pollution accidcntcllc par ler hydroc!rburct - B6lli6r,
P. - microfichc 24x, 1 3Op.: (FR) [Environnsmsnt ot quaht6 dc la via
- Direction g5n6rale M!rch6 d6 l'info(mation 6t innovation:
Commission dec Communaut6s europ6ennes] EUR 84 1 6
CD-NG83{12-FB-A : BFR 24O.
Fcstibility rtudy of computar procarrlng ol raleyant d!t! on
t!nkart lnd on m!n-m!do atructurar undcr thc Juri!diction of
Mcmbar ttttct lirbl! to pollutc thc Communlty'r wrtcra or
coaatr wlth ! ylcw to tha lmmcdilta ulc of thctr dlta if
nccclery - Wardloy-Smrth, J. - microfichc 24x, 68pp.: (EN)
[Environment and qushty of lfc - Oroctsato-Gontral lnfcmation
Markct snd lnnovatron: Commtssion ol tha Europorn Communttresl
EUR 8409
CD-NG83{O5-EN-A :BFR 120.
Fc!tlbility ttudy on th. dcyalopmcnt ol r unificd and
comprrhcnrivc ryatcm tor thc collcction end proccrtlng of
d!t! on oil pollution on tha co!ttt of Mcmbrr rtrtcr -
O'Sullivan, A.J.: Orxm, R. - mrcrofichc 24x, 126pp.: (EN)
[Environment and qurlrty of lfc - DrrErdato-Gonoral lnfamation
Markrt rnd lnnoystion: Commission of the European Communrtresl
EUR 8412
CO-NG83fi8-EN-A : BFR 24O.
lmpact rocie5conomlqur da h mar6c noirc provcn!nt dr
l'Amoco Crdiz - 8onieux, F.: Dauce, P.: Rarnclli, P. - miqofrche
24x. 162p.: (FR) [Environncment ot quaftt6 de la vio - Dr€crion
g6n6rale March5 da l'infqmEtron ot innovation: Commission das
Communaut6s euop6onn6sl EUR B4 1 8
CD-NG83€14-FR-A : BFR 24O.
lnformltlon tyrtcm for dcmonrtratlon purporcr on tankc[
thalr compli!ncc wlth lntcrnltion!l convcntiont rnd oil rpillt
p.rt!inlng to th.ir opcrltion phrtc I - mrcrofiche 24x, 72pp.:
(EN) [Environmcnt and quatrty ot [fa - Dr]ccts8t6-G€noral
lntqmation Markot and lnnovation: Cmmission of lhc Europcsn
Communrtica] EUR 8411
CO-NG83-OO7-EN-A :BFR 12().
23
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MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES
Crltlc!l rtudy of mclturamant mathods lor fluorida amirtlonr
to tha .tmotphara utad In thr m!in fluorida cmltting
lndurtrl.r 7
0 Th. Europcln Communlty't Indurtrhl .rr!t.gy - 66pp.: 23cm:
srapl.d: 1 2Og: (EN) [Euopcan documenration: 82lE - CommBsion
of thc Euop.sn Cmmuniticll
OA,83 - 2 - 13. D€:83 - 3 - 5. FR:83 - 2 - 1 t. tT 83 - 2 - t4. NL.B3 - 2 - 13
CB-NC-82{O5+N{ ISBN 92-825-335G0: ftoc of chargc.
lron lnd .tr.l y.lrbook 1 982: 1 983 3g
PERIODICALS
lndultrisl production: Mrsc6llan6ou3 smldr.
lndusgill lhct-tsrm u6nds.
lron !nd st$l: monthly bullatrn.
lron lnd sts€l; qu8rtarly and monthly bull6trns.
lron and stml: qua.rtrly bullctin,
Prg-irons and stmls: Ba3ic pri@s - basic dcumcnt lituation as ot 1
January and amendmonts,
Wagc! lnd incomca - Baptd intcmatrm.
11
12
13
11 An inv.ntory of hydroc!rbon tpilhgcr ln r.prrtcntrtlyr
!rcrr of tha m!rinl lnvironment ot Mcmbar !t!trr -
Wardlcy-Smrth, J.: Drxon, T.R. - microfiche 24x, 67pp.: (EN)
[Envkonmenl and quahty of hf6 - Dr€ctoratc-Gonoral lnformatron
Mrrk€t End lnnovatron: Commission of lhe Europcan Communitrcsl
EUR 8413
CD-NG83-OO9-€N-A :BFR'12O.
Miigllchkcltan zur Vcrringorung dcr Stickoridamittlonrn
von auropiischan Partonrnkraftwlgen - Mrkrofrchc 24x,
1 9 1 S.: (OE) [Umwcltschutz und Lob6nsqu.lit6t - Grncraldiroktion
lnfo(mrlronsmrrkt und lnnovatron: Kommrssion dor Ewop6ischcn
Gemernschaftenl EUR 84O7
CO-NG83-OO3-DE-A : BFR 24O.
Scopr and conccpt of compcnsrbb drmlg. c!urad by
mrrina oil pollutlon with apaci!l acfcrcncc to anvlronmant!l
drmagr - Birnre, P.W.: Brown, E.O.: Bruce, M.... - microfichc 24x,
1 I 6pp.: (EN) [Enu]onmGnt End qurlrty of lfc - Dr€ctorut6.Gonorol
lnformotron Msrkot snd lnnovatron: CommissDn o, ths Europrsn
CommunrtrerlEUB EOOO
CO-NG83{O1-EN-A : BFR 24O.
6tudy ol thc !mrndmrntr and lmprovamantt which mry
hrva to ba m!da to tha lcgal rular on inrurrnca rgrinrt tha
ritk. of !€cidrnt!l pollutlon from hydrocrrbon. - Brni., P.W.:
Brown, E.D.: K6nnot, Lrdy... - mrcrofrchc 24x, 162pp.: (EN)
[Environment and qu6lity ot lilc - Otrectorlio-Gcnsal lntormatron
Markct snd lnnov8tion: Commission of the European Communrtrcsl
EUR 8.119
CD-NG83€15-EN-A : BFR 24O.
Study ol thc !v!lhbllity ol rn lnformltion tytt.m on
lntring.manl. ot pollution l.w. by th! trnkcrr in tha
tcrritorirl wlt.rr - microfichc 24x, 1 86pp.: (EN) [Environment
and quafity ot lrir - Drrocto(atlccnaral lnfdmstron M!rk.t snd
lnnov!tDn: Commilsion ot tho Eu.opoan Communrtrcel EUB 841O
C0-NG83€O8-EN-A : BFR 24O.
Survcy on thc faa!ibility o, r drrr procartlng ryrtam on
mc!nr of fighting offahora hydroc!rbon pollutlon - Victor. Psul
Emrlc - microfiche 24x, 64pp.: (EN) [Envronment and quality of lla
- Drrectorate-Gcnaal lnformctron Marlst and lnnovatron:
Commission o, thr Europcan Communrtrcsl EUR 84 l4
CD-NG83€IGEN-A : BFR 12O.
Trritamont intormatla6 dco donn5es arlltanta! ou i
racucillir rur lat moyanr da lutta contra lr pollutlon da h m!r
prr lct hydroc!rburat an vuc dc l'utilh.tion lmm5dhto da cat
lnfor mationr cn crr d. pollution lccidcntcilo (1 o part.) -
Dcsphicux. Mrchsl: Verflor, ThErry - mrsofrcho 24x, 1 72p.: (FR)
[Envrronnement at qualit6 dc la vic - Diractron 96n5'ale March6 dc
l'rnto(malion 6t innovstion: Commission d€s Communrut68
aurop6anncsl EUR 8rt t 5
CD-NG83O11-FB-A :8FR 24O
Db Umwcltcinwl.kungan durch Gcwinnung,
Waitoryorrrbcltung und Vcrbr!uch yon Kohlc ln dar
Bund.tr.publik D.utrchlrnd - Mftrofichc 24x, 168S.: (OEl
IUmwoltschutz und Lsbsnsquotitfi t - G6n€raldirektron
lnlormatronsmerkt und lnnovation: Kommislion dGr EuroperschGn
Gemernschaftcnl EUR 8406
CO-NG83{O2-OE-A : BFR 24O.
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES
22 L! colhborution dcr trlyrlllaurr.t dc lcurr rrpr5tcntrntr
!ux rctiyltaa da pr6vcntlon drnr l'cntrcprhr. La to(mstion dca
rcpr6rcntanta das travillaurs en matrire de #cwit6 et d'hygrine -
Drection g5n6rale Emploi, rftarrca so€ialea et 6ducation - iir, 27p.:
21cm: agraf6: 609: (FF) [Hygrinc ct s6cuit6 du travarl -
Commilsion dcs Communaut6s cwop6cnnes: Directron 96n5rala
Msrch6 d. l'tnfcmation ot rnnovatronl EUR 7893
DE:83 -3-22. lT:83-3-20. NL:83 -3-22
CD-NO-82{1GFB-C ISBN 92-825-31724: ECU 3,34,
BFR 150,
23 G.oth.imll .nargy: Abrtractr ol llnll rcportr - R & D
protarmmc 1 975-79 - Starostc, E.: Oroctorate-General Science,
Bcsoarch and Dovclopmcnt - xiil, 1 24pp.: 3Ocm: roftcoyor: 37Og:
(EN) [Encrgy - Commission of ths Erop.sn Communiti€s:
Dirocloraio-G.norll lnfametron Merkct and lnnovotionl EUR 832 1
CO-NO-82-129-EN{ ISBN 92-825-3378-6:ECU 8,79,
BFR 400, tBL 0.10, UKL 4.90, USO 8.50.
An invantory of hydrocerbon rplllaga! ln reprrtontltiya !rr!!
of tho mlrine anylronmant of Mrmbcr rtlta! 14
PERIODICALS
EulAbltrscts: Scrontifrc and tschnicsl publicstrons Bnd pat€nts:
Saction I and ll.
Euo-Abstmcis, Scctron l - Euratom snd EEC Rs3oarch. Sciontfrc
and technical Public!tronr 6nd Patonts.
EueAblrrcts, Scction ll: Coal - Srasl,
Ewonct Dion. N€ws.
1 6 Scientific and technical research
17 eaucation and culturalpolicy
I
16
10
r8
19
20
z1
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES
24 Europran Univcrrity lnltitut.: Sixth rcport of Actlviti.r -
Acadcmic ycrr 1 981 -62 - European University ln3tituts, Badia
Fresolana - Floronce
1982 - 82pp.: 23cm: softcovor: 16Og: (EN)
FR83-3-22
OY-36-82-35.1-EN-C ISBN 92-825-339G5: fr6r of chargc.
PERIODICALS
Europa-lnform0troncn f iir die Jugendpresse,
Fichcs p6dagogiques'30 pura d'Europe'.
10
1 g statistics
MONOGRAPHS ANO SERIES
26 An.lytlc.l trblrr of loraign trldc - NIMEXE 1981, import, -
Stltrstrcll Oflrco ol thc Europlan CommunrtrGs IExtc]nsl trsds (rod
coycr) - Commrssron ol thr Europoon Communilical
n,A O1-24: Lrve Enrmrl! !nd lnrmal rnd veg6tEblc producta: lart
ond oib; loodstuffr. bqvcrages and tobacco - xxxv, 337p.: 3Ocm:
roft covr: 96Os: (DA/DElGR/EN/FR/lTlNL)
DA'83. 3 - 24. OE'83 - 3 - 2/r FR.S3 - 3 - 25. GR,83 - 3 - 26.
rT.83-3. 25. N1.03.3-24
CA-NC-8z€O1-8A-C ISBN 92-825-328tt-4: sal. ECU 219,12,
8FR 1@@, rRL 155, UKL 125, USO 210
ISBN 92-825-3271-2: volumc: ECU 32,87, BFR 15OO, IRL 23,
UKL 18.5O, USD 31.
2g Anrl6lcal trblcr ol forclgn trrdc - NIMEXE 1981, imporir -
Strtisticrt Officc of thr Europeln Communrtrcr [Ert.rnll vadc (rrd
cov.rl - Commi3rion ol thr Europr!n Communities]
n.E 26-27: MinGral produclr - xxrv, 59p.: 3ocm: aoftcover: 2609:
(DA/DE/GR/E N/FR/ITlNL)
OA 83 - 3 - 28. DEr83 - 3. 25. FR.83 - 3 - 26. GR:83 - 3. 27.
1T.83. 3-2C. NL:83 -3-25
CA-NC-82-@2-8A-C ISEN 92-825-3284-4: scr: ECU 219,12,
BFR 1OO@, IRL 165, UKL 125, USD 210
ISBN 92-825-32724: volumc:ECU 8,77, 8FR 4OO. IRL 0.1O,
UKL 4.90, USD 8.50.
27 An.lytlc.ltlbl.toffor.lgntrrdc-NIMEXE 1981, lmports-
Slatilticol Officr of tho Europrln Communttrrr [Extrrnal ti!ds (rsd
covcrl - Commis3ion ol th! European CommunitrrsJ
n.C 28-38: Products of tho chamrcal rnd allicd Industilsr - xxxviil,
233p.: 3Ocm: softcovor: 7 lOg: (DA/DE/GR/EN/FR/lTlNL)
DA 83 - 3 - 26. DE.8?. 3. 20. FF:83 - 3 - 27. Gf .S3. 3 - 28
rT:83-3 -27. NL:83.3 -26
CA-NC-82003-8A-C ISEN 92-826-3284-4: s€r: ECU 219,12,
BFR 10000, tRL 165, UKL 125, USo 210
ISBN 92-826-3273-9: volumc: ECV 24,1O, BFR 1 lOO, IRL 17,
UKL 13.50, USD 2260.
2A Anllytifll ubl.r ol forclgn tradc - NIMEXE 1881 , lmport! -
StrtrstrcEl Offica ol tho Europo!n CommunrtrGr [ErtBrnol tradg (rod
covor) - Commisoion of lhe Europc!n Communrirorl
n.O 39-43: PhEtrcr, rrbbrr, r8w hidGt !nd ttin8, 19sth6r, turskins
!nd rrticl.s thorcof: 6addlory End harnrs!: morocco laathsr good3;
trlvrl good3 - xxrlv. 1 1 9p.: 3Ocm: roltcovcr: 4OOg:
{DA/OE/GR/EN/FR/ITlNL}
DA:83 - 3 - 27. OE.83. 3 - 27. FR:83 - 3. 28 GR:83 - 3 - 29.
lT.t3-3 - 28. NL:83. 3 -27
CA-NC-82-OO4-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3284-4: sel. ECU 2 1 9, 1 2,
BFB lOO@, IRL 165, UKL 125, USD 210
ISBN 92-826-3274-7: volumc: ECU 1.t,25, BFH 650, IFL 1O,
UKL 7.90. USD 14.
29 An.lytlcal tlbl.r of toroign trldr - NIMEXE 1 981 , lmportr -
Stalittrcrl Ofrrcc ot tho Europoan Communiti6E [Extcrnsl trrdc {rad
covrr) - Commi8sion of the Europcan Communrlrcsl
n.E 44-49: Wood, cork, paper, paperbogrd and arrrclss thsreof:
mrnutacturgg otplErtrng malsrillt gndbEskctwors - xxxrv, lOlp.:
3Ocm: goft covcr: 37O: lDfu DE/GR/EN/FB/lTi NL)
OA 83-3-28. 0E 13-3-28 Fl E3-3.29. GR:83. !-30,
lT:83 -3 -20. NL:83 -3. 28
CA-NC-82OO5-8A-C ISBN 92-826-3284-4: 6st; ECU 2t9,12,
BFR 10000, rRL 155, UKL 125, USO 210
ISBN 92-825-3275-5: volumc: ECU 13,16, BFR 600, IRL I 1O,
UKL 7.30. USO 13
30 An.lytlc.l tlbler of lorcign trldo - NIMEXE 1 981 , lmportt -
Staillticrl Offrc. ot thc European Communrtror [Externll tradc (rad
covcr) - Commrssron ol tho Europ.sn Comnunrlisll
n.F 5G87: Tcxtiha and toxtrls 
€rtrcle!: rh@3, h!adg€ar; umbroll!s
rnd sunshadcs;.., - xxrlv. 381p.; 3ocm: loftcovar: IOOO9:
(DA/OE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL}
OA 83 - 3 - 29. OE 83 - 3 - 20. FR 83 - 3 - 30. GR:83 - 3 - 31.
1T,83 -3.30. NL:83 -3-29
CA-NC-82{O6-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3281-4: s€t: ECU 2 1 9, 1 2,
BFR 10000, rRL 156, UKL 125, USO 210
ISBN 92-825-3276-3: volume: ECU 35,06,8FR l600,
tRL 2.r.50, UKL 19.50, USO 33.
Anllytlcrl tabl.! ol forolgn trrde - NIMEXE I 881, lmportt -
Statrstcsl offrcr ot thc Europosn Communiticr [External tradc (rrd
cov6r) - Commr3sion ot tha Europarn Communrtrosl
n.G 68-72: Artrclsr o, stono, of plastor, of comrnt,...: ceramicE;
gb!! !nd 916sswarc; pcarls, prccious etoncs, Fwollrry; coin3 -
xuiv, 106p.: 3ocm. softcorcr: 38O9: (DA/OElGR/EN/FRilTlNL)
OAr83 - 3 - 30. OE 83 - 3 - 30. FR 83 - 3 - 31. GR:83 - 3. 32.
rT:83-3.31, NL83-3-30
CA-NC-82OO7-8A-C ISBN 92-825-32a4-4: ssr. ECU 219, 12,
BFB 10000, tRL 166, UKL 125. USD 210
ISBN 92-825-3277-1: volumc: ECU 13,15, BFR 600, IRL 9.1O,
UKL 7.30, USD 13.
Anllyllcll tlbl.t ot torcign tr!d! - NIMEXE 1981, importr -
Statr!trcsl Offrc! of thr Europc6n Communrtres [Erternal tradc (rcd
cov.r) - Commrs3ron of thr Ewopc!,r Communrticrl
n.H 73: hon lnd stecl - Hiv, 122p : 3ocm: sottcovor: 4OOg:
(OA/OE/GB/EN/FB/ITlNL}
0A.63 - 3 - 31. OE:83 - 3 - 31, FRr83 - 3 - 32. Ga 83 - 3 - 33.
1T.83-3-32. NL:83 -3- 3l
CA-NC-82408-8A4 |SBN 92-825-3264-4: s6t: ECU 2r9,12,
BFR 10000, rFL 156, UKL 125, USo 210
ISBN 92-825-3278-X: volume: ECU 13,15, BFR 600, IRL 9.1O,
UKL 7.3O, USD 13.
Anllnlcll itblor of torelgn tr!d. - NIMEXE 1981, lmportr -
StatrBtrcrl Olt|c6 o, tho European Communrtrcr [Erternal trrda kcd
cover) - Commrs!ron ot thc Europoan Communrtiosl
n.l 74-83 Basc mctsls (except ron and stcal) 8nd articles thcruol -
xxxiv, 1 1Op.: 3Ocm: cottcovcr: 38Og: (DA/DElGR/EN/FR/lTlNL)
0A:83-3-32. 0E:83-3-32. FR83.3-33 GR:83-3-34
rr.83 -3-33. N1.83 - 3 -32
CA-NC-82€O9-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3284-4: rsi: ECU 219,12,
BFB 10000, tRL 165, UKL 125, USO 2lO
ISBN 92-826-3279-8: volume. ECU 13,15,8FR 6e,O, IRL 9.1O,
UKL 7.30, USO r3.
Anelytical tablcr ol torllgn trldo - NIMFXE l SEl, lmportr -
Ststrsircsl Otfrcc of lhr EuroFran Communrtres [Ext€rnal tr6ds {rgd
covor) - CgmmrEEron of thG Euopran Communrtrrsl
n.J 84-85: Mrchinery !nd m6chanical appliances: 6leciro-tgchnicsl
rpprtatus - r$lv, 377p.: 3Ocm: eoftcover: IOOO9:
(OA/DE/GR/E N/FR/ITlNL}
0A.83 - 3 - 33. DE 03 - 3 - 33. FR'83 - 3 - 34. GR:83 - 3 - 35.
1T.83-3-3it. NL 83- 3-33
CA-NC-82-OIGBA-C ISBN S2-825-32A4-4', cst: ECU 219,12,
BFR 10000. rRL 165, UKL 125. USD 210
ISBN 92-825-328G1: volumc: ECU 37,25, BFR 17OO, IRL 26,
UKL 20.60, USD 35.
Anllyticrl trbl.r ol lor.ign tradr - NIMEXE 1981, lmports -
Si8trtrcal Offica ot the Europcan Communrtrrs [Externll trado (rod
covor) - Commrlsron ot tho Europosn Communitirsl
n.K 86-89: M€Bns of transportrtron - xxxv, 68p.: 3Ccm. softcovcr:
28os: (0AioElGR/E N/FR/lr/NLl
0A 83-3-34. DE 8't-3-3'1. Fi.83-3.35. Gfi:83-3-25.
lT:83- J-36. NL'83 -3-34
CA-NC-82€l l-8A-C ISBN 9?-826-3284-4:66t. ECU 219,12,
8FR 1000C), rqL 165, UKL 125, USD 210
ISBN 92-826-3281-X: volums: ECU 9,87, BFB 45O, IBL 0.9O.
UKL 6.50, USO 9.50.
Anllytical t!blor ot torolgn trrd; - NIMEXE '! 981. importr -
Statrshcrl Ofticr ol tho Europ.an Communrtro! [Ext6rnrl trudo (rod
covrr) - Commrssion of th€ Europ6an Communrtresl
n.L 9G99: Optic!|, photogrEphrc, cinamotogrBphic and medrcal
inStrum!nls, applralu! snd spplianccs: ..; orma and !mmunrtron;
mr8call8noous artrcls! - xxxv, 186p.: 3ocm: softcovor: 58Og:
(OA/DE/GR/EN/FR/IT/NL}
31
32
\
36
33
34
35
11
OA 83. 3 - 3l DE:83 - 3 - 35. FR 63. 3 - 30. GR.C3 - 3 - 36.
II:83 -3-36. NL:E3-3-36
CA-NC-8zO12-8A-C |SBN 92-825-3284-4: 3or: ECU 2i9,12,
BFR 10@O. tRL 1tis, UKL 125, USD 210
ISBN 92-825-3282.8: volunre. ECU 20,82, BFR 95O,
tRL l4.50,UKL t1.60,USD 19.50.
37 Analytlcll t.blss ot for.ign tr!d. - NIMEXE l9El, lmportr -
Statstical Ottrcr ol rho Europr!n Communtlt.s [Ertornrl tr!do (r€d
covcr) - Commisrion ol tha EwoD6rn Communrtr6sl
n.Z. Countries - Products - xlii, lOBp.: 3ocm: sofrcov.r: 3gog:(DA/DElGR/EN/FR/ITlNL}
DA 83 - 3 - 38. Ot:E3. 3 - 36. FR.83 -3 - 37. Girr3 - 3 - 37.
lT:63 -3-37. NL:63-3-38
CA-NC-82-O13-8A-C ISBN 92-825-3284-4: ccr: ECU 219,12,
BFR 10000, tRL 165. UKL 125. USO 210
ISBN 92-826-3283-0: votumr: ECU 21,92, BFR lOOO,
tRL 15.60, UKL 12.50, USo 21.
38 lron rnd .t3ol y.lrbook 1 982 - StstiEticat Ottrco ol tha
Europc!n Communrltct Jlndultry lnd tcrvicas {blu. covrr} -
Commrlsron of the European Cummunrrrosl
1983 - xutx, 134p 
. 
12 ill.t 3Ocm: roficover: 48Og:
(OE/EN/FR/IT}
OE:83 -3-37. FR.E3 -3-23 tT.83 -3 -23
CA-35-82-53O-4A-C ISBN 92-825-3294-t: ECU 21,92,
BFR 1000, tBL 15.tio, UKL 12.60, USD 21.
39 Nrrlansl rccountt ESA - lnput-output rrbb3 1 976 - Slatrsncsl
Otficc of the EuopEan Communttr€! [Nrtronal eccounts, financc and
balanc! ol plymcntt {violrt cover} - CommiSlion of thc EuropcSit
Communinesl
1983 - xx,243p.: 3Ocm: sohcov8r, gTOg: (EN/FR)
tR.83-3-24
CA-35-82-675-2A-C |SBN 92-82s-3293-3:ECU 16,48,
BFR 750, tBL 1 1.50. UXL 9.10, USD 16.
PEBIODICALS
Ag.rcuhural Marhrts: Pnccr.
Agflcuhur8l at!tt8ttc8. Ctop and rnrm0l productton.
Animal production.
BBlsnc6! of paymGnts: Cuiltsly dara.
Coal: monlhly bullctrn.
Crop productron.
EC-agricultural prrcG indrcrs (Output !nd lnput).
Elcctnc!l !ncrgy: monrhly butl6trn.
En6rgy stati3trc!: Mcnrhly bullerin !) Co!|, b) Hydroclrbons, c)
El!ctrical cnorgy.
Eurostat-ncws.
Eurootatelrcs: Datr fo. thort-torm aconomic rnllysit,
Hourly carnrngs: Hcun of work.
Hydrearbon3: monthly bullctrn.
lndurtnal producrion: Mtgcoll!nrous scctorr.
lnCusrr!l !hdt-t6rm trcnds.
lron !nC siecl: monthly bull€kn
lron ond stoGl: quarto.ly !nd monthly bullcirn!.
lron an,l stecl: qulrrorly billlcln.
Monthly cxicrnsl trad6 bullctrn.
Unamployrrcnt: [,lonthly bulirnn.
WrgeE and rncomes - R6prd tntormatron.
MONOGRAPHS AND SERIES
Fc!tibllity rtudy ol somputcr procarling ot rcl.ytnt d.t. on
trnkarr rnd on m!n.mld. ttructuraa undcr tha lurlrdictlon of
Mcmbcr .trtat li!bl. to pollut! tha Community,r watarr or
co!3tt with r viaw to tho lmmadirta u8a of that3 dtt! It
nocatttry 10
Farribility rtudy on th. d.valopmont of ! uniliad !nd
comprehanriva ayat6m tor tha collaction and procttrlng ol
rlrta on oil pollution on the co..r3 ot Mrmbcr rtat.t 1 1
lnform!tion ryrtrm lor damonrtr!tlon purporat on tankcrt
th.lr complirnca wlth lntornrrionrl conv.ntiont.nd oll rplllt
pcrt!ining to thalr op0r!tlon phr13 I 13
Study ot thr rvrllrbllity of rn information ryrttm on
lntrlngem.ntt of pollutlon hw! by rha t!nkart in tha
t.rrltoritl watart 1 g
. Survay on tha talrlbllity o, ! dlta procartlng syatcm on
m.rnt ol fighilng ofthoro hydrocrrbon pollution I 9
Truit!m.nt inlormlri!a dra donn5es exirtantar ou i r.cuaillir
rur hl moyanr dc luttc cohtra h pollution da la mar par lar
hydrocrrbur.a rn yu. d. l'utilirsrion lmmadi.ta dc cat
inlormatlont.n ctt dc pollutlon accidantcllc l1 o plrt.l 20
PERIODICALS
. Bullotrn: Europsan 0o€umrntatron C6nr6s - O!po3it!ry Lrbrsri.!.
Oocumsntrtion bulbtin A
Documontrtion bulhtrn B.
Oocumcntrtion bullotin C.
Dolum6nte und Publik!tionad.
EF dokumcnrarion.
List of addttionr to th6 Library of rh. CEC.
19 a*liographyand documentation
20 Miscellaleous
PERIODICALS
Eqro-Abstrlcr!, Soction l - Eurrlom rnd EEC ResGarch. Scilntrfic
6nd t6chaical Publicltront and Pstcntr.
Supplamcnt to th! Otlrcial Journ!l of thc Europ66n Communrt6!,
tcrrcs S.
12
Periodicals
Pl 30 Jourr d'Europa - Commrssion dos Communaut6s cwop6tnnes
- Paric, Bureau dc pr63s6 ot d'intcmatron - 28cm: {FR) - mrnsucl,
abonnsmcnt: Ptix pou ,tudontt: FF 30.
P2 Agriculturrl Mrrkctr: Pric.r - Commission of tho Eu.opean
Communiti6r: Drrocttr!tlcensr0l Agriculiura - 3Ocm:
{OA/DE/GB/EN/FB/lTlNL} - monthly.
04.83 - 3 - P68. OE:83 -3 - P2. FF:83 -3 - P66. GR 83 - 3 - P2.
tT.83-3 -P65. NL:83- 3 -P63
ISSN O26G90O1: aubscnptDn: ECU 65,73, BFR 3OOO, IBL 46,
UKL 37, USO 60.
P3 Agriculturll stltitticr: Crop ond rnimal productlon -
Statistical Office of lhc Europcsn Communities: Commissron of tho
European Communitrer - 3Ocm: (DA/DE/EN/Fn/lTlNL) - quarterly.
DA:83 -3-P89. OE 83 -3 -P3. FR.E3 - 3 -P8O. IT:83-3-P79.
NL:83-3-P6tt
iubsorptim: ECU 48,60, BFA 22?.o,lPL 34, UKL 27, USD 45.
P4 Anlmll production - Statrstrcal Oftrc€ of lhe European
Communrtios: Commi8tion ol th6 Europaan Communrtiso - 3ocm:
lO AIDEIEN IFB 11 I NL) - qurntrly.
OA 83 - 3 - P2. DE:E3 - 3 - P76 FR:83 -3 -P89. lT:83 - 3 - P89.
N1.83-3-Pr6
ISSN O25G658O: subssiption: ECU 28,92, BFR 132O, lRt 20,
UKL 10, USD 27.
Ps Avrupa - Commission ol tho Europcan Communrtrcs - Ankara,
Awupa toplulugu komisyonu enfcmrsyon - 27 cm: (TR) - monthly.
frse of chargc.
P0 Brckground Blport - Commission of the Europosn Communitras
- London. lnfqmltron offic. - 3Ocm: (EN) - irrogulrr.
fioc of chrfgo.
?7 Brlancor of paymontr: Oulrtarly drtr - Commrs3ion of ths
Euopcan Communrtrar; Stotiltrcal Offic. ot th6 Europ!8n
Communrtics - 3Ocm: (EN/FR) - quancrly.
FF.83-3.P4
ISSN O251-18oo: subscriptron: ECU 9,43, BFn 43O, IRL 0.50,
UKL 5 50, USD 9.
P8 Barlchta und lnformltionan - Kmmrssron der Ewopnischcn
Gemeinschaftcn - Bof,n. Pr€s+ und lnlsmatronsbiiro - 3Ocm: (DE)
- zwoimsl wiich6nthch.
kostsnloS.
P9 Bullatin: Europaln Documcntation Cantrar - Dcporitlry
Libr.rlcr - Gaskall, E. (rdrldl: Commis3ion ol lhr Europcan
Communiti8s - 3Ocm: (EN/FR) - hregular,
FR83-3-P7
ftco ot cheg..
P 1O Bullctin o, thc Europren Communitrar - Commislron ol tho
Euopoan Communitrs! - 25cm: index (EN) - clcvon lim6t ! yrar.
04.83 - 3 - P9. DE:83 - 3 - Pl3. fR.83 - 3 -P12. Gf, :E3 - 3 - P3.
1T.83-3 - P8. NL:83-3 -P8
ISSN 0378-3693: subssiption: ECU 30,69,8FR 125O. IRL 21,
UKL 18 20, USO 36.50: Snglenumbcrtonsele.
P 1 1 Co!l: monthly bullatin - Statistrcal Offica of thc Europran
Communrtiss: Commission ol thr Europcrn Communrircg - 3Ocm:
(DE/EN/FR) - monthly.
DE:83 - 3 -P62. FR'83 - 3 -P1/t
ISSN 0378-357X: subscflption: ECU 9,43,8Fn 43O. IRL 6.5O,
UKL 6,60, USD 9.
P12 Committac Rcporta ofthr Europa.n Plrlilmant - Europr8n
Parliament - 3Ocm: (EN) - incaular.
DA:83 - 3 - P71. OE'83 - 3 -P72. fR 83 - 3 -P24. II 83 - 3 - P2'1.
NL:83-3-PE1
sub3cription: ECU 48,83, BFR 2OOO, IBL 31, UKL 24, USD 41:
Subscnptan hom March l9E3 to Fabruary 1984.
P13 Communrut6 curop6rnnr: Lcttra d'informrtion du Buiaru
dc Gcnlvc - Commrrsion des Communsul6s lurop6rnncs -
Genivc, Burcau de pr6lsc rt d'inttrmstion - 30 cm: (FR) -
h6bdm6dair6.
gralurt.
?14 Communcut6 Europ6rnnr lnformrrlonr - commi$ion d€s
Communaut5a ewop6cnncr - Parrr, Buraru dc prasse ct
d'rnfdmatron - 31cm: (FR) - mcnsuel.
ISSN 0223-3053: lbonncmont: Rdduction dc prix pow
abonncmcnts gtoupds.
P 1 6 Comunidad curopor - Dumci6n Gonersl do lnl6m!ci6n:
Comrsi6n dc lac Communidados suropcas - Bruxcllcs-Erusscl - 3O
cm: (ES) - mcnsual.
graturto,
P16 ComunldadrrEuropclrr:lnlormagio'Comrssiodas
Comunrd6d6s luopcrrs - Lisboa, Bursdu d€ lmpronsa c lnfo.mlgio
- 3ocm; (PT) - mongual.
grilturto.
P17 Comunlti ouropco - Commrrsiono dollc Comunrti europae -
Romr, Uflicio stamps 6 inlo.maaonr - 30 cm: (lTl - mcncile.
g.8tuito.
P 1 8 La courrlrr: Afrlqu.-Clfrib.. -P.cifiqu. - Gommunlut6
curop5rnnc - Ourrsux, J.: Commiasion dsr Communaut6s
europ5enncc - Eruxrlio! - Brussol - 30 cm: (FB) - brmcstrrcl.
gariurl.
P19 Crop productlon - Strtistrcll Officc ol thr Europssn
Communitrsl: Commission ot thr Europsan Commun,trcs - 3Ocm:
(DA/DE/EN/FR/lT/NL) 
- quartcrly.
OA 83 - 3 - P8O. DE:83 - 3 - P67. FR.83 - 3 - P71. rT.83 - 3 - P7O.
NL:83-3-P69
ISSN 0378-3588: subsoiptron: ECU 28,92.BFA 132O, IRL 20,
UKL 10, USD 27
?2O Dcbrtaa of rhc Europrrn Prrliamcnt - Europcan Parhamont -
3Ocm: indox (EN) - irragular.
oA.83 - 3 - P66. OE.83 - 3 -P77. FR.83 - 3 - P23 GR.83 - 3 - P9.
tT 83-3 -P2r. N1.83-3-P5r
ISSN 0378-5041; Eub8cnpttm: ECU 62,59, BFR 24OO, IFL 37,
UKL 29, USO 49: Sthsqiption lrom March 1983 .o February
1984.
P21 Documantltion bullrtin A - Drrectorata-Gonsral Personncl and
Admrnistratron: CommEsion of thr Europcan Communitior - 3Ocm:
O Al DE IEN I FAlfi INL) - incgulu.
0A.83 - 3 - PlE. DE:83- 3 - P2l. Fn.E3 - 3 - P8. lT:83 - 3 - P9.
NL:83-3-Pl8
ISSN 0378-441X: subscripton: ECU 39,28, BFR 16o0,
IRL 26.90, UKL 23.30, USD 45,5O: Tho subscnption cov.ts 2Bo
serps B and C.
P2? Documcntltion bullatln B - Oirccto(ateGrneral Pcrsonnrl and
Admrnrltratron: Commrssion of thc Europcrn Communrtreo - 3ocm:
(EN) - irrcaulu.
Ffi.83-3-P9
ISSN 0378-4428: lub3criprron: ECU 39,28, BFB 1600,
IRL 20.90, UKL 23.30, USD rt5.5O: The subscrpton covarc also
serias A rnd C.
P23 Docum.ntltion bullatin C - Orrcctqateccncral Psrsonnol and
Administratron: Commrssron of tho Europ6an Communitros - 3Ocm:
OAIOE IEN lFnfiT I NL) - irrcsulu.
0A.83 - 3 -P19. DE:83 - 3 -P22. F8:E3 - 3 - PlO. rT.83. 3 - PIO
N1.83-3-P1S
ISSN 0379-2250: subscriptron: ECU 39,28, BFR 1600,
IRL 28 90, UKL 23.30, USD 45.60: Thccubsctiptioncovecalso
ser6s A tnd B,
13
P24 Dokumcnte und Publikltionan - Kommission d6r Europiirschcn
Gemernschsften - Bonn, Pr€sse und lnformatronsbliro - 3O cm:
(DE) 
- monetlich.
kostenlo!.
P25 EC-lgriculturll pricc indlccr (Output lnd lnputl - Statistrcll
Oftrcc ol lh6 Europran Communrtieg: Commi$ion of thE European
Communrtrcc - 3Ocm: (DE/EN/FR/lT) - holf-yeady.
DE:83 - 3 - P27. FR:83 -3-P57. lT:83 -3-FEl
ISSN 025G6967: subscription: ECU 18,84, BFR 80O, IRL 13,
UKL 11,USo 18.
P26 Echor dr l'Europr - Commr8sron das Communaut6!
europ6onnos: Burcau da prca$ rt d'inloamatron, Luxombourg -
27cm: (FB) - menrucl.
grsturt.
P27 Economic lnd Social Committ3.: Bullctin - Economic ond
Socrll Commrttoo - Bruxalles-Brucsrl - 21 cm: (EN) - monthly.
DA 63 - 3 - PC7. OE:83 -3 - P8l. FR'83 - 3 - P'16. Gi:83 - 3 - P8.
rT E3-3 -Pr4. N1.83-3 -P23
fre: of charge.
PZA EF-lvltan - Kommicsionsn for Dc curoptiskc Ftsllcsskabor -
Kobcnhavn, Pr.$& og inrqmstion6kontor - 29 x 4ocm: (DA) -
hElvmAncdl,g.
glatr3.
P29 EF dokumrntltion - Kommissionsn tor Dc europaisle
Fallcsskaber - Kobcnhovn, Prass} og informatronskonttr - 2 1 cm:
(DA) - helvminedlig.
ga8tr8.
P3O EG Magarln - Kommissron dd EuropHischen Gcmoinschaftrn -
Bonn, Prasse- und lnlormationsbiio - 27cm: (OEl - monotlich.
Abonn6m€nt
Ernrclpr6ig!.
P3 I ElB-lnformltion - Europ6an lnvostmont Bank - 30 cm: (ENl -
quartcrly.
oA 83 -3 - P20 DE.63 - 3 - P29. FR.83 - 3 - P6. GR.63 - 3 - P1.
lT:83 -3-P5. NL:E3 -3-P27
ISSN O25G389 1: 1106 of ch.rgo.
P32 Elcctrlc.l an.rgy: monthly bull.tln - Slatistrcsl Otfrco of th6
Europran Communrtict: Commislton ol lho EuroPo6n Communitica
- 3Ocm: (DE/EN/FR) - monthiy.
oE.83 - 3-P33. FR.83-3-P37
ISSN 0378-3561:.ubscilptpn: ECU S,43, BFR 43O, lnL 6.60,
UKL 6.60, USO 9.
P33 Encrgy.t!tlttic.: Monthly bullltln !) Coal, bl
Hydrocrrbont, cl Elactric!l anargy - 3Ocm: - monthly.
DE:83 - 3 - P3,r. FR.E3 - 3 -P79
subscnptron: ECU 35,50, BFR 1620, IRL 25, UKL 2O, USD 33:
Combhcd cubsutpaon.
P34 Eorarciil- Bsrlo itha Cliath - 30 cm. {GA) - monlhly.
frla of chsrgc.
P35 Eur inlo - Commission &s communaut6s curop5enncs -
Eruxclles - Brus3cl, BurGau d6 prassa €t d'infsmstron - 3Ocm; (FR)
- monluGl.
N1.83-3-P38
g.atuit.
P36 Euro-Abstrlctr: Scbntrtic lnd tachnical publicetlonr rnd
pltantr: Saction I !nd ll - Orrctqatc-Goncral lnformatron Markct
and lnnovrtron: Comxlisgron of th6 Europoan Communttios - 3ocm:
(EN) 
- 24 iagucs.
subscrptron: ECU 92 03, BFR 42O0, IRL 84.OO, UKL 61.OO,
USD Eo.OOO: Combnad subscttPton.
P37 Euro-Abrtrrcts,soction l - Eurltom !nd EEC Rclaorch.
Scirntilic !nd tachnicll Publicatront !nd P!t!ntt -
Drr€ctoraio-General lnlormatron Makot and lnnovatron:
Commissron of thc European Communrtr6s - 30cm: (EN) - monthly.
ISSN OO14-2352: lubEcnplron: ECU 52,69, BFf, 24OO, tRL 37,
UKL 29, USD 49.
P36 Euro-Abttrlctt, Scction ll: Coll - Stcol - Schortt, H.L.
(eclitq)i Jay, B. (aditorl: Dr6clorato-Gonsral lntormation Market
rnd lnnovalion: Commtggron of tno Europoan Communrlros - 3Ocm:
indsx (DE/EN/FR) - monthly.
DE:83-3- P'lO. FB.E3- 3 -P42
ISSN 0378-3472: lubscriplron: ECU 62,69, BFR 24OO, IBL 37,
UKL 29, USD 49.
P39 Euronrt Dilna Nawt - D[octo(st]G€naral lnttrmstion Mortot
and lnnovatron: Mlstroddi, F. (adrtod - 30 cm: (EN) - quartsrly.
troc of chsIgs.
P4O Europa - Commrssron of th6 Europoln Communttios - Bangtok,
Prcsr 6nd inlormatron otficr - 3Ocm: (EN) - bi-monthly.
116 of chlrgc.
P41 Europr-lnlormltionan fUr dia JugrndPrcltc - KommtsSion
der Europdischon G6mrinschaflcn - Bonn, Prcssc- und
lnformEtionsb&o - 3Ocm: (DE) - monatlich.
kost€n103.
?42 Europr ytn inorgan - Commrssrc van do Euopese
Gsm€onschappon - 06n H8!9, Voorlchtrngsburaau - 3Ocm: (NLl -
wekrliA3.
grati3.
P43 Europa E3 - Commrssion of thc Europeen Communrties -
London, lntormstion officc - 27cm: (EN) - monthly.
frce of chargo.
P41 Europarn Economy - oroctqlto-Gcncrsl Economic 8nd
Finrncirl Aflrr!: Commrs!ion of lha European Communitrer -
3Ocm: (EN) - thrm timrs ! yoar.
OA.83-3-P4O. 0E.83-3-P46. FR:83-3-P28. 1T,83'3-P28.
N1.83-3-P42
ISSN 03790991:subtsiptron; ECU 19,64, BFR 8OO,
IRL 13.50, UKL 1 1.60, USO 22.80.
P46 Europcrn Economy: complctc rcricr of aupplamentt -
3Ocm: - 25 rrsmr.
0A.83-3-Prtl. oE E3-3-P/17. fR83-3-P2S 1T.63-3-P29.
NL:83-3-P43
subscnptron: ECU 23,32, BFR 95O, IRL 16, UKL 13 80, USO 27.
P48 Europern Economy - Eupplcm.nt - S.rl.s A: n.cont
cconomic trandt - Orcclsrto-G€norsl Economic end Frnancial
Atfsrr!: Commission ol the Europaan Communrties - 3ocm: {ENl -
clavon ttmes ! yara.
DA 83 - 3 - P/12. OE.83 - 3 - P48. FR.83 - 3 - P30. IT:E3 - 3 - P30.
NL:83-3-P44
ISSN 0379-2056: subsc]iptEn: ECU 9,82, BFR 4OO. IBL 6'75'
UKL 6.80, USD 1 1.60.
P47 Europoan Economy - Eupplcm.nt - Srrict B: Economlc
prorprctr: Burlnata turvay rctultt - Drrsciorato-GGnorll
Economrc ond Financial Aflairr: Commrcsion ol tho Europcan
Communitic! - 3ocm: {EN) - clovon ttmrr a yc8r.
OA.83- 3 - P43. DE:83 - 3 - P49. FR:83' 3 - P3l. IIr83 - 3 -P31.
N1.83-3-P45
ISSN 0379-21 1O: aubacrrption: ECU 9,82, BFR 4OO. IRL 6.75,
UKL 5-80,USO 11.50.
P48 Europa.n Economy - Supplamant - 8.rle. C: Economic
prorpactt: Consumcr ruryay ratultt - Dtr6cto.stc-Goneral
Economic !nd Finlncial ,qfi8rs: Committion ol thr Europran
Communitrcs - 3Ocm: (EN) - thr66 trmrs ! ycar.
DA:E3-3-P4,1. OE:83-3-P5O. FR.83-3-P32. lT:83-3-P32.
trl:83-3-P46
ISSN 0379-21 7X: subssiption: ECU 3,69, BFB 160, IBL 2.50,
' uKL 2 20, USD 4.20.
P49 Europran Economy rnd supplem.ntr A B G - 3Ocm: - 28
isEU€t.
DA:83 - 3 - P45. DE:83 - 3. P51. FR.03 - 3 - P33. 1T.83' 3 - P33.
N1.83-3-P47
subsqrption; ECU 42,97, BFB 1750, IRL 29.4O, UKL 25.50,
uso 60.
i+
P5O Europor'r Flb- Orrocrorato.Grnarrl lq lnlamotion:
Commilsion of ths Europcan Communrtrrs - 3Ocm: (EN) - twic!
monrhly.
DA 83 - 3 - P37. DE.83 - 3 - p73. FF:83 - 3 -p26 [:A3 - 3 - p76.
NL:83 - 3. P67
lS3N 0379-3 133. fr6r ot charg..
P51 Europcan newr - Commislon of tha Eur@aln Communrti€r -
Brngkok, Preu and info.marron offrco - 3ocm: (EN) - wcckly.
frec of chargc.
?62 Europaln Ptrll.m.nt - Eu@crn parlamanr - 30 x 43cm: (EN)
- irregular.
OA.E3-3-P38. DE:83 -3 -P45. FR 03 -3-p66. tT.83-3-p00.
NL:E3-3-P'tl
trco of chorgc.
P53 Eurort.t-nawt - Stattstical Otfrc6 ol thc Europcan Communrtrcl:
Commi3lon of thc European Communttrcr - 23cm: (ENl - quarrcrly.
OE:E3-3 .P64. F8.83-3 -p6B
ISSN 0378-4207: frac of charg€.
P64 Eurortrtlrtict: Dltr for thort-tlrm cconomic anllyrit -
Strtistical Office of rhc Euopo!n Communrt.os: Commission of th€
Europcan Communitrcc - 30cm: (DElEt17661 - 
"1.r"n 
rrmo! a y6!r,
DE:83 -3-P56. F8.83 -3-P49
ISSN O25G3921..ublcrrprron: ECU 24,9S, BFR 1140, tBL 18.
UKL 14, USD 24.
P65 Fichca padlgogiqurr,30 tourr d'Europl, - Commrssron da:
Communcut6r curopSenncs - parir, Buroau dc pr.ssc st
d'infqmatron - 3Ocm: (FR) - onzc num6ros per an.
tbonnrrfGnt: B6ducton da prix pou ebonn,,mcnts gtoupis.
P50 Hourly [rningr: Houra of wo.k - Commissron of lhe Europcan
Communitica: Strtrstical Offico of rh6 Europcan Communitrcl -
3Ocm: (DA/DE/EN/FB/tTlNL) 
- hatt-y.rrty.
DA t3 - 3 - pr8. DE.83 - 3 - p74. FR.8J - 3. p64. tT.!3 - 3 -p73
NL:63-3-P78
ISSN 0378-3696: lubocriprron: ECU 19,84, BFB 860, tnL 13,
UKL 11,USD 18.
P67 Hydroclrbont: monthly bufl.tin - Strttstrcal Offrca of rhc
Ewopcan Communrtirr: Commislion of th. Ewoprln Communrtie!
- 3Ocm: (DE/ENtFn) - monthty.
oE.83 -3.P63. FR 83 -3-P53
ISSN 0378-3731: tublctptrcn: ECU 19,E4, BFR E6O, tRL 13,
UKL 11,USD 18.
P68 lnduttrial productlon: Mlrcallrnaoua ractort - Stetr!trcrl
Oftica of thc Erropcln Communitrrs: Commi3!ron ot th! Euoplan
Cornmunil6! - 30cm: (DE|EN/FR) - qucrtsty.
DE:83-3-P6E. FFr83-3. p7O
rubrcflptpn: ECU 1 3. I 5, BFR 600, tRL g.OO, UKL 7.60,
usD 13.
P59 lnduttri.l rhon.ttrm tr.ndr - Stltrstrcrt Ottic. of rh.
Europaln CommunttEt: Commtllion of lhr Europran Communtttca
- 3Ocm: (EN) - monthty.
DC:03 -3-P64. FR:63 -3-p66
ISSN 0373-7877:6ubssrpron: ECU 15,78, BFR 720, tBL I 1,
UKL 9, USO 15.
P6O lntormatlon on tha Court of Juattca ol thr Europcan
Communitiar - Cowt of Justrca ot thc Europcan Communrtros -
3Ocm: (EN) - qurrrrly.
04,83-3 -PEO. DE:83 -3 -p66. FR 13 -3-p60. ]T.63- 3 -p64.
NL:83 .3 - PEI
frrc of chlrga.
F01 lnformlrloni - Commirsionc d!il. Ccmuniti tuopcc - Boma,
Ultcio rllrnpr . infcmarions - 3O cm: (lT) - irrcgotrro.
9t!lurto.
PgZ lnlormrrlonl documantl - Co.nmrssionc dcllc Comunrti ouropm
- 8om!, Utttcio rirmpa c inlcmalone - 30 cm: (lT) - irrcgolara.
grttuilo.
P83 lnformarlonl ratrcgn! pariodlcr - Commission€ dell6
Comuniti ouropco - Rom!, UlficD stampa 6 tnfofmlzion6 - 30 cm:(lTl - irrcgolarc.
' grltuito.
P04 lron tnd.torl: monthly bull.tln - Statrstrcal Offlcc ot thc
Europatn Communiros: Commirsron of thc Europ6!n Communrtros
- 3Ocm: (OE/EN/FR/tTl - monrhty.
DE:E3 -3 -P3O. Fn:83- 3 -p76. tT g3-3 -pr6
ISSN 0378-7559: lubsqiprron: ECU 14,2S, BFR 650, tRL 1O.
UKL 8, USD 14.
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